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AUSTRALIAN BOTANIST
TO TALK AT I U' THURSDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Arland Hotchkiss, University of Sydney (Australia) botany lecturer,

will talk on "Australian Botany" in a University of Ninnesota program at 4 p.m.

Thursday (March 3) in the botany auditorium.

Hotchkiss was recently on a guest appointment at Cornell university,

Ithaca, N. Y. Now he is enroute back to his duties at the University of Sydney.

His interests are in the area of plant morphology, and he has made extensive

collections of freshwater algae.

During 1951-52 Hotchkiss had a Fulbright appointment at Roberts college,

Turkey, which enabled him to travel extensively in the ?1editerranean region

and through Anatolia.

The lecture, which will be open without charge to the public, is being

sponsored by the University's departments of botany and concerts and lectures.

-tINS-
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LABOR SECRETARY
TO SPEAK AT 'u'
CO~WERENCE APRIL 5

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis James p. Mitchell, United States secretary of labor, will

be the principal speaker at the 13th annual industrial relations conference April

5 and 6 at the University of Minnesota.

GenerEll conference theme and the topic of Mitchell's talk will be

1I0rganization for Uanagement Teamwork". He will speak at a banquet meeting April 5--
in Coffman 11emorial Union.

Development of industrial teamwork in a free econom,y will be reviewed at the

business administration dean.

industry and evaluation of business enterprise.

Among guest educators on the program will be \Jilliam Spriegel, University of

Industrial leadership and management will be discussed intw~day conference.

terms of efficient management organization, recognition of the human factor in

Industrialists on the program will be: Gerry Morse, vice president of

Texas dean of business administration, and David Belcher, University of Wisconsin

industrial relations, Minneapolis Hone~~ell; Morris Viteles, director of personnel

research and training, Philadelphia Electric company; David Babcock, vice president

and personnel director of The Dayton comp8.lV, Minneapolis; and Merrill Kilby,

manager of management services, American Cyanamid company.

Other guest speakers are Dean Rosensteel, N. Y., director of the American

1~nagement association's executive compensation service; and Jackson Martindell, N.Y.

president of the American Institute of f1anagement.

Cooperating with the University Industrial Relations Center and Center for
Continuation study to present the conference, most meeojj:!ones of lolhich lvi-II be
conducted in the Hinnesota f'iuseum of Natural History, is the Twin City chapter
of the Society for the Advancement of l1anagement.

Persons interested in attending may apply to: Director, Center for
Continuation Study, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14. Registration fee is
$15, and that includes a complimentary ticket to the dinner meeting at which
Mitchell will speak.

-UN8-
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STATE PSYCHOLOGY
HORKSHOP PLANNED
AT U MARCH 21.-22

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Mirmeapolis --- Professor Harold E. Jones, University of California

Institute of Child llelfare, will be a keynote speaker at the annual Mirmesota

Psychological association workshop Monday and Tuesday" l1arch 21-22, in Murphy

hall auditorium at the University of Minnesota.

Professor Jones, and Professor John E. Anderson of the University of

lurmesota, as the two keynote speakers, will discuss: liThe Concept of

Development and Its Relation to Psychological Services to Children".

Both Jones and Anderson are past presidents of the Division of

Developmental Psychology of the American Ps,ychological association. Jones

is also past president of the association's Division on Maturity and Aging,

and Anderson is past president of the American Psychological association as

well as president-elect of the Division on Maturity and Aging.

Psychological services to children in Mirmesota will be the topic of

John Hawkinson, chief psychologist of the State Department of Child Welfare.

Other subjects to be discussed will be Community Mental Hygiene Clinics,

Psychiatric Services for Disturbed Children, Psychological Services for

Retarded Children and Psychological Services in Cormection With Delinquents.

Major attention will be focused on the problem of Predicting Adjustment

and Behavioral Developments from Early to Later Years of Childhood. Specific

research project reports on the problem will be presented by University

Professors Starke R. Hathaway and Merrill F. Roff and Associate Professor

r1aynard C. Reynolds.

(MORE)
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PSYCHOLOGICAL UORKSHOP - 2 -

During the workshop, registrants will have the opportunity to visit the

new faoilities of the Institute of Child Welfare which were reoently made

available to the new program in olinioal child psychology being oonducted

jointly by the University's Department of Psyohology and the institute.

Mrs. Virginia Hathaway of the l1inneapolis public sohools will turn

attention to psychological services for normal children. She will talk on

new developments in school psychology, particularly as psychology relates

both to children and to curriculum building. Professor Harris will talk on

"11aking Psychological Information Available to Parents".

The workshop, planned particularly for members of the Minnesota

Psychological association, has a registration fee of $2.50. Qualified workers

from related professions may register for $3.50. Applications for registration

may be sent to Professor Dale B. Harris, director of the Institute of Child

l~elfare) University of Hinnesota, 11:inneapolis 14. Registration will be

restricted because of limited faoilities.

-UNS-
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3 IU' SENIORS IN
CHEJ!lICAL ENGINEERING
GET SCHOLARSHIPS

(FOR IHMEDIATE RELEASE)

Three University of Hinnesota chemical engineering senior students have been

awarded the Universal Oil Products company scholarships for 1954-55, according to

George B. Rist,y, director of the University's bureau of student loans and

scholarships.

The students and amounts of their individual grants are: James I"Iadson Engen,

Albert Lea, $400; Everett L. Peterson, Pelican Rapids, $300; and 1trlo Go Fox,

11inneapolis, $300.

The UniversaJl..-Oil Products scholarship was established in 1953. At that

time a company representative stated "Chemical engineers from your institution

have rendered outstanding service to our industry, and for this reason we have

selected the University of I'finnesota as a channel through which we can provide

some measure of material assistance, in the form of scholarships, to senior

students in chemical engineering".

Engen, son of Leonard B. Engen, Albert Lea, graduated in 1951 from Albert Lea

high school where he was president of the National Honor society. At the

University, he has been elected to the honor society, Silver Spur.

Peterson, son of Ellis E. Peterson, Pelican aapids, graduated in 1950 from

Pelican Japids high school where he was valedictorian of his senior class.

Fox, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold \f. Fox, 5233 Woodlawn boulevard, Minneapolis,

graduated in 1950 from Roosevelt high school. At the University, he has been

president and treasurer of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers and a

member of Plumb Bob, senior honorary society of technology•

• UNS-
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ARCTIC EXPEDITION
FILM AT UNIVERSITY
MUSEUM SUNDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The "Black River Arctic Report"" a film account of the 1953 Arctic

Expedition to the northern Canadian tundra country, will be sholoffi at 3 p. m.

Sunday in the 1'1innesota Museum of Natural History on the University of

Minnesota campus.

The expedition, led by W. J. Breckenridge, director of the museum, was

jointly sponsored by the museum, the Wilkie Foundation, the United States

Army and the Geological Society of America.

Described in the film are the activities of the group and what they

found on the Black River, which is 600 miles north of Churchill.

There is no admission charge for the lecture, however, tickets are

required. Tickets are available upon request or b,y mail order, accompanied

by a starn p ed, self-addressed envelope, from the !lJinnesota Nuseum of Natural

History, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, Minn.

-UNS-
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COLLEGE STUDEN'IS
TO HOLD POLITICAL
SESSION IN WINONA

(FOR H1HEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- A political participation day for college students of

the First Congressional district will be conducted Saturday (March 5) in Hinona.

The event is the first regional meeting planned by the Minnesota Citizenship

Clearing House which is associated lath the University of ~finnesota political

science department. Associate Professor Arthur E. Nafta1in, now state

commissioner of administration~ is director and Warren N. Weston, teaching

assistant, serves as secretary.

The idea of regional conferences was approved by the Clearing House advisor,y

committee Nov. 18 to contact students in locations close to their own campuses.

Expected to attend the Winona meeting are students and faculty members from

St. Mary's college, Winona State Teachers college, St. Theresa's college, St. Olaf

college, Carleton college, Rochester Junior college and the University of Minnesota,

On the program will be addresses by Karl F. Ro1vaag, ~iinnesota's lieutenant-

governor, and Val Bjornson, former Minnesota state treasurer. Separate panel

discussions are planned for both Republican and Democratic students under the

leadership of students and party officials.

The City of ~Jinona is cooperating ldth the Clearing House to present the

conference, which will be under the direct supervision of Brother Fabian of

St, Hary's college.

A second regional conference is planned for students of rftnnesota's Sixth

Congressional district Saturday, ~~rch 19, in St. Cloud.

-UNS-
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ST. PAUL STUDENT
\ITNS CHEMISTRY
SCHOLARSHIP AT 'U'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A $500 soho1arship for the present sohoo1 year has been awarded to

Donald Herrill DeHart, St. Paul, University of }finnesota seoond year student in

ohemica1 engineering.

The grant, which was established a year ago as the Rayette Inoorporated

Chemioa1 Engineering scholarships, was originated for ~ student after his

first year of study in chemioal engineering.

DeHart is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Merrill DeHart, 69 North Wilder street,

St. Paul. He was graduated summa cum laude in 1953 from St. Thomas acadenw

where he also won the Faculty award and the History and English award.

The Rayette scholarship was first awarded for the academic year

1953-54.

-tINS-
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U OF MANATrn1rST
FLYING TO EUROPE
FOR IECTURE TOUR

(FOR r 1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Berr,y Campbell, associate professor of anatomy at the University

of Minnesota, will present a series of lectures on the human nervous system

at medical centers in Norway, Slveden and The Netherlands beginning next week.

Dr. Campbell will fly to Europe Saturday (March 5) and will deliver the

first talk in the series Tuesday (}farch 8) in Oslo, Norway. He will speak in

Stockholm, Sweden, Thursday, March 10; Gothenborg, Sweden, t~rch 12; Leiden,

The Netherlands, March 15; and Groningen, The Netherlands, r~rch 17. He will

return to Minneapolis March 25.

Sponsoring the University anatomist's European lecture tour is the

University of Leiden.

-UNS-
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U OF M TO CONDUCT
ASSESSING COURSE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis -- A University of Minnesota three-day institute for assessors

is scheduled for Thursday through Saturday, Maroh 10-12, at the Center for

Continuation Study,

Among guest speakers for the course will be Gordon Bollman, Chicago,

assistant chief deputy assessor for Cook county, who will talk on the "Appraisal

of Shopping Centers", Bert L, Zuver, Des Moines, Iowa, president of the National

.\ssociation of Assessing Officers, will be dinner speaker at 6 p, m. Friday,

March 11.

Representing the State Department of Taxation on the program will be

G, Howard Spaeth, commissioner of taxation; Harry G. Stillwell, supervisor of

assessments; George H, Gould, special assistant attorney general; Irving J, Olson

and Robert T, Loc~, appraisers; Wallace Dahl, statistician; and Robert A. Lee.

Governor Orville L. Freeman will speak briefly during the opening session.

:f.iost of the olasses will be conducted in the Hinnesota Museum of Natural History

auditorium.

County and city assessors who will speak are; Lee O. Alexander, Redwood Falls;

Ronald Anderson and Edward Schwartz, both of Anoka; C, C. Christensen, Bloomington;

Russell Connery, St, Louis Park; Ray Endres, Faribault; Harry A. Ernest, Morris;

Clifford Giguere, l·linneapolis; A. L, ~allery, Hastings; Clayton Ostberg, St. James;

H, J. Peterson, Pipestone; ilonald V. Powers, St. Paul; Marvin W. Price, Rochester;

and E. E, Wiley, Albert Lea.

On the course faculty also will be Marvin H. Anderson, state senator from

Bloomington; and Jack Maxwell, Mound, builder and appraiser.

The institute is one of 10 courses being offered this year by the University

inth the cooperation of the League of Minnesota Municipalities.
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BERLIN UNIVERSITY
OFFERS SCHOLARSHIP

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

A Free University of Berlin scholarship for 1955-56 is available for a

University of Minnesota student, according to information received by E. G.

Williamson, dean of students.

In addition to a one-year scholarship, the German university will also

grant monthly subsidies for one or two additional Minnesota students interested

in studying in Berlin for one or two semesters.

The one-year scholarship begins October 15, 1955, and continues until

August 15, 1956. Included are a stipend of 200 German marks per month for the

10-month academic year. Of the total, 30 marks per month will be deducted to

cover lodging in a student home. Tuition fees will be waived, but about 24.10

marks per semester will be charged for social insurance. Transportation from

the German border to Berlin and back will be paid b.Y the Free University.

The other available subsidies for one or two semesters will amount to

about 150 marks per month which would cover living expenses. The students

would have to provide their own incidental expenses. They would, however, also

be exempt from tuition fees but will be required to pay 24.10 marks monthly for

a health insurance.

According to Rector Ernst E. Hirsch of the Free University, the Fulbright

commission in Bad Godesberg, Germany, may be able to extend travel grants to

students awarded these scholarships.

Students interested in enrolling at the Free University of Berlin should

have a good knowledge of the German language. However, that qualification may

be waived if the candidates possess good academic qualifications.

-UNS-
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U OF M TO AWARD
DEGREES 'IO 472

(FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1955)

Minneapolis --.. Approximate]y 472 University of l1ilUlesota students will

be candidates for degrees at the winter quarter commencement exercises Thursday,

March 17, in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

The commencement address will be delivered by Carrol M. Shanks, Montclair,

N. J., president of the Prudential Insurance Company of America and a native of

Fairmont. Topic of his talk will be liThe New Frontiers of Democraoy".

Commencement ceremonies will begin at 8 p.m. with invooation by the

~ev. George Schermer, minister and direotor of the Covenant olub on the oampus.

Defore the principal address, President J. L. Morrill will speak for the

University.

Malcolm M. Willey, vice president in charge of academio administration,

Hill be master of ceremonies. He will introduce the oollege deans, who, in turn,

,nIl present their candidates for degrees. Diplomas will be presented by E. G.

Williamson, dean of students.

Students who have completed A~, Nav,y and Air Foroe ROTC oourses will

receive oommissions from President Morrill. The oandidates will be presented

for their commissions by Col. Kermit D. Stevens, USAF, professor of air science,

who will also administer the oath of office.

Before the exercises, the Flemish bells will be played from Northrop

Memorial auditorium from 7 to 7:30 p.m. by James D. Johnson, carillonneur. The

University band will present a prelude concert from 7:30 to 8 p.m. under the

direction of Gerald Prescott, associate professor of music and University

bandmaster.

-UNS-
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'u' INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS EXPERT
TO SPEAK IN TORONTO TUESDAY

(FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Herbert G. Heneman, Jr., assistant director of the University of

rfLnnesota's Industrial Relations Center, will address the Personnel

Assooiation of Toronto, Canada, in Toronto Tuesday (Maroh 8) on the

topio: "Costs of Personnel Functions".

1
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EIGHT FROM 'u'
TO ATTEND RELIGION
SESSION IN ILLINOIS

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Eight persons involved in religious work on the University of Minnesota

oampus will attend a oonferenoe for deans of students and oollege religious

workers Honday through Wednesday (March 7-9) at the University of Illinois.

Taking part in the program will be Henry E. Allen, coordinator of

students' religious aotivities; Ralph Berdie, direotor of student oounseling

bureau; and the Rev. James Boren, director of \lestminster Foundation on the

campus.

Others attending will be the Rev. Reuben C. Beisel, Gamma Delta; the

nev. Oviatt Desmond, Pilgrim Foundation; the Rev. George G. Garrelts, Newman

Foundation; Sue Edwards, Danforth graduate fellow; and Lola Jaoobs, Wesley

Foundation, St. Paul.

Conferenoe sessions will be held at Allerton House, Monticello, Illinois,

site of the University of Illinois short course program•

• UN8-
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J. R. OPPENHEIMER
INTERVIEW FIrM
AT 'U' TUESDAY

(FOR D-1MEDIATE REIEASE)

"A Conversation With Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer", a SO..minute film

interview b.Y Edward R. lfurrow, Columbia Broadcasting System commentator, will

be shown at 3:30 p. m. Tuesday (I.Iarch 8) in the I1i.nnesota Nuseum of Natural

History auditorium.

The film program, which will be open without charge to the public, is

being sponsored by the University's audio-visual education service and the

department of concerts and lectures.

The interview by Hurr01v with Oppenheimer, director, Institute for

Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J., was telecast on the Neetly program "See It Not,.,".

-UNS-
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U OF MCHEMISTRY
STUDENT RECEIVES
$500 SCHOLARSHIP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The third annual award of the Archer-Daniels-Midland oompany $500

scholarship has been made to Ronald E. Bambury, University of I1innesota senior

in organic chemistry.

The Archer-Daniel-l1:idland grant was established in 1952 and was first

awarded for the year 1952-53.

Bambury, 1611 Hawthorne avenue, North, Minneapolis, was graduated in

1950 from Anoka high school.

_UNS_
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ARHY \JAR COLLEGE
TO HEAR ADDltESS
BY 'u I HISTORIAN

(FOR IMl'JEDIATE RELEASE)

Rodney C. Loehr, associate professor of histor,y at the University of

Minnesota, will address the faculty and students of the Army War College,

Carlisle Barracks, Pa., Thursday, March It, on the subject "Opposing Strategies

of 'lrlor1d War II".

Professor Loehr served as historical officer for the Joint Ohiefs of

Staff during World War II.

-UNS-
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FOREIGN SERVICE
JOB OFPORTUNITmS
TOPIC OF 'u' TALK

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Career opportunities in the foreign service of the United States will be

discussed by Kenneth Calloway, State department personnel officer, at the

University of Minnesota lJednesday (March 9) at 3:30 p.m. in 359 Ford hall.

Joining Calloway to talk at an open meeting on employment opportunities

in the intelligence services of the federal government will be Professor Tom

Jones, director of the University of ¥dnnesotats intelligence research training

program.

Calloway and E. Jan Nadelman, foreign service officer, will be available

for individual consultations Uednesday in the International Relations Center

310-314 Ford hall. Appointments can be made through Hrs. Marian S. Hopkins in the

center. Literature about the foreign service and application blanks are available

there also.

Candidates must be at least 20 years of age and under 31 and must have held

American oitizenship for at least 10 years. Starting salaries range from $4,000

to $5,000 a year, depending upon age and experience•

• UNS.
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FRENCH EXPERT
ON BIRDS TO TALK
AT U OF MMARCH 17

(FOR HlMEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Francois Bourlierre, outstanding French scientist in ornithology

and mammalogy and author of several books on those sUbjects, will give a

University of Minnesota lecture on "Birds of the Sub-Antarctic Regions" at

3:30 p.m. Thursday, March 17, in the Minnesota Museum of Natural Histor,y

auditorium.

The lecture, open without charge to the public, is being sponsored by

the Museum and the University's departments of zoology and concerts and

lectures.

Dr. Bourlierre's books, llNatural History of Mammalsll and two volumes on

"Natural Histor,y of Birds" are considered outstanding contributions to world

literature.

The scientist-author, who received his medical degree in 1940 at the

University of Paris, has engaged in several recent French expeditions to the

sub-Antartic. He has become particular~ interested in the penguins.

-UNS-
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STRAUB APPOINTED
MEMBER OF SHIP
DESIGN CmiMITTEE

(FOR IMI1EDIATE RELEASE)

Professor Lorenz G. Straub, head of the University of Minnesota's civil

engineering department and director of the St. Anthony Falls ~draulie

laborator,y, has been appointed a member of the National Research council's

committee on ship structural design.

The committee sponsors the research programs carried on under the

guidance of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Research council

and sponsored by the Navy's Bureau of Ships and Sea Transportation Service,

the United States ~oast Guard, the Maritime administration and the American

Bureau of Shipping.

-UN5-
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TUO lUI INSTRUCTORS
TO STUDY IN NOm-rAY
ON FULBRIGHT GRANTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RElEASE)

Minneapolis --- Two University of Minnesota instructors have been

granted Fulbright scholarships to stuQy during the school year 1955-56 at the

University of Oslo, Norway.

The scholarship recipients are Lorraine Marie Gonyea, 3615 Morgan avenue,

North, 11inneapo1is; and Eleanor Agnes Ruud, Crookston.

Miss Gonyea, instructor in medical technology, will study hematology in

Norway, and Miss Ruud, English instructor at University high school, will

study education.

The grants are two of approximately 22 given for study in NOr1<1Tay, and

are included in a total of approximately 1,000 grants for graduate study

abroad during the academic year 1955-56 under the United States Educational

Exchange Program.

Funds used under the Fulbright Act are foreign currencies obtained

through surplus property sales abroad.

-UN8-
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DISNEY ADVENTURE
FILM AT U OF M
MUSEUM SUNDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Bear Country", a Walt Disney color, true-life advanture movie which won

the 1954 AcademY Award for a short subject, will be shown at 3 p.m. Sunday

(March 13) in the Minnesota ~1useum of Natural History auditorium on the

University of Minnesota campus.

Most of the movie, which pictures bear cubs through maturity, their

living and feeding habits, was taken in Yellowstone National park.

There is no admission charge for the program, however, tickets are

required. Tickets are available upon request or by mail order, accompanied

by a stamped, self-addressed envelope, from the Minnesota Museum of Natural

History, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, r-ti.nn.

-UNS-
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TEXAS, BRITISH
PROFESSORS TO
LECTURE AT 'u I

(FOR IMl-1EDIATE RELEASE)

Two speoial leotures by visiting speakers have been scheduled for spring

vacation, which will begin Friday, l~rch 18, at the U~~versity of Minnesota.

Charles M. Pomerat, University of Texas anato~ professor, will speak on

IIReoent Advances in the Study of the Living Cell" at 8 p.m. Thursday, March 24, in

the Mayo Memorial auditorium.

Walter Bryan Emery, University of London Edwards professor of Egyptology, will

talk on liThe First Egyptian Dynastyll at 8 p.m. Monday, March 28, in the Minnesota

Museum of Natural History auditorium.

Professor Pomerat received his bachelor of arts degree in 1932 from Clark

university and studied at Harvard university for both his master of arts and doctor

of philosophy degrees, the latter of which he received in 1937. He was a

Rockefeller Foundation fellow during 1937-38 to the University of Buenos Aires,

Argentina, and Cambridge university, England.

Professor Pomerat joined the University of Texas staff as an anato~ professor

in 1943. During the preceding year, he had done research work for the Woods Hole

Oceanographic institute on an anti-fouling project for the bureau of ships, United

States Navy. He has served since 1945 as director of the Tissue Culture Laboratory

of the John Sealy and Allied Hospitals.

His lecture is being sponsored by Sigma Xi and the University's department of

concerts and lectures.

Professor Emery is touring the United States as the Norton lecturer of the
Archeological Institute of America. He has been active in the field of Egyptian
archaeology for 30 years. His most recent excavations have been conducted at
Sakkaar, site of the tombs of the Pharaohs of the First Dynasty (about 3100 B.C.).

The British archaeologist, as a lieutenant colonel in the British Armw, was
cited for his exploits in the Middle East during World War II. He also served as
First Secretary of the British Embass,y in Cairo 1947-51.

His lecture is being sponsored by the Minnesota Society of the Archaeological
Institute of America and the University departments of art, anthropology, classics,
history and concerts and lectures.

-UNS-
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U OF MDEBATERS
TO MEET LONDON
SQUAD HONDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis Student debaters of the Universities of London and

Minnesota will debate on the subject "Resolved That: The United States Extend

Diplomatic Recognition to Communist China" at 8 p.m. Monday (March 14) in Nurphy

hall auditorium on the Minneapolis campus.

The University of Minnesota students will take the negative side of the

debate and the London students, the affirmative.

I~presenting ~finnesota will be Otto H. Ravenholt, medical student, and

Charles Mohlke, member of the College Quiz Bowl team and president of the All-

University Congress.

Members of the traveling London team are Jennifer Copeman, student of estate

management, and Lester Borley who is reading for an honours degree in geography.

Ravenholt, whose hometown is Luck, vIis., served for four years in the armed

forces. He was with military intelligence in Japan much of that time.

Hohlke, senior with an interdepartmental major in English, philosophy and

political science, was the Big Ten debate discussion champion in 1953-54.

Miss Copeman attended the University of London from 1950-53, Bedford college

in 1953 and received her honours degree in English in 1954. She was president of

the University Union 1954-55, vice president of it in 1953, editor of the Bedford

College literary magazine and rowed for the University in 1951-52.

Borley, who was born in South \va1es, has attended Queen nary college of the

University of London since 1951. He served as president of the Queen Mary College

Union until April, 1954, and as deputy president of the University of London Union

in 1954-55. In 1948 he was a member of the British delegation sponsored by the

Council for Education in World Citizenship to Youth Festival at Rouen.

-ooS.
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'U' llA'IER SCHOOL
TO OPEN MONDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Mirmeapolis --- Two separate University of Uirmesota three-day courses for

water works operators are planned for Monday through Wednesday (Maroh 14-16) in the

Center for Continuation Study.

The schools are part of a continuation program of 10 courses being offered

this year by the University with the oooperation of the League of Minnesota

MUnicipalities. Next course scheduled is a sewage works operators' school

Wednesday through Friday" March 16-18.

One of the water schools opening Monday is an instruction oourse for Grade C

operators, and the other is a school for those interested in taking the examination

for a B certificate or as a refresher courSe for those holding D and C certificates,

In both courses classes will be conducted Monday and Tuesday, and examinations

will be given Wednesday forenoon. Following the examination for those taking the

refresher course" a tour of the sanitary engineering laboratories of the University

will be conducted.

-UNS..
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INSURANCE CHIEF
TO ADDRESS rut
GRADUATING CLASS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Carrol H. Shanks, president of the Prudential Insuranoe Company of Amerioa,

will speak on "The New Frontiers of Demooraoy" at the University of Minnesota

winter quarter oommenoement program at 8 p.m. Thursday, Maroh 11, in Northrop

Memorial auditorium.

ApproximatelY 412 University students will be candidates for degrees at

the exeroises.

Shanks, a native of Fairmont, was graduated from the University of Washington

in 1921 and from the Columbia University Law Sohool in 1925. He then joined the

New York law firm of Root, Clark, Buokner and Ballantine where he practioed from

1925-29 and also leotured at Columbia law sohool. He then beoame an associate

professor of Yale law sohool and in 1931 returned to Root, Clark, Buokner and

Ballantine.

In 1932, Shanks joined The Prudential as assistant solioitor in oharge of

railroad reorganization for the bond department. He later beoame general

solioitor, vice president and in 1944 he was elected exeoutive vioe president and

a director of the company. He beoame president January 1, 1946.

During World War I, he served as a private in the Army.

The Prudential president now is also director of the Guaranty Trust Company

of New York, the United States Guarantee Company of New York, the Public Service

Electrio and Gas oompany, the Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Company, Inc., and the

Fidelity Union Trust Company of Newark, N. J. He is past president of the

Life Insurance Association of America and is a director of that association and

of the Institute of Life Insurance.

-UNS-
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An address by Carrol M. Shanks,
President of The Prudential Insurance
Company of America, at the Hinter
Quarter Commencement exercises of the
University of Minnesota, l1inneapolis,
Minn., March 17, 1955

NEW FRONTIERS OF DEI'1OCRACY

I am pleased, for two reasons, that I was asked to make this talk today.

First, because it is interesting to be with young people when they are about to go

out into the world to make their fortunes, and to help guide the destinies of their

countr,y and the world; and second, because it is always pleasant to look ahead with

optimism, and that, I believe, is reasonab~ possible today. We can be thrilled

with the new frontiers that have been opened in our democracy -- scientific,

economic and social frontiers that tax the imagination, and promise rewards

beyond anything we have experienced.

It has been a long time since we could look ahead with confidence. Few of

you can recall a time when the outlook was free of likely wars or threatened

economic reverses. We still have problems -- a good many of them •• but there are

many indications that the worst is over. To be sure, storm clouds are on the

horizon. Threats and sabre rattling still come out of the East. Some observers

are looking at the stock market, shaking their heads, and predicting the worst. But

for each threat, there are many assurances. For ever,y fear there are a thousand

hopes.
Our future -- your future -- will be determined by the course of \lestern

civilization. This civilization is becoming more wide~ understood as one founded

upon the conviction that the individual has a dignity and a worth of his own, and

does not exist for the advantage or the convenience of the state. Closely related

to our underlying belief in the religious, social, and political importance of the

individual has been our establishment of an economic system which is based on

individual enterprise, on independent labor, and on free markets for goods and for

capital. It is this emphasis on the worth of the individual, in ever,y phase ¢f our

life, which so clearly sets apart our Hestern civilization from the world-wide
bureaucratic dynasty which the Communists have long attempted to establish.

(MORE)
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The future of lrJestern oivilization depends on our steadfastness in holding

to these ideals and in demonstrating their worth to the rest of the world. From a

realistic viewpoint, our future also depends upon the continued succesS of our

economic system. We must continue to demonstrate that our civilization not on~

guards the rights and dignity of the individual but also provides him with a

maximum of material goods and services.

The economic future of the \vestern lr./orld is not without threats. The threat

of inflation, for instance, waxes and wanes, but will never be gone for good. It is

a disease to which all economio systems are vulnerable -- tightly controlled systems

like that in Russia are fully as susceptible as our free market system. It is a

very real threat, but one that can be handled. We can never become complacent

about inflation; we must guard against it, and be ready to aot when symptoms show

themselves, and to protect ourselves we must remain alert. As indiViduals, we

must oooperate with neoessary government measures -- and government officials and

business leaders must be as firm about treating this economic malignane,y as a

doctor is firm about treating a human disease. I cannot overstate the importance of

keeping the forces of inflation from getting out of hand.

The threat is often expressed that the nation is becoming surfeited ,nth goods

_an_d_s....;e_r_v,ice!,; that produotion everylvhere is too high; and that sooner or later

everyone will have everYthing he can afford, and then our economy will collapse.

This is not to say that there cannot be setbacks, but there are many significant

facts Nhich make it un1ike~. In the first place, the number of consumers for

American industries and markets for their products continue to develop throughout

the world. In the second place, we have found that even though lve no longer have the

geographic outlet provided in earlier days through development of the frontier areas,

nevertheless we have a much more potent stimulus in the steadi~ expanding technolog

ical frontier. In addition, the business community is willing to take the long-run

point of view in capital expenditures, thus providing constant improvement in our

ability to produce and steady support to business activity over-all.

(MOnE)
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manage our affairs intelligent~, our eoono~ oan be expeoted to have expanded far

beyond the eoonomy of today. Our gross national product should amount to more than

540 billions -- 50 %greater than at present, and 170 billions more than is indioated

for 1955, which, it is antioipated, will be the best year we have had. Total

personal income would rise from its ourrent figure of 290 billions to 420 billions,

increasing the average family income from approximate~ $5,500 per year to $7,000

per year. Consumer expenditures may reach 360 billion, oompared to 240 billion

at present.

People will be working shorter hours and fewer days to earn these increased

inoomes. The routine jobs in industry will be reduced by automation -- in factories,

and to some extent in offioes, effioienoy will be increased by eleotronio equipment.

This added effioiency will be reflected in more productivity per man hour.

Atomic power and sun power will make industrial plants possible anywhere --

and this will prevent the further crowding of industrial areas. Agrioulture will

become inoreasing~ mechanized; the scientifio reolamation of low-oost ground will

be stepped up; there will be a tendency toward larger, more eoonomioal and more

profitable units in farm areas; and technologioal im~rovements will make possible

even better methods to preserve and distribute food, eliminating many of the

seasonal hazards.

In Short, it looks as though we will be able to live appreciab~ better, in

many ''lays, in the relative~ near future. The economic outlook today is more

cheerful than it has been in many years, and one reason is because we know now that

our capitalistic system is not governed by fixed and unalterable rules. It is

evolving, just as every other living thing in the universe evolves. lrTith sound

jUdgement, we can guide this evolution and take advantage of it to make our system

increasingly secure, increasingly dependable, and increasing~ rewarding.

(MORE)
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Turn now to the ideological side of our Western civilization. \Jhat can we

look forward to on this front? Here, too, there are threats -- but, as I said

earlier, I think the worst is over. The major threat posed by the Communists --

war -- is probably less acute now than it has been for several years, -- but here,

I have to hedge. Wars sometimes start by accident and are ]e ast wanted by the very

people who start them. An irresponsible act could start a war, but I think it no

longer like~ that anyone would deliberate~ launch one. The second Communist

threat, conquest of our spirit by propaganda, is all but gone. What is more

important, we understand ourselves better than ever before.

The history and background of Western civilization are fresher in your mind

than they are in mine. But being a long time out of a university, a long way from

mY tour as an academic instructor, and sitting at the nerve center of an enterprise

that reaches into some 32 million lives, I believe I have gained a practical slant

on our kind of democracy -- what might be called a working approach to it. From

this vantage point, it would seem that there are five reallY basic convictions

at the foundation of our way of life:

First, we believe that government is a creature of the people governed;

that citizens should have a large measure of independence and are not wards

of an all-powerful, centralized authoritl. To our way of thinking, the

purpose of the government is to maintain order, to promote the welfare of

the people, and to encourage the development of the economY. Its objective

is to provide the greatest possible opportunity for citizens to make the

most of their talents, and to realize the greatest possible reward for

their labors. In recent years we have come to believe that the government

should also maintain standby facilities for use in the event of a breakdown

in our economic system -- and because we regard the government as a device

created to serve the people, there is nothing inconsistent about expecting

the government to help when help is needed, while at the same time resisting

its interference in private affairs during the normal course of events. We

believe there is a wortd of difference between a state that keeps the welfare

~f the people uppermost, and ~welfare state which in the end weakens,
rather than strengthens a nation. (~roRE)
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Second, we believe in free competition in business. To the consumer, it

brings better service, lower prices and sounder products. Business itself

gains because the constant improvement of service and the lowering of prices

demands alert management and continuing tecnhological advances. Competition,

it is true, is destructive of the weaker bUSinesses, but this cleansing

process is one of the foundations of the vitality of our system, Cartel

managements, trusts, or government-operated businesses, as in the Soviet

Union, find it unnecessar,y to create better, simpler, more economical

and more efficient ways of making products, rendering services, and

managing corporate affairs, Eliminating competition takes away most

important incentives.

Third, we believe that our civilization, like our econo~, is subject

to continuous development; that nothing about it is static, This is

another point of difference between our civilization and that of the

Communists; theirs is carefully planned, bound by rules, and deviations

are punishable by death. The conviction that necessar,y changes must be

accommodated has made it possible for us to create, during the past

generation, many safeguards for our econo~, and to greatly reduce social

frictions that otherwise would create hazards and block progress on many fronts.

Fourth, we believe that the rights of the individual should be legally

protected. Freedom of speech, and the right to own property are the

principles that give our civilization stability, make possible the growth

and development of the individual, and, in turn, the growth and development

of the system.

Fifth, we firmly believe in the existence of a Supreme Being, and we respect

the individual right of everyone to worship as he sees fit,

If we rely upon these foundations of our lofestern culture, we will continue to

move forward. Our progress will be determined by our willingness to work together

for the common good. Progress is o~ partially a matter of leadership, because

leadership is only part of the story. \fe need leaders; but even more, we need a

sense of personal responsibility. A generation of determined, enthusiastic, single
(MORE)
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minded people, steeped in our philosoph¥, even without spectacular leadership,

could remake the world.

This is the real burden of what I have to say today.

The greatest fallacy in the Communist, and other dictatorial doctrines, lies

in the primary assumption that there are only two groups of people -- a great blind

mass of indistinct aimless individuals, and a small band of self-appointed leaders :

who direct the thinking of the masses, and their actions as though they were puppets.

These doctrines see the destiny of man lying exclusively in the hands of this

leadership. They see the struggle for world power as wholly a struggle among

leaders, with people as pawns, following blindly wherever the leaders point.

It is true, of course, that leadership pl~s a part, for better or for worse.

But in the modern world of increased literacy, almost instantaneous communication,

and transportation facilities that have all but eliminated the possibility of

isolation, more and more of the responsibilities of leadership are being undertaken--

and must be undertaken -- b,y the people themselves. The common man is learning to

speak for himself, to forge his Olin leader~hip. This marks a momentous step in the

evolution of the human race -- in the development of civilization. This is the step

which could bring to final fruition all of the promise of our way of life. At the

same time, this development is fraught with possibilities of grave danger or even

catastrophe. An example of the sort of difficulty I have in mind is summed up by

the statement that a democracy, because of the pressure of public opinion, may well

be too slow to go to war and too intransigent in its prosecution and settlement.

With self-leadership comes a new dimension of responsibility for the

individual.

In your case, it means that when you leave this university, a far larger share

of responsibility for your country, and the world, rests with you than was the case

with your predecessors. You will be called upon for decisions of critical importance.

You will be required to exercise judgment in wide political, social and economic

areas. This is true no matter where you find your niche in the world.

(MORE)
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If you go from here into business, as most of you will, you must be ready

to carr,y greater responsibilities than business people before you -- responsibilities

that will increasinglY involve social matters as well as economic, for business has

become intricately integrated into our lives.

This is what brought about the wide-spread industrial practice of creating

pension funds, providing life insurance, making available hospitalization and medical

plans, and setting up profit-sharing systems. In general, business leaders did not

move in these directions with reluctance, or as a result of pressure; it was done

because management realizes that a sense of security among emplqyees is an essential

element in the conduct of business.

The next generation of business leaders will be called upon for more vision

and courage than earlier :Ie aders. You must find an answer to labor-management

problems. You must find a practical formula to provide greater year-round security

for workers. You must find ways to increase international trade, and at the same

time smooth domestic adjustments which will inevitably follow from freer trade. You

must perfect the working arrangements, and the division of responsibilities in many

areas between business and the government. You must find ways of making better use

of our diminishing raw materials, or produce alternatives. These and other decisions

will be yours to make -- and you will h ave to create policies out of your own wisdom.

Finally, we are coming into an era of spectacular technological progress

which is growing out of the wise and vast investments in research made during the

past few years. This research has been the vital spark leading to our extraordinar

ily dynamic post-war econOll\Y. The developments arising out of it will call for

broad adjustments, very large expenditures of money, and great faith in the future.

'!he wisdom with which these advances are made a part of industry will determine our

entire future, for, properly handled, they promise better products for Je ss money,

more security for our system, more dependable and continuous employment, and in the

end higher real wages and more leisure.

(MORE)
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If your generation is to realize the potentials that seem within your grasp,

you must, above all, have faith in our still developing system. There has been a

1.ddespread feeling that we must II justify" our conception of democracy and free

enterprise as a safeguard against the inroads of Eastern philosophies. This

defeatist attitude is like the conviction held some years ago that our econornlf had

reached maturity and all that remained was to divide the spoils and keep the old

machine going as long as it could. Since those days when our growth was supposed

to be at an end, our econornlf has more than doubled; it has become increasingly

productive at an acoelerating rate; it has blazed new frontiers in every direction.

Our kind of democracy is accelerating in the same way. life are gathering

the important fruits of Western civilization -- everything until now has been only

a preface. If we are militant about moving our kind of democracy forward, if each

of us makes a conscientious effort to understand the basic structure of our way of

life, and to cooperate in an effort to preserve yet improve it, we oan virtually

ignore the existence of the Communist threat. In the vast, empty promises of

Communism, our Western civilization has' faced, and I think met, its greatest

challenge. People, by and large, have not fallen for the propaganda traps, and now

the novelty is past.

What does all this add up to? It means there is no substantial reason to

think that Western culture and civilization are entering upon a decline. On the

contrary, there is every indication that they can be made to strengthen, and that our

lives will grow more full, not shallower.

With a rich and exciting future before you, you can afford to have faith in

our way of doing things. You can conscientiously put that faith to work. If you do,

flights to Mars and the establishment of space platforms may be among the less

important miracles you will live to experience.

The new frontiers of Democracy are unlimited.

###
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SE\lAGE PLANT
OPERATORS TO ATTEIID
INSTIWTE AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Two different class schedules are planned for the University of Ninnesota

institute for sewage disposal plant operators Wednesday through Friday, March 16-18

in the Center for Continuation Stuqy.

One session will be devoted to operators wishing to take the certification

examination for Class C. General sessions will emphasize Class B plant operation.

Cooperating with the University to present the course are the League of

Hinnesota Municipalities and the Minnesota Department of Health. Faculty members

include University and health department staff members and other persons

responsible for operation of treatment plants in the state.

\lritten examinations will be given for Class B, C and D. Books and other

reference material may be used. Oral interviews will also be held for those

applying for Class B operator certification.

Among plant operators on the program for the general session will be:

Walter C. Hogenson, Rochester; A. D. Nordb,y, Montevideo; Anton Pirkl, Owatonna;

James L. Rudd, Alexandria; and iM. H. Somera, Ely.

-UNS-
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UTAH NEWSMAN
TO TEACH IN 'u'
JOURNALISM SCHOOL

(FOR RELEASE 11 A.M. FRIDAY, MARCH 11)

Minneapolis --- Appointment of N. Neff Smart.. former Utah weekly

newspaper publisher, as a lecturer during the spring quarter in the University of

!'finnesota's school of journalism was approved today (March 11) by the University's

Board of ~iegents.

Smart, who currently is a lecturer in journalism at the University of Utah,

will instruct classes in wee~ newspaper management, advanced newspaper

advertising and typographY formerly taught by the late Professor Thomas F. Barnhart.

As publisher of the Crem-Geneva (Utah) Times from 1947 to 1953.. Smart won

first place awards in editorial writing and community service competitions of the

utah State Press association. He was named secretary of the association in 1953.

Smart holds bachelor of science and master of science degrees from Brigham

Young university where he also served as a lecturer in journalism. He now is a

candidate for the doctor of philosophY degree at the University of Utah.

In the daily newspaper field, Smart served as city editor of the San Luis

Obispo (California) Telegram-Tribune from 1940 to 1942. He entered the arn:w as

a private and rose to the rank of captain while serving in England and France.

He Has managing editor of the lveekly Vernal (Utah) Express in 1946 before becoming

publisher at Crem.

Smart currently is secretary of the Utah professional chapter of Sigma Delta

Chi.. national journalism professional fraternity.

-UNS-
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DOC TORS TO TAKE
HEART DISEASE
COURSE AT U. OF M.

(FOR INJ1EDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. John J. Sayen, University of Pennsylvania assistant professor

of clinical medicine, and Dr. George C. Griffith, University of Southern

California clinical professor of medicine, will speak at a University of

~nnnesota continuation course in cardiovascular diseases for general

physicians Monday through Wednesday, March 21-23, in the Center for

Continuation Study.

Dr. Griffith will talk on "Present Concepts of the Use of

Anticoagulants" and "The Prevention and Management of the Complications

of Myocardial Infarction". Dr. Sayen will speak on "The Management of

Acute Coronary Occlusion With Special Reference to the Use of Pressor

Substances" and "Differential Diagnosis of Chest Pain".

-UNS-
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lAW ADMISSION
TEST SCHEDULED

(FOR II 'MEDIATE RELEASE)

The law school admission test for prospective law school applicants

will be given Saturday, April 23, at the University of r11nnesota I s Student

Counseling Bureau, according to Ralph F. Berdie, director of the bureau.

Deadline for completing applications for the test is vlcdnesPaY, April 13.

B.r that time, the applications must be forwarded to the Educational Testing

Service, 20 Nassau, Princeton, N. J.

First consideration is given qy many law schools for entrance in the fall

of 1955 to applicants who have taken the test in November, February or April,

explained Berdie.

Individual law schools have their own preferences about consideration

of the test. Therefore, prospective applicants are urged to find out from the

law schools in which they are interested whether to take the test.

Applications to take the test April 23 and a bulletin of information

which describes the procedure for making application and shows sample test

questioM are available from Ralph F. Berdie, Student Counseling Bureau,

University of Hinnesota, Minneapolis 14, Minn., or directly from the Law School

Admission Test, Educational Testing Service, 20 Nassau street, Princeton, N. J.

-UNS-
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}1USEm1 TO SHOliJ
FILM ON CANYONS
SUNDAY AT 3 P.}1.

(FOR IIi1EDIATE RELEASE)

A color, sound movie entitled "Painted Canyons" will be shown at

3 p.m. Sunday (I1arch 20) in the Minnesota Museum of Natural History on the

University of Minnesota campus.

The movi.e, produced in 1953 by the Union Pacific railroad, shows the

glowing colors and strange rock formations of Bryce, Zion, Cedar Brakes and

the Grand Canyon.

There is no admission charge for the lecture, but tickets are required.

Tickets are available upon request or by mail order, accompanied by a stamped,

self-addressed envelope, from the Hinnesota 11useum of Natural History,

University of Hinnesota, Minneapolis 14, Minn.

-UN8-
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lU' METALLURGIST
RECEIVES AWARD
FOR IRON STUDIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Gust Bitsianes, University of Minnesota assistant professor of

metallurgy, was presented with the J. E. Johnson, Jr., award for his paper

on "Topochemical Aspects of Iron are Reduction" and for other contributions

to the literature in the manufacture of pig iron at the recent national

meeting of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers in

Chicago.

Before the iron and steel division of the organization, Bitsianes

presented a paper co-authored with V. O. Edstrom of the Royal Institute of

Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. Title of the paper is "Solid State Diffusion

in the Reduction of Hagnetite".

-UNS-
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STATE VFW RAISES
$100,000 IN CAMPAIGN
FOR 'u I CANCER CENTER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis University President J. L. Morrill and Dr. Owen H.

Wangensteen, chairman of the University's department of surgery, were presented with

a certificate announcing that the Minnesota Department of the Veterans of Foreign

Wars has raised over $100,000 in their campaign to get $450,000 for an ll-bed nine-

laboratory cancer research clinical institute to be built on the University campus.

The certificate was presented Tuesday (March 15) by Department Commander Edwin

Ofstie; Department Auxiliary President Mrs. Ottilia Evans and Harold C~ ~on,

department cancer chairman and departmental senior vice commander.

Presentation was made in front of a 50-foot signboard donated by the Naegele

Advertising company of Minneapolis to promote the VFW project.

The $100,000 has been raised by 238 Minnesota VFW posts and 220 auxiliaries who

have staged dinners, banquets, dances, bake sales, card parties, ice fishing contests

wrestling matches as well as other special events. Leaders of the various local

cancer committees have not been experienced fund-raisers; however, they have managed

to pass the $100,000 mark in less than 18 months.

At the annual VFW encampment in 1953 in St. Cloud, the organization voted to

raise $450,000 for the institute without any public solicitations for donations.

Their project choice was made after conferences with the University's college of

medical sciences--particularly the department of surgery.

The campaign officially opened September 30, 1953, after being approved by the

University's Board of Regents.

First chairman of the ~N departmental cancer committee was Gunnerd A. Nafstad,
l1inneapolis, who led the initial effort to get the campaign undenvay and who now is
in charge of publicity and public relations for the campaign.

Although the VFW has not made a public solicitation, many non-members have
voluntarily contributed to the fund. A number of citizens who have lost loved ones
have set up memorial funds to be given to their local VFW posts and auxiliaries for
the cancer fund,

-UNS-
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(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, HARCH 20)

An exhibit of Norwegian Arts and Crafts will open Thursday, March 24,

in the University of Minnesota Galler,y in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

The display includes historical resume panels of Norwegian decorative

art and a collection of 60 contemporary ceramics indicating current interest

in the art of that country.

The exhibit was organized by the Cultural Counselor of the Norwegian

Embassy in Washington, D. C., and is being circulated under the auspices

of the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service.

The display begins with tapestries from the Ninth century Viking ships

and concludes with pictures of frescos from the Town Hall in Oslo done by

Per Krohg who also did the monumental painting for the United Nations Security

Council Chamber in New York.

The display will be shown until Friday, April 22.

-UNS-
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(FOR. REIEASE SUNDAY, MARCH 20)

Contralto Joan Lindus~, University of 11innesota senior from South

St. Paul, will sing her senior recital at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, March 26, in

Scott hall auditorium.

Miss Lindus~, 1954-55 recipient of the Helen Dwan prize awarded to the

junior or senior for outstanding talent and progress during the previous year,

also received a scholarship to stuqy voice during the summer of 1954 at

Berkshire Music Centre, Tanglewood, ~fuss.

Accompanist for the recital, which will be open without charge to the

public, will be Pianist Jean Cady.

The program will be:

Cantata: Gia che Fortuna Rea

Group of Five Lieder Songs

Five Sonnets of Edna St. Vincent Hillay

Six Spanish Folk Songs

-UNS-

G. Benvenuti Harcello

Robert Franz

Earl George

Arranged by Felipe Pedrell and
Emilio de Torre.
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COURSE FOR NURSES
SLATED HARCH 21-23
AT UNIVERSITY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --_ A course planned to give licensed practical nurses

additional skill in assisting with the nursing care of patients having specific

nursing problems will be offered by the University }fonday through lJednesday,

Imrch 21-23, in its Center for Continuation Stuqy.

Cooperating with the University to present the course is the Minnesota

Licensed Practical Nurses association.

-UNS-
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PLAN TOURNEY 11IXER
AT 'u' FOR STA'IE
IllGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

(FOR I~~~DIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis ___ A mixer for state high school basketball fans is planned

for bett.,een the afternoon and evening games, from 4 to 7 p.m., Thursday (March 24)

in Coffman Memorial Union main ballroom.

Music for the dance will be played by Harr,y Strobel's orchestra. Tickets

will be sold at Hilliams arena and in the Union on the day of the dance. The

admittance fee will be 50 cents per person and will include supper.

Sponsoring the dance are the University fraternities and sororities.

Campus leaders will act as host and hostesses. Entertainment is planned for

the intermission, and Union recreational facilities will be open•

• UNS-
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SPILHAUS LEAVES
FOR UNESCO
}mETING IN PARIS

(FOR D1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Athelstan F~ Spilhaus, dean of the University of r1innesota institute of

technology, left Hednesday (}1arch 16) for Paris l..rhere he will attend the

executive board meeting of UNESCOo

Spilhaus, who planned to stop in Uashington a..fJ.d New York, \vas named by

President Eisenhower to the United Nations llorld Conference in Uruguay last

November. In Uruguay, he was elected to the 22-man executive board of UN:SCO.

-UN8-
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rut STUDENT GROUP
TO HAKE TOUR
TO UN - WASHINGTON

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A group of University of m.nnesota students will leave Friday (Harch 18)

for the fifth annual nine-day Hashington-United Nations tour-seminar sponsored

by the University YMCA.

In 1rJashington the group, made up of 19 students from the United States and

15 persons from foreign countries, will visit the Senate and the House,

Congressional committees in session and will have interviews with members of

Congress.

The National Student YMCA will provide Je adership in Uashington for special

seminar meetings with government officials as speakers and will make arrangements

in New York for the group to visit the United Nations meetings and to meet members

of the UN Secretariat and delegations from some of the countries.

The students will attend a third and final pre-seminar orientation meeting

Thursday (March 17). \Jilliam C. Rogers, director of the I-Jinnesota 'tlorld Affairs

Center on the University campus, will speak. Other pre-seminar speakers have

been Clarence Elliott, executive secretary of the University YMCA, whose topic

was "\fuere Is Man in Relation to the Federal Government?" and York Langton,

chairman of the Upper rtidtolest Association of the United Nations, tvho spoke on

"17here Is 11an in Relation to the United Nations?"

Adviser to the group is Frank tJatanabe, associate secretary of the

University YMCA, tvho will make the trip tvith it.

(MORE)
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YMCA TRIP - 2 -

Members of the group, which will leave 11inneapolis by train Harch 18 and

return March 27, a re the following:

From Minneapolis: Ana Mae Pelak, James D. Johnson, Trilby Taylor,

Gretchen A. Koepke, Plw"llis K. Paine, Shirley Fay Warren, Milton D. Quiggle and

Carmen SelbmannJ

From St. Paul: Roger H. Olson, Colette M. Carrell and Harold A. Olsen;

From Rochester: Beverly J. Honer, Marilyn Rae Peterson, Ardes M. Johnson

and Patricia A. Cooper;

Elsewhere in the state: Richard K. Chamberlin and Barbara Ann Latchaw,

Hopkins; and James I. Soule, Mound.

Foreign students: Koji Igeta, Masao Tanaka, Konomu Itagaki, Akira IvIizuno

and Harue Hirano, all of Japan; Hr. and I1rs. J. R. San Agustin and son, Jaime,

Oscar G. Balagot and Isidro Garcia, Jr., all of the Philippine Islands; Yong Bin

Lee, China; Suk }(yoo Oh, Korea; Ashiq Ali, Pakistan; and J. J. Castano, Columbia.

-UNS-
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MERCHANDISING
FORUM MARCH 24, 25
AT 'u' CENTER

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Problems of the soft goods retailer will be discussed at a University

of Hinnesota merchandising forum Thursday and Friday, 11arch 24 and 25, in the

Center for Continuation Study.

Cooperating 14ith the university to present the forum is the Northwest

Retailers Association, Inc.

Among guests on a panel discussion planned for Thursday forenoon will be

Harold J. Kelly, Devil's Lake, N. D., president of the Northwest Retailers

Association, Inc.; Tom O'Brien, Brainerd; and A. E. \Jolf, tfaseca. Their subject

will be "Buying Plans and Nerchandise Control".

-UNS-
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STUDENT POLITICAL
DAY MARCH 19
AT ST. CLOUD TC

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The second regional conference of the Minnesota Citizenship Clearing House

is planned for students of the sixth and ninth Congressional districts Saturday

(March 19) at St. Cloud Teachers college.

The conference is a political participation day for college students. The

first regional conference was held Harch 5 in Winona. The regional conferences

1.rere approved by the Clearing House advisory committee Nov. 18. The Clearing

House is associated with the University of Minnesota political science department.

Expected at the St. Cloud meeting are delegates -- both faculty and students --

from St. Cloud Teachers college, St. John's university, st. Benedict's college,

Moorhead State Teachers oollege, Concordia college, Moorhead, Brainerd Junior

college and the University of Minnesota.

Among the speakers will be: Karl Rolvaag, Minnesota's lieutenant governor;

Val Bjornson, former state treasurer; ~ron Allen, Dimocratic-Farmer-Labor

national committeeman; ?1rs. lone Hunt, DFL national committeewoman; Mrs. Rhoda Lund,

former Republican state chairwoman; Lawrence Hall, former speaker of the Hinnesota

House of Representatives; Ron Anderson, flinnesota YDFL chairman; and Arthur Naftalin.

director of the Minnesota Citizenship Clearing House and Minnesota commissioner of

administration.

Supervising the conference is Oscar J. Jerde, professor at the teachers

college,

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY A~\rARDS

CONTRACTS FOR tAl-I
SCHOOL ADDITIONS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- Contracts for the construction of two new additions to

Fraser hall, the University of I1innesota' s Jaw school building, were al"1arded this

l..reek, 1Jilliam T. l1iddlebrook, University vice president for business administration,

reported Thursday (March 17).

The new additions, a·thi'ee-story wing on the west side of the present building

and a five-story wing on the south side, will almost double the book capacity of the

school's library and will provide new reading, conference seminar and study rooms

and offices. Stacks in the present law library now house some 200,000 volumes.

New stack space in the south addition will increase that capacity to approximately

400,000 volumes.

Value of the contracts awarded totaled $541,161, Middlebrook reported. Total

cost of the two additions, including architects' and engineers' fees, construction

supervision, furniture and equipment and miscellaneous expenditures, is estimated

at $600,000, the amount of the appropriation voted for the project by the 1953

session of the State Legislature.

Contracts for construction of the additions were awarded to the low bidders as

follows: general construction, Knutson Construction company, 1finneapolis, ~414,B30;

plumbing and heating, Harris Brothers company, Minneapolis, $32,315; ventilating,

Conrad l1anufacturing company, Ydnneapolis, $26,416; electrical installation, North

Side Electric company, Minneapolis, $47,105; and elevator, Otis Elevator company,

$20,495. Architects for the project are Magney, Tussler and Setter of Minneapolis.

Construction of the two wings is expected to start about April 1, according

to Middlebrook, and completion of the project r·!i.ll require about one year. The south

wing will be built of reinforced concrete; the west wing of concrete and steel.

Exteriors of both bUildings will be brick with stone and unglazed ceramic tile trim.

-UNS-
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ALmINI INFORMATION

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR: Listed here you will find the names of persons who previously
received degrees from your school who were awarded advanced degrees at commencement
exercises at the University of Minnesota ~ch 17. l~ The degree indicated
in parentheses is that received from your school with the date it was given. The
degree typed out is the new degree from the University of 11innesota.

William T. Harris, Jr.
Director, University News Service

Alberta, University of---Roy Torgny Berg (B.Sc. '50) doctor of philosophy.
Augsburg College---Ralph Bernhard Caspersen (B.A. '36) master of arts; Carl Henr,y

Chrislock (B.A. '37) doctor of philosophy.
Bennington College---Ruth H. Rigler (B.A. '51) master of arts.
California Institute of Technology---Peter Adam Howell (B.S. '50) doctor of

philosophy•
California, University of---Kenneth Eugene Owens (B.S. '49) doctor of philosophy.
Carleton College---Elsa L. Jackson (B.A. '50) master of science.
Catholic University of America---Daniel Edmund O'Keefe (M.S.S.W. '38) doctor of

philosophy.
Chicago, University of---Cecil Holden Patterson (B.A. '38) doctor of philosophy.
Clemson Agricultural College---Joe Allen Martin (B.S. '46, M.S. '48) doctor of

philosophy.
Colorado A. & M. College---James H. Koshi (B.S. with high distinction '48) doctor

of philosophy.
Colorado State College---Leslie Bernard Daniels (B.S. '27, M.S. '29) doctor of

philosophy.
Colorado, University of---Glen Edward Arth (M.S. '37) doctor of philosophy.
Concordia Seminary---Rudolph Edgar Honsey (B.A. '43) master of arts.
Dakota \/esleyan University---Margaret McVay Forbes (B.A. cum laude '25) master of

arts.
Dayton, University of---Daniel Edmund O'Keefe (B.S. '36) doctor of philosophy.
Detroit, University of---Laurence Vincent Britt (B.A. '33) doctor of philosophy.
Georgetown University School of Law--Jere~ James Murphy (LL.B. '34) master of arts.
Goshen College---Calvin Waldo Redekop·.{B.A~ '49) master of arts.
Hamline University---Shirley nae Holt (B.A. cum laude '47) doctor of philosophy;

Harold Joseph Revoir (B.S. '52) master of science.
Hannover Technical University---Jurgen Ziegler (Graduate '53) master of science in

civil engineering.
Harvard College---Jeremy James Murphy (B.A. magna cum laude '30) master of arts.
Illinois, University of---Bernard Seymour Aaronson (B.A. '47) doctor of philosophy.
Iowa State College---John Edward Anderson (B.S.M.E. '49) master of science in

mechanical engineering.
Iowa State Teachers College---Frances Jean Crouter (B.A. '48) master of arts;

Winifred Ann Garver Olmsted (B.A. '45) doctor of philosophy.
Iowa, State University of---Herbert Charles Preul (B.S.C.E. '50)master of science

in civil engineering.
Kansas State College of Agriculture and Applied Science---Ralph Boyd Cathcart

(B.S. '33) doctor of philosophy; Charles Carson Halbower (B.S. '47, M.S. '49)
doctor of philosophy, Louis Powers Reitz (B.S. '30) doctor of philosopqy.

Kansas, University of---Leland Sheaff Bohl (B.S. '45) doctor of philosoph;v.



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
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ALUMNI INFORMATION

PUBLICITY DIRECTOR: Listed here you will find the names of persons who previously
received degrees trom your school who were awarded advanced degrees at commencement
exercises at the University of Minnesota March 17, 19". The degree indicated
in parentheses is that received from your school with the date it 1V'as given. The
degree t,yped out is the new degree from the University of Minnesota.

William T. Harris, Jr.
Director, University News Service

Loyola University---Laurence Vincent Britt (M.A. '39) doctor of philosophY.
l1anitoba, University of---David Reid Leadbetter Arnott (B.S.A. '48) master of

science; Neville Prentice (B.Sc. ',0) master of science.
Michigan, University of---Aurele Adelard Durocher (H.A. '4,) doctor of philosophY.
Nebraska, University 0 f---Ralph Boyd Cathcart (M.S. '34) doctor of philosophY;

Emily E. Heine (B.A. with distinction ',0) master of arts; Louis Powers Reitz
(M.S. '37) doctor of philisophY.

Northern Michigan College of Education---Aurele Adelard Durocher (B.A. with
distinction '40) doctor of philosophY; Mae Irene Jacob (B.S. "3) master of
arts.'

Northwestern Teohnological Institute---James Leroy Lundy (B.S. in Ind.E. ',4)
master of science in industrial engineering.

Northwestern University---Alphus Rolland Christensen (M.A. '41) doctor of philosophY.
Reed College---Feter Farkasch Briggs (B.A. ',0) doctor of philosophy.
St. Cloud State Teachers College---Ralph Haakon Johnson (B.E. '34) doctor of

philosophy; Roman Philip Miller (B.S. '41) master of arts.
St~ John's University---Glen Edward Arth (B.S. '34) dootor of philosophy.
St. Mary's College---Robert Mathew Hill (B.S. cum laude '44) doctor of philosophy;

Horatio Henry Krause, Jr. (B.S. summa cum laude '39) doctor of philosophy.
St. Olaf College---Harland Sanford Mickelson (B.A. magna cum laude ',2) master of

arts.
Siena College---Jerome Sutin (B.S. "I) doctor of philosophy.
South Dakota State College---Alphus Rolland Christensen (B.S. '38) doctor of

philosophy.
Tennessee, University of---James Robbs Niohols (B.S. '49) master of science.
Texas Technological College---Robert Thomas Ramage, Jr. (B.S. ',1) doctor of

philosophY.
Utah State Agricultural College---Ronald Dean Plowman (B.S. ',3) master of science.
Utah, University of---Richard 11arc Emerson (B.S. ',0) doctor of philosophy.
Washington, State College of---Shirley Mae Holt (M.S. ',0) doctor of philosophY;

Jay p. Swanson (B.S. '46, M.S. '47) doctor of philosophY.
Washington, University of---Frederick Niel Anderson (B.A. '43) master of fine arts.
Washington University---Frank Louis \lolf (B.S. inCh.E. '44, M.A. '48) doctor of

philosophy. ,
\Jayne University---Vernon Samuel Gerlach (B.A. '48) master of arts.
Wichita UniversitY---F. Samuel Ostertag (B.A. ',0) master of arts in public

administration.
Wisconsin, University of---John Amerpohl Davison (B.S. ',0) doctor of philosophY;

Donald Warren Olmsted (B.A. '42, M.A. '49) doctor of philosophy; Clarence
Scott Potter (B.S. ',0) master of science.

v~oming, University of---Fredrick Immanuel Frosheiser (B.S. with honor '41, M.S. '49)
doctor of philosophy.
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GIFT OF 1,700
BOOKS RECEIVED
BY 'u. LIBRARY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

More than 1,700 books have been given to the University of ~linnesota librar,y

during the last few months by Putnam D. McHillan, 505 lOth Ave., S.E., member of an

old Southeast :Hinneapolis f'amil¥ which has previousl¥ made other major contributions

to the library, E. B. Stanford, director of University libraries, reported today.

Among the books are some outstanding volumes in the field of Americana.

Included, for example, is Henry J. Raymond's "Life of Abraham Lincoln" which

apparently 1~as published to promote Lincoln's candidacy for a second term, and--

according to a notarized inscription--was presented to her coachman by ~~s. Lincoln

after her husband's assassination. Bound with it is a contemporary "Life of

Andrew Johnson of Tennessee" by John Savage.

Of particular interest to llinnesotans is a signed letter from poet John

Masefield to I'1rs. George Edgar Vincent, wife of the third president of the

University.

Unusual items in the collection will be placed in the library's rare book

rooms.

~fuch of the recent donation of books is general literature--history, biography,

economics and fiction.

Among standard sets a.re Pepys' "Diary" edited by Henry B. Wheatley in 18

columes, Parkman's historical writings in 12 volumes and the collected works of

such novelists as Balzac, Scott, Dickens, Thackeray and Hawthorne. Present also

are hundreds of separate contributions to the life and letters of the present

centur,y. Among examples are a large paper edition of the official "Life of James

lIcNeill \-Jhistler" by Elizabeth and Joseph Pennell, Charles Francis Adams'

"Autobiogra.phy" and both Lord Bryce's "American Commonwealth" and his "South America".

-UN8-
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THO FR0l1 'U'
TO ATTEND 1JORKER
EDUCATION CONFERENCE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Julius M. Nolte, dean of the University of 11innesota's general extension

division, and Walter H. Uphoff, head of workers' education for the extension;divisio~

1v.lll attend a conference on a university-union education program Sunday through

vfednesday (lmrch 20-23) at Pennsylvania State university, State College, Pa.

Dean Nolte has been attending a meeting of the Senate land-grant university

committee this week in Hashington, D. C., and will go from there directly to

Pennsylvania.

The university-union conference is sponsored b.Y Pennsylvania ~tate and

the United Steelworkers of America. Attending will be representatives of 25

colleges and universities which have conducted educational programs for the

union as well as by staff representatives and district directors of the union.

The steelworkers' union is sponsoring the conference through a grant to

Pennsylvania State university.

-UNS-
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COLLEGE CHEI1ISTRY
1EACHERS TO ATTEND
MINNESOTA INSTITUTE

(FOR I~JmDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- The University of Minnesota department of ohemistry will

conduct a summer institute for college chemistry teachers during its first summer

session June 13 to July 16.

The coursel which will include a three-day field trip through the taconite

region as well as the Mesabi and other iron ore ranges in Minnesota, is planned

to present modern advances in the major field of chemistry to college chemistry

teachers in the north central area.

Educators from other universities are being invited to take part in the

program; however, the teaching staff will be made up principally from the University

of ~1innesotafS school of chemistry and chemical engineering and the department of

physics. Cooperating will be representatives of the University of rfinnesota Mines

Experiment Station and industries in the Twin Cities area.

The National Science Foundation has awarded approximately $12,000 to the

University to finance the course. From that grant, allowances covering tUition,

living costs while attending the institute and transportation will be given to a

limited number of applicants. A second class of allowance covering the $,9 tuition

requirement will be given to registrants who can get other financial help from

their own institutions or other sources.

Requests for application forms and information may be addressed to Robert C.

Brasted, Director of Summer Institute for College Teachers of Chemistry, Department

of Chemistry, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, Minnesota.
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DISPLAY OF HILL
RARE BOOKS SET
MONDAY AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Several rare books from a collection of 300 volumes recently presented to

the University of Minnesota libraries by the children of Louis W. Hill, Sr., will

be exhibited at the spring meeting of the Friends of the University Library at

6:30 p.m. Nonday (Harch 28) in the Campus club in Coffman Hemoria1 Union.

Speaker for the meeting will be Herbert Faulkner Hest, chairman of the

Dartmouth college department of comparative literature and director of the

Friends of the Dartmouth Library.

West is a collector, lecturer and author of "Modern Book Collecting for the

Impecunious Amateur". During the last month he has been at the Huntington and

Bancroft Libraries in California, and during April he plans to go to England where

he will visit collectors and book dealers.

Persons wishing to attend the dinner niay make reservations by calling the

University Librar,y before Friday, March 25.

More than half of the books in the Hill collection were published before
\

1700, and only two of them appeared in the present century, according to E. B.

Stanford, director of the University Libraries.

Choicest items are the four incunabula or "cradle books", named because

they cane from the press during the first century of printing--not later than the

year 1500. They are: Saint Bernard of Clairvaux's "Mellinu1 devotissirniqz", 1495;

the Decrees of Pope Gregory IX, about 1482; Werner Rolevinckts "Fasciculus Temporum",

1488; and Cardinal Juan de Torquemadats "Flos Theologiae", about 1484.

The collection includes 53 books published in the 1500's. Among them are the

Geneva Bible of 1561, John Calvin's "Sermons", 1583; Cicero's "De natura deorum",

1516; and works by Ptolemy Erasmus, Livy and Melanchthon.

(MORE)



FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY - 2 -

The seventeenth century struggle between English Puritans and Royalists

is documented in the oolleotion by such works as Sir John Hayward's "Right of

Succession Asserted", 1683, and James Heath's "Chronicle of the late intestine w~r

in the three kingdoms", 1676.

Among the eighteenth century books are Dryden's "Fables", 1700; Fielding's

"Joseph Andrews", 1751; John Gay's "Poems", 1720; and William Kenrick's "The

duellist, a oomedy", 1773.

Many of the books in the gift were printed by famous old presses. Five

Elzivirs are from Leyden, six Estiennes from Paris, two A1dines from Venice and

a Plantin from Antwerp as well as examples from less known but interesting presses

in other European cities.

One of the most interesting books in the collection is "Noteworthy Paintings

in American Private Collections" completed by the Gilliss Press of New York in

Harch, 1908. John La Farge wrote the text, the Gilliss brothers were the

typographers while La Farge and August F. Jaccardi supervised the reproductions

of the paintings. The text was printed on Papier de Rives and bound in full

vellum, embossed in high relief after a design by La Farge. Text and pictures

were then placed in two velvet lined wooden cases of distinguished construction.

Only 126 copies were issued.

-UNS-
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U. OF M. NEDICINE
CHIEF TO LECTURE
IN MIDDLE EAST

(FOR n~1EDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. C. J. Watson, head of the department of medicine in the University

of Minnesota medical school, will visit the Middle East during April to lecture

and conduct conferences in medical schools in Beirut, Lebanon; Baghdad, Iraq;

Damascus, Syria; Amman, Jordan; Cairo, Egypt; and Jerusalem.

He will present three lectures on liver and blood diseases before the

Middle East Medical assemblY to be held in Beirut April 22-24.

Dr. Watson's visit to the ~tiddle East is sponsored by the International

Education division of the United States Department of State. Leaving New York

next Sunday (Harch 27), he will fly to Beirut via Paris, Rome, Athens and

Istanbul. On the return trip, he will visit Rome, ~mdrid and the Azores

arriving back in tfinneapolis on }my 3.

-UNS-
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APPLICATIONS DUE
FOR SUMMER SCHOOLS
IN GREAT BRITAIN

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Deadline for applioations by United States students for enrollment in the

British Universities joint program of summer sohools is Monday, March 28.

The summer schools for 1955 are offered at Oxford, Stratford-upon-Avon and

at the two oapita1 cities of London and Edinburgh. The Edinburgh school will

have an historical theme -- in London the oourse will use the special material

for study of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries preserved in London's

buildings, galleries and reoords. At Stratford-upon-Avon the course on

Shakespeare is being arranged under the auspices of the University of Birmingham.

Modern politics and literature will be studied at Oxford.

Application blanks for the program may be sent to the Institute of

International Education, 1 East 67th street, New York 21, N. Y.

-UN8-
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OXFORD SCHOLAR
TO SPEAK AT 'U'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Professor Frederick W. Bateson of Corpus Christi college, Oxford, England,

considered one of the best-known British scholars in the field of English, will

fP.ve a University of Minnesota lecture at 3:30 p.m. 1J.lednesday (March 30) in

Hurphy hall auditorium.

Subject of Professor Bateson, who is visiting lecturer at Cornell

University" Ithaca, N. Y., will be "The Function of Criticism at the Present Day".

Sponsoring his appearance at the University are the departments of English and

concerts and lectures.

The British professor taught at the University of lfinnesota 1939 summer

session.

-UNS-
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'u r ENGINEERING
SWDENT RECEIVES
$500 SCHOLARSHIP

(FOIl D1r1EDIATE RELEASE)

Jason F. Lindfors, University of ~tinnesota fourth-year electrical

engineering student, has been awarded the $500 Louis Allis compa~ engineering

scholarship for the academic year 1955-56, according to George B. Risty,

director of the University's bureau of student loans and scholarships.

Lindfors is the son of Mrs. Alma Lindfors, 4018 Russell avenue, North,

11inneapolis. He was graduated in 1951, from Patrick Henry high school

(Minneapolis) where he was elected to membership in the National Honor society.

At the University he is a member of Eta Kappa Nu, honorary fraternity, and was

awarded the David Grimes memorial scholarship for 1951-52.

The Louis Allis compa~, Milwaukee, 11is., established the scholarship in

1952. It was awarded for the first time for the school year 1952-53, and it

has been renewed and awarded annually since then•

• UN8-
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'u t EVENING CLASS
IN ~mRLD POPULATION
PROBLEMS OFFERED

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A course in world population problems has been added to the announced

curriculum of the University of Minnesota General Extension Division evening

classes for spring quarter.

fhe course, a stuQy of historical and present-day population policy in

the United States, Europe, Asia and other selected areas, will be particularly

interesting to persons in government, business, industr,y and voluntary

organizations as well as sociology.

The class, which will be taught by Roy G. Francis, assistant professor of

sociology, will meet 110nday evenings, from 6:20 to 8:45 0 'clock beginning

Monday (March 28) and continuing through June 6. Sessions will be held in Room

150, Ford hall on the Milmeapolis campus.

Registration may be rnade at any of the folloli.lng extension offices located

at 57 Nicholson hall on the University campus; 690 Northwestern Bank building,

Minneapolis; the corner of Uabasha and College, St. Paul; and 110 New Garrick

building, Duluth. Registration-b.Y-mail materials will be sent in response to

a telephone call to Lincoln 8791.

-UN5-
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ARlIT SURGEON
TO SPEAK AT 'u'
COURSE FOR DOCTORS

(FOR H1HEDIATE RELEASE)

Colonel Warner F. Bowers, chief surgeon of Brooke Army hospital,

San Antonio, Texas, will be the guest speaker at a University of Minnesota

continuation course in emergency surger,y for general physicians Thursday

through Saturday (March 3l-April 2) in the Center for Continuation Study.

The management of injuries and other acute surgical problems will be

considered in detail.
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COURSES FOR CITY
OFFICIALS TO BEGIN
MONDAY AT U OF M

(FOR IliMEDIATE RELEASE)

Four University of Uinnesota courses for city officials will open Monday

(March 28) at a joint session in the Minnesota Nuseum of Natural History auditorium.

The joint opening day is planned for mayors, councilmen, finance officers,

city managers and city engineers.

The finance officers, city managers and city engineers will meet again on

Tuesday (March 29), and the course for the engineers will continue through

Wednesday (March 30).

Cooperating with the staff of the University's Center for Continuation

study to plan the course is the League of lJinnesota lfuni.cipalities.

-UNS-
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For Research
MINNESOTA DOCTOR
RECEIVES $20,000
SURGERY GRANT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- The American College of Surgeons has awarded a

$20,000 research grant to Dr. Fletcher A. Inller, 33, surgery research fellow

in the University of Minnesota's medical school.

The grant, made by the Board of Regents of the American College of Surgeons,

will cover a three-year period beginning July 1, 1955, and will be used by Dr.

Miller to continue his surgical research at the University where he has been a

member of Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen's staff since 1948.

Through his research at Minnesota, Dr. I:nller has developed the use of the

mass spectrometer to determine the level of carbon dioxide a patient is

developing during surgery. This gives the surgeon advance warning of conditions

which might cause the patient's heart to fail and stop beating.

Born in IOl'1a City, Iowa, Dr. Hiller attended the State University of Iowa

from which he received his doctor of medicine degree in 1946. He interned at

Hartford hospital, Hartford, Conn., in 1946-47, and then spent a year studying

pathology at College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York.

Commissioned as a captain in the Army medical corps in 1952, Dr. Miller

served for two years in the Army l~dical Research laborator,y at Fort Knox,

Kentuc~. He returned to the University last year.

Dr. lfiller is married and has four children. His home is at 5235 York

avenue, l-Iinneapolis.

-UNS-
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TALK BY ILLINOIS
PSYCHOLOGIST AT 'u'
OPEN TO PUBLIC

(FOR II-nIEDIATE RELEASE)

G. Robert Grice, University of Illinois psychology professor, will

speak on "Stimulus Generalization" at a University of Hinnesota lecture at

3:30 p.m. Friday, April 1, in 202 Wesbrook hall.

Prof. Grice's lecture, which will be open without charge to the

public, is being sponsored by the University's departments of psychology

and concerts and lectures.

-UN8-
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TEXAS ANA TOHIST
TO GIVE SIGr1A XI
~XTURE AT U. OF M.

(FOR HD''I8DIATE RELEASE)

Charles M. Pamerat, University of Texas anato~ professor, will deliver

the annual Sigma Xi lecture at the University of Minnesota at 8 p.m. Thursday

(March 24) in the Mayo Memorial auditoriwn.

Subject of Professor Pomerat's talk will be IIRecent Advances in the Stu~y

of the Living Cellll , and it will be illustrated with moving pictures.

In addition to the Sigma Xi lecture, Professor Pomerat will talk on

"Observations of Huscle Connective and Nerve Cells in Vitro" at 3:30 p.m.

Friday (March 25) in 125 I1ayo Hemorial and on "Cellular Test Objects for

Bicrobiologyll at 11 a.m. Saturday (March 26) in 1050 Mayo Memorial.

Professor Pomerat joined the University of Texas staff as an anatomy

professor in 1943. During the preceding year, he had done research work for

the Woods Hole Oceanographic institute on an anti-fouling project for the

bureau of ships, United States Navy. He has served since 1945 as director of

the Tissue Culture laborator,y of the John Sealy and Allied Hospitals.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY TO OFFER
EVENING CLASSES
ON EUROPEAN TRAVEL

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota Extension Division will offer a new special

evening course, "Your Trip to Europe ll , this spring for persons who will be

traveling in Europe during the coming year.

The oourse is planned for Honday evenings, and most of the classes ~ 11

be conducted in the Hinnesota lfuseum of Natural History auditorium on the

Ii~nneapolis campus.

First of the series of nine classes will be held at 8 p.m. Monday, April

li. Topics will be IITravel Techniques: Tips on Your Trip". A panel of

experts from the Twin Cities tourist industry ldll discuss information about

passports, visas, currency, what to take, how to get there, hotels, meals,

health, tourist "do's and don't's ll
, what to do in emergencies, language

problems and travel literature.

Coordinating the course is vlilliam C. Rogers, director of the 11:i.nnesota

World Affairs Center. A fee of $10 covers the entire series. No individual

lecture tickets will be sold.

Specialists on the European econo~, history, recreation and society

structure will talk at the subsequent lectures. Class sessions, except the

first, will be preceded b.Y travel films.

Title of the May 9 lecture will be "SUlTlIIler Fairs and Festivals: Special

Opportunities for l.ecreation and Education". Plans will be described for this

summer's musical, dramatic, historical and commercial fairs, festivals and

special opportunities for learning and fun.

(110RE)
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YOUR TRIP TO EUROPE

Outstanding features of each great nation will be outlined l1ay 23,

applying infor-mation from previous lectures to specific countries of Europe.

John Bowditch, University of Minnesota associate professor of history,

will speak on "America in Europe: United States Foreign and Military

Policies" at the class Tuesday, 11ay 31. He will explain facts on the American

foreign policy in Europe, our alliances, the Marshall Plan, military aid,

U. s. troups, planes and ships in Europe, our trade and our tourists.

At the final lecture June 6, Burton Paulu, manager of the University

radio station KUOM, who studied for a year in England on a Fulbright grant,

will talk on "Questions You tIl Be Asked About the U.S.A.: ~~jor Lines of

European Inquiries". His presentation will include some of the answers which

may be given and suggestions on the tourist as an "ambassador" •

• UNS-
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"WAYS OF \JEA'IHER
PREDICTION TOPIC
AT MUSEUM SUNDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RElEASE)

Homer T, Mantis, University of Minnesota associate professor of

mechanical engineering, will speak on "Hows and Whys of Weather Prediction"

at 3 p.m. Sunday (March 27) in the Minnesota Museum of Natural History

auditorium.

Professor ~~tis will give a background outline to weather forecasting

on radio and television. His talk will be illustrated b,y several short films

and slides,

The University professor will explain what is considered when forecasts

are made.

There is no admission charge for the lecture, but tickets are required.

Tickets are available upon request or by mail order, accompanied by a stamped,

self-addressed envelope, from the Hinnesota Museum of Natural History,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, Uinn.

-UN5-
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MITCHELL, LABOR
CHIEF, TO SPEAK
AT rut APRIL 5

(FOR INMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- The United States secretary of labor, business administra-

tion deans from the Universities of Texas and Wisconsin and four industrialists as

"7ell as two leaders in the field of management will speak at the 13th annual

industrial relations conference Tuesday and H'ednesday, April 5 and 6, at the

University of Hinnesota,.

James p. l1:i.tchell, U. S. secretary of labor, will talk on "Organization for

Hanagement Teamwork" at the banquet meeting April 5 in Coffman f1emorial Union.

Secretary Mitchell's subject is also the general conference theme.

Development of industrial teamwork in a free econo~ will be reviewed at the

two-day conference. Industrial leadership and management will be discussed in terms

of efficient management organization, recognition of the human factor in industry and

evaluation of business enterprise.

Guest educators on the program will be William Spriegel, University of Texas

dean of business administration; and David Belcher, University of Wisconsin business

administration dean.

Industrialists on the program will be Gerry Morse, vice president of industrial .

relations, ?~nneapolis Honeywell; lfurris Viteles, director of personnel research and

training, Philadelphia Electric company; David Babcock, vice president and personnel

director of The Dayton Company, lfinneapolis; and Merrill Kilby, manager of management

services, American Cyanamid company.

Other guest speakers will be Dean Rosenstell, N. Y., director of the American

Management association's executive compensation service; and Jackson ~~rtindell, N.Y.,

president of the American Institute of }~nagement.

Cooperating with the University's Industrial Relations Center and Center for
Continuation Study to present the conference is the Twin City chapter of the Society
for the Advancement of Management.

Applications for registration may be sent to: Director, Center for Continuation
Study, University of l.finnesota, Minneapolis 14•

..UNS-
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NATIONAL SCILNCE
FELL01rJSHIPS GIVEN
17 FOR STUDY AT ru,

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A group of 17 Minnesota men and women have been awarded National Science

Foundation fellowships for study at the University of Hinnesota during 1955-56.

Of the total number of men and women, 14 are now attending the University.

Awarded predoctoral fellowships are the following University students

whose major fields are listed: Paul E. Collins, Welch, agriculture; Robert E.

Danielson, Deer River, physics; Uark S. Fawcett, t·Jinona, chemistry; Edt'1ard C.

Frederick, Eagle Lake, agriculture; Arnold G. Fredrickson, Wanamingo, engineering;

Clayton F. Giese, ITinneapolis, physics; rtichard L. Pierce, Minneapolis, botany;

1ichard E. Dickerson, Charleston, Ill., chemistry; Erich Marcus, Vdnneapolis,

chemistry; Nobuko S. }uzuno, St. Paul, biochemistry; Rodney A. Nelson, Ydnneapolis,

engineering; Malcolm S. Steinberg, Highland Park, N. J., zoology; Robert G.

Vanderwater, Minneapolis, engineering; and Sally E. Sperling, Iftnneapolis,

psychology.

Fellowship winners now attending other colleges are Kenneth K. Andersen,

chemistry, Rutgers university; and David E. Rice, chemistry, St. Olaf college.

Of the total number of students listed is only one winner of a postdoctoral

fellowship: Frank A. Cotton, chemistry, now at Harvard university.

-UNS-
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RAINS TO PERFORM
AT fUr THURSDAY (MAR.3l)

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

State and soreen star Claude Rains will appear at two University of

Minnesota oonvooation programs entitled "Great Words to Great Music" at 11:30 a.m.

and 12:30 p.m. Thursday (March 31) in Northrop Memorial auditorium..

Rains will give recitations, and, in his two entirely different programs,

will present several numbers to piano accompaniment.

Inoluded will be "Enoch Arden" by Alfred Lord Tennyson; T. S. Eliot's

"Journey of the Magill; Shakespeare's "Scene from Richard IIII; "April Morning"

by Robert Hillyer; and excerpts from both the Bible and from "The Canterbury Tales"

by Chaucer.

Tickets are on sale in the ticket offices at 105 Northrop auditorium and in

Coffman Nemorial Union. Price of advance tickets is 50 cents and for those sold

at the door, 75 cents. A ticket will admit its holder to both or either

performance.

Claude Rains was born in London 63 years ago. Son of a noted character

actor, he served his apprenticeship in the theater from the ground up, holding

successive jobs as call bo,y, prompter, electrician, property man, assistant stage

manager and finally star aotor in London and New York.

After several hits in England and Australia he came to America in 1912, only

to return to Europe for World War I service in France with the London Scottish

Regiment. In 1926, he appeared in the United States in "The Constant Nymphll and

other plays, and then he joined the Theatre Guild and called America his home.

Rains' stage successes have included many plays by George Bernard Shaw.

Among motion pictures in which he has been featured are: "Caesar and Cleopatra",

"Hr. Smith Goes to Washington", "Casablanca", "Mr. Skeffington", "Notorious",

"Anthony Adverse", HDeception", IlThe l~te Tower ll , "Juarez ll and "Four Daughters".

-UNS-
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THO 'U' FIillS
IN N. Y. FESTIVAL

(FOR IMI1EDIATE RELEASE)

Two University of Minnesota produced films will be judged in the

Golden Reel Festival April 4-8 in New York.

The films have passed pre-screening eliminations. They are

"Character Hake-Up :for Men", an educational motion picture produced by

the University Audio-Visual Education service :for the use of high schools

and drama groups; and "One Victoryll, a film about the University I S Variety

Heart Club hospital.

Wesley J. F. Grabow, University audio-visual materials advisor, will

be a category chairman at the :festival. His duties will include the

supervision o:f judging in the sales and promotion :films category. In

New York also Grabow will represent the University Film society and the

Twin City Film council at sectional meetings,

-UNS-
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IU I AUDIO-VISUAL
CHIE}' TO ADDRESS
NATIONAL GROUP

(FOR I}~DIATE RELEASE)

Helge E. Hansen, University of 11innesota director of Audio-Visual

Education service, will attend the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction

National convention April 18-22 in Los Angeles, Calif.

The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction is a division of the

National Education association.

At the convention, Hansen will speak on "What Are Practical, Effective

Ways of Disseminating Audio-Visual Information to the Lay Public" and lnll

also report on the status of the accreditation of audio-visual coordinators

in Minnesota. He will also attend the annual meeting of the editorial

boards for "Audio-Visual Communications Reviewll
•
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'U I TV i.v-ORKSHOP
PRODUCES NEW
~1EDICAL SERIES

(FOR IIfiDIATE REIEASE)

"Doctor's Digest" is the title of a new series of medical television

programs telecast ever,y Thursday from 6:30 to 7 p.m. overKEYD-TV (Channel 9).

Sponsored by the lftnnesota State Medical association and featuring

Dr. James Roger Fox of Minneapolis, the series of 13 programs is designed to

provide information on health problems and the latest techniques in medical

research and patient care. Experts in all branches of medicine as well as

community agencies are cooperating. Doctors, former patients, nurses,

laborator,y workers and health officials will be guests on the programs.

"Doctor's Digest" is produced by the KUOM television workshop at the

University of Minnesota. The films used are photographed by the University's

Audio-Visual Education Service and directed by the KUOM television workshop.

The subject of the program on Thursday (March 31) at 6:30 p.m. over

KEYD-TV will be "Facts on Cancer".

-UNS-
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KUOM TO PRESENT
RUSSIAN HISTORY
IECTURE SERIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

t1:1:ussian Historyll is the title of a new series of radio olassroom

lectures to be broadoast over the University of }unnesota radio station KUOM

every Uonday, 'Hednesday and Friday from 1:30 to 2:15 p.m., beginning Monday

(l1aroh 28).

The lectures will be broadcast during the University's spring quarter

from the classroom of the regular University history oourse 127, "History of

Russia".

George W. Anderson, associate professor of history, will be the

instructor for the entire series. He will leoture on the history of ~ussia

from 1881 to the present.

-UN&.
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'U' NURSING CLASS
TO RECEIVE CAPS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A University of Minnesota school of nursing class of 52 students will reoeive

their oaps at oeremonies at 2:30 p.m. Sunday (March 27) in Powell hall.

The class began University studies and training last fall. The address of the

afternoon will be given by Professor Henry E. Allen, University ooordinator of

students l religious activities. A reception will follow the capping ceremonies.

Members of the olass are as follows:

Marian Hedvig Anderson, 1224 East 21st street, Ifinneapo1is; Marian Ruth
"

\nderson, Virginia; Yvonne H. Bakken, Bismarck, N. D.; Janet M. Beske, Minnesota

Lake; Janet M. Billings, Franklin; Hope E~ Douvette, Ha1100k; Jaoquelyn K. Bucklen,

Bemidji; ~~rgaret J. Colebank, 3430 Russell ave. North, Minneapolis; Arlene A.

Eriokson, Kelliher; Yvonne Fredrickson, Litchfield; Ma~tha B. Glesne, Fort Dodge, Ia.;

Shirley R. Good, 3825 Central ave., }unneapolis; Elissa D. Guderyahn, Sioux

Falls, S. D.; Jennie L. Gustavson, Olivia; Audrey J. Hagen, 2420 Oakland ave v South,

Minneapolis; Jean L. Hansen, 1921 Colfax ave., I1inneapolis; Heather A. Hanson,

~~lker; Joyce C. Hillestad, 250 East Bernard, St. Paul; Dagny D. Hopper, 3223 36th
runneapolis; Minneapolis;

ave. South; Marlyn S. Jackson, 5448 46th ave~ South, Mary P. Jaeger, Darfur; Doris L.
Mp1s. ,

Kersting, Cohasset; Carol L. Knutson, Hallock; MarilYn A. Land, 4712 loth ave., South;

Carol Larson, Oak Terrace; Elaine Lindbeck, ElY;

Jean A. Loomer, Elbow Lake; Carol Anne Macomber, Chevy Chase, Mdd Cynthia J.

fiIayhew, 4027 1.fashburn, North, Minneapolis; Patrioia A. ~10Donald, Duluth; Nartha

t1cGuire, 4437 Harriet ave., Minneapolis; Carolee Mickelson, Mound; Carol Ro Niemann,

Nep Ulm; Nancy A. Morris, Denver, Colo.; Sarah L. Nordstrom, 3038 41st ave., South,

Minneapolis; Margaret H. Nourse, Brai nerd; Sharon J. Oswald, New Ulm; Joan H. Otto,

1382 Alba~, St. Paul;

Mary Paavola, Hibbing; Mary V. Peterson, Duluth; Barbara J. Reid, Sisseton,S.D.;
Susan J. Richards, Eau Claire, ~Jis.; Marilyn G. Rice, 5113 Schaeffer Rd., }unneapolisj
Janice L. Rupert, Ford City, Pa.; Patricia L. Short, Pelican Rapids; Mary K.
Swedenburg, Glenwood; I1ary Ann Turner, 215 11th ave., Southeast, ~1inneapolis;
Corolyn M. Tuttle, Medford; Audrey Hahlers, Lake City; Roberta l,]hite, 1602 Berkeley
ave., St. Paul; Ruth E. nvisaker, Moorhead; and Barbara J. Young, Duluth.

-ws-
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CUTLINES

(FOR II{MEDIATE RELEASE) .

Minneapolis --- Information about the Minnesota SPAN association is

pointed out to Governor Orville L. Freeman by Joan Gager, University of Hinnesota

student, and David Gale, Maca1ester college student.

SPAN is the "Student Project for Amity Among Nations", a special program

conducted under the auspices of the University of Hinnesota, 'tfhich annually sends

approximately 40 students in four student groups to four foreign countries.

Joan, 1950 Highland Parkway, St. Paul, studied the Royal Tapestry

l~nufacture in Spain this past summer, and David, Carver, studied a labor union

problem in Germany.

Student groups during the summer of 1956 will go to four of the follmf.Lng

countries: Greece, furkey, England, the Benelux and Saar area, Venezuela and

Japan.

Included in the SPAN study program are three phases: preparation for the

trip, the actual trip abroad and the return to the community.

During the first phase, the students and their faculty advisors study

together the language and culture of the country to which they will travel.

Individually the students develop their stuqy projects. Abroad, in phase two,

each student works individually, pursuing his stuqy project. And finally upon

their return home, the SPANers conduct a financial drive annually for scholarships

for future students and prepare a paper each on their projects.

SPAN, which was established in 1946 at the University, now has nine

cooperating colleges in 11innesota.

.UNS.
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CLAUDE RAINS ILL:
'UI CONVO CANCELLED

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The Claude Rains program planned for the University of Minnesota

oonvocation Thursday (March 31) has been cancelled because of illness.

There will be no convocation this week, according to James S. Lombard,

director of the University's department of ooncerts and lectures •

• UNS.
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DUTCH CHEMICAL ENGINEERING EXPERT
WILL LECTURE AT MINNESOTA 'U'

(FOR INNEDlATE RELEASE)

Hinneapolis --- One of Europe's outstanding authorities on chemical

engineering, Professor Hans Kramers of the Technical university, Delft, The

Netherlands, will lecture at the University of Minnesota during the spring quarter.

~s a visiting professor of chemical engineering in the Institute of

Technology, Professor Kramers will present a course on fluid flow, heat and mass

transfer phenomena in which he will stress the importance of basic physical

science in engineering. He also will conduct seminars on his various research

interests for advanced students and representatives of industry.

Dean Athelstan F. Spilhaus of the University's Institute of Technology

pointed out that Professor Kramers' visit provides an opportunity for Midwest

industrialists to become familiar with modern European engineering thinking.

Dean Spilhaus also reported that Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing company

of st. Paul had provided the funds which make Professor Kramers' visit possible.

Kramers is the second prominent European engineer to levture at the University

under a 3M company grant. Professor Kenneth G. Denbigh of England's Cambridge

university lectured on modern chemical engineering thermodynamics and kinetics

during the fall quarter of 1953.

"Through its grant of $5,000, made in 1953, Minnesota l'iining and Manufacturing

company has enabled these distinguished visitors to come to our campus to teach

and participate in research projects," Dean Spilhaus commented.
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KUOM TO BROADCAST
LENTEN SEIECTIONS
DURING HOLY WEEK

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --_ During Holy Week, April 4-9, Lenten selections

uill be played on almost all music programs presented by KUOM, the

University of Minnesota radio station.

Broadcast times for the music will be: 11:15 a.m. April 4, 6 and 7;

2 p.m. April 2 and 4-9; and 6 p.m. April 4-7.

Among major works to be included in the Holy Week Festival are the

"St. John" and "St. Matthew Passions fl of Bach; settings of the IISeven Last

Wordsll by Schutz, Haydn and Dubois; "Passion Symphonies" by Haydn and Dupre;

"The Crucifixion" by Stainer; and the complete opera, "Parsifal" by Wagner.

-UNS-
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LAKE SUPERIOR AREA GEOLOGY
TOPIC OF MINNESOTA 'u. INSTITU1E

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- Geologists from allover the United States and Canada

will take part in the University of lftnnesota's Institute on Lake Superior Geology

here Friday and Saturday (April 1 and 2).

Chairman of the institute, most meetings of which will be conducted in the

Minnesota Museum of Natural History, is Carl E. Dutton, regional geologist of the

United States Geological Survey. His headquarters are in Madison, lfis.

Included in a long, impressive list of other guest speakers are: James

Balsley, chief ?f the geophysical branch of the U. S. Geological Survey, \~shington,

D. C.; Harold L. James, U. S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, Calif.; and Stanley

Tyler of the University of l1isconsin, l1adison, Wis.

Approximate~ 75 geologists have registered in advance to attend the course.

Cooperating with the University's geology department and Center for

Continuation Stuqy to present the institute is the runnesota Geological Survey.

Modern ideas of the stratigraphy and origin of iron formations and ores of

the Lake Superior district will be discussed at the first day of the institute.

CliJr.ax of the day will be a dinner in Coffman Hemorial Union junior ballroom,

followed by a panel discussion on geophysics as applied to the district.

The second-day program will be devoted primarily to short papers on research

now in progress.

In previous years, the University has offered four symposiums on mining

geology at Hibbing. Three of them were on Minnesota districts and the fourth --

last year -- was a general summary of Michigan and Wisconsin directed to engineers

of the Lake Superior district rather than the geologists.

The success of the symposiums created the idea for this institute which is

being directed to all interested geologists•

• UNS-
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TUITION GRANTS
AlJARDED 29
STUDENTS AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- Twenty-nine University of Minnesota students have been

awarded laVerne Noyes scholarships for the spring quarter which began Monday

(March 28).

The Noyes grants are given to veterans of World War I or their direct blood

descendants. The awards cover tuition and are given eaoh quarter on a competitive

basis.

Recipients are:
-

From Minneapolis: Stanford O. Anderson, 2315 Garfield street, Northeast;

Shirley A. Dworakowski, 13306 North Beacon Hill road; Robert C. Eelkema, University

Village; Jack A. Julin, 2517 32rd avenue, South; Donna C. Kraft, 813 University

avenue, Southeast; Rosemary C. McDermott, 6114 Excelsior Blvd.; Helen A. McInnis,

3543 Harriet avenue, South; Gloria M. Thorson, 500 15th avenue, Southeast; and

Donna L. Victor, 437 Newton avenue, South.

From St. Paul: Caroline M. Gilbert, 412 Holly avenue; and Gordon W.

Harrison, Jr., 1896 Saunders.

From elsewhere in the state: James R. Allen, B,rron; Matthew L. Edman,

Alvarado; Clark N. Eid, Gar,y; Marjorie J. Forsythe, Ulen; Ada L. Hanley, Battle Lake;

Vivian V. Hasselberg, North Branch; Lester R. Karjala, Menagha; Eileen G. Larson,

Hibbing; Jean A. l1ickelson, 1112 North Second avenue, Grand Rapids; Raymond S. Nelson,

Maple Plain; Richard J. Plaisance, Brownton; Erna J. Scherer, Sleepy Eye; Dwight R.

vJitt, 16 Third street, Southwest, Rochester; and Donald A. Witzel, Kasson.

From out of state: Wandalyn A. Axthelm, Polk City, Iowa; Doris Britch,

Chicago, Ill.; Julia M. Cable, Ranchester, wyoming; and Robert C. Bartori, Kendall,
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UNIVERSITY'S IRC
TO HONOR INDUSTRY
RESEARCH COLLEAGUES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Industrialists who have taken part in the research activities of the

University of Minnesota's Industrial Relations Center will be honored at a

special Research Affiliate Recognition day Monday (April 4) in the IRC's

research laboratories.

The Recognition day is being held in conjunction with the observance

,rJith the IRC t S tenth anniversary year and will kick off the thirteenth annual

Industrial Relations conference Tuesday and Wednesday (April 5 and 6).

The conference is sponsored jointlY by the Industrial Relations Center

and the Twin Cities chapter of the Society for the Advancement of Management

and is offered through the facilities of the University's Center for

Continuation Study.

Recognition activities will include summaries of several IRC research

projects, round table discussions of experiences by the industrialists

honored, a noon luncheon and IRC open house.
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ZIEBARTH PRESENTS
NEW KUOM SERIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Social Science and Freedom", a new series of 13 discussion-interviews

with the noted news analyst E. vT. Ziebarth, dean of the University of Minnesota

summer session, will be broadcast ever,y Friday at 3:30 p.m. over KUOM. The

series is prepared by the University's Social Science Research center. Dean

Ziebarth will interview members of the University faculty on the broadcast.

John B. Wolf, professor of history, will be the guest on the first

discussion-interview Friday (April 1) at 3:30 p.m. II Histor,y of Intellectual

Freedom" will be the subject of this first broadcast.

-UNS-
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RffiJAN TO OPEN SIDNEY HILLMAN
LECTURE SERIES AT MINNESOTA lU' APRIL 13

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Minneapolis --- Carl Rowan, author, lecturer and journalist, will speak on

nAsia As I Saw It" at the first Sidney Hillman-University of Hinnesota lecture at

8:30 p.m. 1.Jednesday, April 13, in Hayo Hemorial auditorium.

10wan was named one of America's 10 outstanding young men of 1953, won the

Jidney Hillman award in 1951 for the "best newspaper reporting in the nation" as

result of his articles on the South; and is author of "South of Freedom" which has

won several prizes.

Recently Rowan returned from seven months in Asia where he covered India,

Pakistan, Burma, Thailand, Malaya, Indonesia, Indo-China, Hongkong and the

Philippines.

The Minneapolis Tribune reporter will give an eyewitness account of the vast

poverty which engulfs most of Asia. He will tell of the over-all dangers of

Communism and the areas in which it is making its greatest gains. His talk will also

include information on the crucial role race is playing among Asians today. He will

give his opinions as to how we are faring in the propaganda war and discuss our

mistakes which prevent us from doing better.

The Sidney Hillman Foundation awarded the University of Minnesota a grant of

$1,000 in September to establish the Sidney Hillman lectures to be given by

distinguished persons in public life. At a date in May to be determined later, the

second Sidney Hillman lecture will be given by William O. Douglas, justice of the

United States Supreme Court.

The Sidney Hillman Foundation was set up through the initiative of the

Amalgamated Clothing lforkers to perpetuate the ideals of its late preSident. Grants

~rere made this last year for lecture series in 10 colleges and universities -- to

be given by men and women of independent thought -- on civil liberties, racial and

labor-management relations and government economic policies.

(MORE)



SIDNEY HILLHAN LECTURE SERIES - 2 -

Rowan was chosen to deliver the first Hillman lecture at the University of

Minnesota, where he received his master of arts degree in journalism in August,

1948. He is a native of Termessee. In r1arch of 1945, at the age of 19, Rowan was

commissioned an ensign in the United States Naval Reserve, becoming one of the

first 15 Negroes to attain a commissioned rank in the Navy. Later he served in

"operation integration" as a communications officer aboard two fleet tankers with

racially-integrated crews in the Atlantic Fleet.

-UNS-
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STATE PARK CHIEF
TO SPEAK AT fur
MUSEUM SUNDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"Making Better Use of Minnesota's State Parks" will be the subject of a

talk by U. W. Hella, director of the Minnesota division of state parks, at J p.m.

Sunday (April J) in the Minnesota Museum of Natural History auditorium on the

University of Minnesota campus.

Bella will outline such special kinds of state park uses as: picnicking,

camping, group camping, nature study and service, boating and swimming~ He

will tell how planning will permit orderly expansion of park space, inviting

better usage of them by their real ol~ers, the Minnesota Public.

There is no admission charge for the lecture, but tickets are required.

Tickets are available upon request or by mail order, accompanied by a stamped,

self-addressed envelope, from the Minnesota Museum of Natural History,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, ~li.nn.

W. J. Beeckenridge, director of the museum, will give the last lecture

in the current Sunday afternoon series Sunday, April 10, on "Behind the Scenes

in a Museum".

-UNS-
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BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
SURGEON TO SPEAK
AT U OF M APRIL 14

(FOR D1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Hiohael E. DeBakey, Baylor university surgery professor from

Houston, Texas, will deliver the fifth address of the annual University of

Hinnesota George E. Fahr lectureship at 8:15 p.m. Thursday, ApriL14, in the

Mayo Memorial auditorium.

Dr. DeBakey's subjeot will be "Surgioal Management of Aortic Disease!lv

The lec ture will be open without charge to the public ..

-UNS-
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GUIDANCE GROUPS
TO HEAR DUGAN
AT CHICAGO MEETS

(FOR IMlmDIATE RELEASE)

vJillis E. Dugan, professor of eduoation at the University of Hinnesota,

will participate in a discussion on improvement of oounselor education at a

meeting of the National Association of Guidanoe Supervisors and Counselor

Trainers in Chioago Friday and Saturday (April 1 and 2).

Professor Dugan then will attend the annual oonvention of the American

Personnel and Guidanoe assooiation Sunday through Friday (April 3-8) in Chicago.

He will address the organization, which has 7,000 members, twioe on Hednesday

(April 6). His topics will be "New Standards for Professional I'1embership in

the Assooiation" and "Patterns of Orientation Courses in Teaoher Education".

The Minnesota educator is national treasurer of the American Personnel

and Guidance association.

-UNS-
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SCHOOLMEN rS \JEEK FOR STATE EDUCATORS
HILL OPEN MONDAY AT UNIVERSITY OF I1INNESOTA

(FOR II11-1EDIATE RELEASE)

Mirmeapolis Elmer T. Peterson, dean of the State University of Iowa

college of education, and Earl W. Anderson, Ohio State university education professor,

will be among guest speakers at the forty-first annual University of Hirmesota short

course and schoolmenrs week Monday through Wednesday (April 4-6) on the University

campus.

Professor Anderson will deliver the Phi Delta Kappa lecture on "The Internal

Need for Better Teachers" at 8 p.m. Monday (April 4) in 1'1urphy hall auditorium. He

will speak again at the Tuesday noon luncheon of the Minnesota Association of School

Administrators in the Coffman Memorial Union junior ballroom. His topic will be

"Mobilizing Staff Resources".

Dean Peterson will be one of bw speakers at the 9:45 a.m. Tuesday (April 5)

session in the Union main ballroom. His topic will be "Changing Conceptions of

Community and Schools and Administration". On the program with him will be Harry M.

Reynolds, Winona, past president of the Iftrmesota Congress of Parents and Teachers,

whose talk will be entitled "The Power of Willingness".

Workshop groups are planned for 2 to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday (April 5) and from 9:30

to 11:30 acm. Wednesday (April 6). Subjects for discussion will be: "Nobilizing the

School Community Forces for Special Services", "Mobilizing the School Community Forces

for the Improvement of Instruction", "Hobilizing the School Community Forces for

School District Enlargement", "An Effective Public Relations Program for Mobilizing

the School Community Forces", "Mobilizing the School Community Resources for

Increasing Teacher Supply", "Mobilizing the Community Support for Education 'Ihrough

Common Understanding" and "Mobilizing the School Community Resources Through Extra.-

Curricular Activities".

Specialized workshops are planned for Wednesday noon for the Minnesota
Association of School Administrators, the ~lirmesota Association of Elementary School
Principals and the Minnesota Association of Secondar,y School Principals. The ann~al

Knights of the Hickor,y Stick banquet is scheduled for 6 p.m. \fednesday in the Union
junior ballroom.

-UNS-
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SOn. CONFERENCE
SET APRIL 7 AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

The University of Minnesota's third annual one-day oonferenoe on soil

meohanios and foundation engineering will be oonducted Thursday, April 7, in

the Center for Continuation Study.

Among guest speakers will be A. lJ. Johnson, engineer of soils and

foundations, Highway Researoh Board, vJashington, D. C., and Rockwell Smith,

research engineer, roadway, Assooiation of American Railroads, Chicago, Ill.

Included on the program will be a combination of papers on basic fundamentals

of foundation and embankment design and case histories of actual projects which

illustrate the application of such principles.

The course is designed specially for engineers and architects in structural,

railroad and highway fields. Cooperating with the University to present it is the

Northwestern Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

-UNS-
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MARCH 30, 1955

'u' AHARDS $3,500
RESERVE HINING
CO. FELLOHSHIP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- Seleotion of James R. Novotny, 30, Los Angeles, Calif.,

as the reoipient of the new Reserve l-1i.ning oompaz;y fellowship in eoonomio geology

and petrographY at the University of Minnesota was announoed today b,y Dean Theodore

C. Blegen of the University's graduate sohool.

An iron geologist, Novotr.tY will oome to Minnesota July 1 to make a study of

the detailed texture, structure and mineralogy of the taconite beds lying at the

eastern end of the Mesabi range. He will write his doctor of philosophY degree

thesis on the basis of this stu~, Dean Blegen reported.

The Reserve Mining company fellowship, recently established, provides a

$3,500 grant for 12 months' study under the supervision of the Minnesota Geological

Survey headed by geology Professor G. M. Schwartz. Dean Blegen described the

fellowship as "one of the choicest available at the University".

A native of Cak Park, Ill., Novotr.tY attended the University of Wisconsin

where he majored in physics and reoeived his bachelor of science degree in 1949.

At the present time, he is stuqying for a master's degree in geology at the

University of California at Los Angeles. Novotny has worked as a geologist and

geophYsicist in mining operations in Utah, California and Mexioo.

-UNS-
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AI1ERICAN SCHOOL
LEADERS TO HEAR
U. OF M. EDUCATOR

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Dora V. Smith, University of tunnesota education professor, will

deliver the annual Kappa Delta Pi address Saturday (April 2) in Cleveland,

Ohio, where she will attend the meetings of the American Association of

School Administrators.

SUbject of her talk will be "Communication, the Miracle of Shared

Living" •

-UNS-
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COLUl1BIA NURSING
INSTRUCTOR TO TEACH
AT fU' SHORT COURSE

(FOR IMl1EDIATE REIEASE)

Eleanor Lambertsen, New York, Columbia university teachers college

nursing education instructor, will be a guest speaker at a University of

Minnesota course for nursing service administration on the preparation for

team leadership Monday and Tuesday, April 11 and 12, in the Center for

Continuation Stuqy.

Theme for the two-day inatitute will be "Spring Training Session".

Miss Lambertsenfs subjects will include ''What Casey Didn't Know", "Team

Strategy" and "The Manager Earns His Salt".

-UNS-
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FIU1 ON FINLAND
AT fur CONVOCATION

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Film narrator Hal Linker will present a oolor film leoture entitled

"Finland" at the University of Ivrinnesota oonvooation at 1l:30 a.mo Thursday

(April 7) in the Minnesota Museum of Natural History auditorium.

The oonvooation is open without oharge to the general publio. Linder's

film depicts a visit to a staunoh demooracy alongside the Iron Curtain.

The film begins with the Helsinki site of the 1952 Olympio Games. Shown

are new modern-style buildings oontrasted with old Russian-style ohurohes built

during Finlaz:dfs hundred years as a Grand Duohy of the Russian Empire from

1808 to 1917.

The film story oontinues to Finnish Lapland where the lumber industry

oomplete with women lumberjaoks are piotured, and they are followed by piotures

of Roviniemi, oapital of Finnish Lapland right on the Arotio oirole.

Inoluded in the film also are Lumberjaok festivals oomplete with log-riding

down the rushing streams, ohildren taking the SAUNA baths and a Laplander fami~

in reindeer oostumes.

Linker's film is the first full-length film of Finland made by a well-known

fi~leoturer sinoe World War II, and it answers many of the questions Amerioans

have been asked about that oountry in the last few years.

Hal Linker served during World War II as intelligenoe offioer in the

amphibious foroes of the United States Navy and took part in the invasions of

Iwo Jima and Okinawa as ~ell as in the oooupation of Korea and operations in the

Marianas, Caroline Islands, Philippines, New Hebrides and Solomon Islands.

During the past five years Linder has li'lB.de two trips oompletely around the

~~rld in searoh of film material. He is produotion director of International. .

Films, Hollywood produoers of 16 rom. eduoational short subjeots.

-UNS-
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llINNESOTA DRABA
FESTIVAL SLATED
SATURDAY AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --. The tenth annual Minnesota state one-aot play festival

at the University of Hinnesota will be held Saturday (April 2) in Soott hall

auditorium.

Representing the eight regions of the state in this year's festival are

the following regional oontest winners:

Region I: Rushford, "The Long Stay Cut Short", Region 2: Fairmont,

"In the Zonell , Region 3: Glenooe, "St. Joan", Region 4: Red Uing, "Antigone",

Region 5: St. Louis Park, liThe Purifioation", Region 6: Little Falls, "The

Change-House ll , Region 7: Duluth Central, "The Shrike" and Region 8: Thief River

Falls, "Riders to the Sea".

Sponsoring the festival are the Ninnesota State High Sohool league, Drama

Advisory service and the University Theatre.

Most of the high sohools, through their speeoh activities, prepare one-aot

plays for distriot and regional oompetition with the regional winners taking

part in the festival, whioh is not a oontest. Eaoh of the eight sohools reoeive

ratings from a oritio judge, Keith M. Enger of the University of Utah speeoh and

theater department.

The plays will be presented at 4Q-minute intervals from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.

and from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. The program will be open without charge to the publio.

The University's Drama Advisory servioe will entertain the partioipating

students and directors Saturday evening at a banquet followed by an entertainment

program.

-UNa-
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'u' AIR ROTC
CHIEF TO COMMAND
PHILIPPINE BASE

(FOR II1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- Colonel Kermit D. Stevens, University of Minnesota

professor of Air Science, has been named vice commander of the Thirteenth Air

Force and commander of Clark Air Force base, Philippine Islands.

Colonel StevensJ who has been stationed with the University Air Force

Reserve Officers Training Program since September 1951J has been ordered to

report to the Aerial Port of Embarkation July 1. He expects to leave the

University during the last week of May.

Taking his place at the University will be Colonel Robert D. MCCarten,

who is now assigned as chiefJ Air Force sectionJ Militar,y Advisor,y Assistance

group, Saudi, Arabia.

Colonel UcCarten, 41, received his bachelor of science degree in 1935 from

North Dakota Agricultural college. His militar,y education has included

attendance at Command and General Staff school 1946J Asiatic Study course,

Yale university 1946; and the Air War college, 1950.

Colonel Stevens is also scheduled to inspect various colleges in the

East from April 21 until May 20.

-UN5-
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l1IDDLE EAST
l1EDICAL GROUP
TO HEAR ru, DOCTORS

(FOR If1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Fouad A. Bashour, University of Minnesota medical fellow, left

Friday (April 1) by air for Beirut, lebanon, where he will speak before the

11iddle East 11edical assembly to be held at the American University of Beirut

April 22-24.

A native of Tripoli, Dr. Bashour received his doctor of medicine degree

from the American University of Beirut in 1949. He has been engaged in

medical research and clinical work at the University of }finnesota for the last

three and one-half years.

Dr. C. J. Watson, head of the University medical school's department of

medicine, who is now visiting Europe and the llIiddle East for the State

Department, also will address the l1iddle East liedical assembly at Beirut•

• UNS-
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MT. SINAI NURSING
SCHOLARSHIPS TOTAL
$1,,075 FOR YEAR

(FOR H1MEDIATE RELEASE)

A total of $1,075 was awarded b,y the Mount Sinai hospital nursing

scholarship committee during the last year to Hamline university and the

University of }nnnesota students, it was announced today.

The scholarships are designed to advance nursing by helping qualified,

neeqy students to complete their training, according to Mrs. Marvin Sukov,

2828 Benton Blvd., Minneapolis, committee chairman.

"Four years ago, when 'tve first established our program,," Nrs. Sukov

points out, "we had only one $100 scholarship. Last year we awarded 12

scholarships, ranging from $50 to $200."

The l10unt Sinai Auxiliary scholarship program is supported by gifts

from persons and organizations interested in furthering the nursing profession.

Student nurses interested in the scholarship program are urged to

request information from either the Hamline or University of Minnesota school

of nursing.

Information regarding the availability and requirements for Mount Sinai

Hospital AUXiliary scholarships in nursing was sent recently to high schools

throughout Hinnesota.

-UNS-
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NOTED DESIGNER,
ARCHITECT TO SPEAK
AT U OF MMONDAY

(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)

Charles Eames, Venice, Calif., internationally known designer and

architect, will deliver a University of 11innesota lecture at 8 p.m. Monday

(April 4) in the Minnesota Museum of Natural History on the University campus.

The lecture, sponsored by the University's school of architecture, will

be open without charge to the public.

Eames is considered one of the most influential furniture designers of

this age; however, furniture design is not the on~ activity of Eames who has

also made significant contributions in such varied fields as children's tqys,

documentary films, architecture and prefabrication.

Eames was born in St. Louis, Mo. He studied architecture in St. Louis

and lJashington universities and graduate planning under Eliel Saarinen at

Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., where he later developed

the experimental design department.

The architect was winner of First Awards in the Museum of Modern Art's

first and second organic furniture design competition. He serves on the staff

of the Sohool of Architecture at the University of California, Berkeley.

Eames will visit Monday through Hednesday (April 4-6) at the University's

school of architecture where he will act as visiting critic of students I work.

-UNS-
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mUVERSITY OFFERS
EVENING COURSE
ON NEDICAL TERMS

(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 3)

The University of 11innesota will offer a short course on the introduction

to anato~ and medical terminology on eight consecutive Friday evenings from

7:30 to 9:30 beginning Friday, April 15, in Room 100 Mayo Hemorial building.

The course is planned for medical and surgical secretaries, social workers,

medical and ~ray technicians, pharmacists, administrators, medical record

librarians and other persons using medical terms in their daily work.

Instructors will be Dr. Stewart Thomson, assistant director of the school

of public health, and Samuel Cornwell who was an assistant director of anato~

at the University until recently when he began studies for his doctor of

medicine degree.

Registration may be made by mail or in person at: 57 Nicholson hall,

University of Yunnesota, 690 Northwestern Bank building, Minneapolis; or

St. Paul Extension Center, \labasha and College avenues, St. Paul.

Cooperating with the University's general extension division to present

the short course are the Twin City chapter of riedical Record Librarians; the

l1innesota Hospital association, the Minnesota Department of Health, the State

Medical association and the University of Minnesota Hospitals.

-UN5-
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(FOR n1MEDIATE RELEASE)

w. A. Porter, program director of the University of Minnesota's Center

for Continuation Study" will serve as a workshop chairman at the national

convention of the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction Monday through

Friday, April 18-22, in Los Angeles" Calif.

Porter will head a workshop on audio-visual conferences and workshops.

-UNS-
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Four members of the Universi ty of Minnesota dean of students 1 staff

will take part on the program of the 1955 convention of the American Personnel

and Guidance association Sunday through Thursday (April 3-7) in Chicago, Ill.

Ralph Berdie, director of the student counseling bureau, will preside

at a section meeting entitled "Selecting a Test Battery for Choosing a Field

of Academic Concentration". A panel discussion on "Present Practice in

Counseling Discipline Cases" will be moderated by La Verne F. Snoxell of the

office of disciplinary counseling.

Theda Hagenah, assistant director of the student counseling bureau, will

take part in two conferences: "The Aims and Objectives of Freshman Week

Orientation" and "Can Interest Inventories Predict Occupational Adjustment?"

Paul A. Bloland, associate director of the student activities bureau, will

take part in a panel on "Relationship Between Personnel Facilities and the

Activities Program".

-UNS-
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DIRECTOR TO TELL
OF BEHIND SCENES
IN MUSEUM AT lUI

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Behind the scenes in the 11innesota 11useum of Natural History will be

the subject of W. J. Breckenridge, museum director, at the final program of

the institutionls current Sunday afternoon lectures series.

Breckenridge will talk at 3 p.m. Sunday (April 10) in the auditorium of

the museum on the University of Hirmesota campus. He will describe how

exhibits are built, the materials that are used and the work that goes into

planning and actually constructing the groups.

In addition to the obvious functions of the museum, the director will

tell about its research activities, the state park program and the way in which

various visiting groups are handled.

Color slides and a color film will be shown to illustrate the talk.

-UNS-
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GOLDOVSKY TO PRESENT
OPERA PREVIEW
AT U OF MMONDAY

(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 10)

Boris Goldovs~, Metropolitan opera broadcast commentator, will present

the story of each opera to be staged at the University of Hinnesota in May at a

special University program at 8:30 p.m. r10nday (April 11) in Northrop l-lemorial

auditorium.

The four operas, scheduled for May 13-15, are "Andrea Chenier", 1111

Barbiere Di Siviglia", "Carmen" and IIToscall
•

In addition to presenting the opera stories, Goldovsk,y will illustrate

the high moments of each on the piano.

Goldovsk,y, born in Moscow, becmne interested in the piano at the age of

eight and received his instruction from his uncle, Pierre Luboshutz. He

studied at the Moscow Conservatory, in Berlin with Schnabel and Kreutzer, at

the Budapest Conservatory with Dohnanyi and at the Sorbonne in Paris. He made

his professional debut with the Berlin Philharmonic in 1921 at the age of 13

years.

In the fall of 1953, Goldovsk,y published his most recent book, IIAccents

on Opera", sponsored by the Metropolitan Opera Guild.

The Boston "Post" says of the pianist-commentator, liAs a commentator,

Hr. Goldovsky is in a class by himself, and not merely because of bis charm

of manner. He plays piece after piece as neatly, tastefully and persuasively

as you could wish".

-UN5-
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JOHNS HOPKINS 'U'
MEDIC TO SPEAK
AT U. OF M. COURSE

(FOR HmEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Leslie N. Gay, Johns Hopkins university associate professor of

medicine, will be a guest speaker at a University of I-nnnesota continuation

course in allergy and chest diseases for general physicians Monday through

1Jednesday, April 18-20, in the Center for Continuation Study.

Dr. Gay will also deliver the annual Clarence M. Jackson lecture on

"A History of the Treatment of Bronchial Asthma" at 8 p.m. Tuesday, April 19,

in the Mayo Memorial auditorium.

Special emphasis in the three-day course will be placed on the

management of commonly-met problems of allergies and chest diseases. Skin

testing methods will be demonstrated and discussed.

-UNS-
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KOREAN EDUCATORS
TO STUDY AT tUt
ARRIVE ON CAMPUS

(FOR n1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Four Korean educators, faculty members of the Seoul National University,

arrived at the University of Minnesota Saturday evening (April 2) to study

American educational methods and latest developments in several fields of

technology.

Their visit to the University is a phase of the "sister relationship"

between the two schools established b,y a Foreign Operations Administration

contract entered into last year.

Heading the delegation from the Korean school is Baik~ Cho, dean of

the a::;ricultural college. He will spend from three to six months at the

Universit,y consulting with faculty members and observing teaching and research.

Also in the party are three faculty members who will remain at the

University for one year taking graduate courses in various divisions of

technology. They are: Sung Won Rhee, assistant professor; Byo Kyung Kim,

instructor; and Tong Hoon Kim, lecturer. Rhee will study electrical

engineering; BYo ~ng Kim, mechanical engineering; and Tong Hoon Kim, metallurgy.

The FOA contract provides that the University of Uinnesota will provide

assistance to the Seoul National University of Korea to strengthen and develop

its education and research programs in agriculture, engineering and the medical

sciences.

-UNS-
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PUP~UE PHYSICIST
TO GIVE SIG}~ XI
LECTURE AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Karl lark,.Horovitz, head of the Purdue university physics department, will

give a University of Minnesota lecture on liThe Irradiation Physics of Semiconductors"

at 8 p.m. Friday, April 15, in the Minnesota Huseum of Natural History auditorium

on the University campus.

Sponsoring the lecture, which will be open without charge to the public, is

the }ftnnesota chapter of the Society of the Sigma Xi, honorar,y scientific organizatio~

Professor Lar~Harovitz, who was born in Vienna, Austria, and received his

doctor of philosophy degree from the University of Vienna, came to the United States

in 1925. He was naturalized in 1936.

The physicist joined the Purdue university staff in 1928 and has directed

the physical laboratory there since 1929. Two years later he became head of the

physics department.

Dr. Lark-Horovitz has performed outstanding research in electron diffraction,

electrification of inter-faces, electromotive forces of dielectrics, surface layers,

absorption, X-rays and crystal structures, physiological optics, physics of glass,

nuclear physics and radioaction tracers.

A former General Secretary for the American Association for the Advancement

of Science, Dr. Lark-Horovitz is a member of the editorial board of Science, the

writer of numerous articles on pnysics for German, English and American publications

and editor and co-author of a report to former President Truman on the effectiveness

of our schools in the training of scientists.

- UNS -
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1'1l'"NAGEMENT TIPS
FOR SMALL FIlU1S
TOPIC FOR 'u' COURSE

(FOR Il1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Mirmeapolis --- Practical, technical tips on management will be

outlined for owners and managers of small manufacturing organizations at a

University of Minnesota course Monday and Tuesday, Hay 2 and 3, in the Center

for Continuation Study.

A guest speaker will be Robert Forsythe, Washington, D. C., general counsel,

Small Business administration. He will talk at a noon luncheon meeting Monday,

May 2, in Coffman Union junior ballroom.

Another guest speaker will be Benjamin V. Preston, Detroit, r1ich., district

reporting manager of Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., who will talk on "The Role of

Financing in Manufacturing".

Cooperating with the University to present the course are the Small

Business Administration of the federal government, the Mirmesota Department of

Business Development, the ~anneapolis Chamber of Commerce and the St. Paul

Association of Commerce.

Among Mirmesota businessmen taking part on the program will be: Daniel C.

Gainey, Owatorma, president of Josten Hanufacturing company and member of the

University's Board of Regents; Arthur J. Smaby, general manager of Hidland

Cooperatives, Inc.; Vincent Shiely, vice president and secretary of Toro

l~nufacturing company; John W. Gasink, vice president and secreta~ of Scott-Atwater

Manufacturing Company, Inc.; Fran Faber, president of the Faber Advertising, Inc.;

Jay M. Laramy, r.fanufacturers' Representative; David Lilly, chairma.n of the advisory

corr~ssion to the Minnesota Department of Business Development; William Chapman,

vice president of Midland National bank, Mirmeapolis; and Arthur Carlson, chief,

fin3ncial assistance division, Small Business administrationc

-UNS-
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SIGMA XI TALK
AT IU' CANCELLED:
SPEAKER ILL

(FOR U'1MEDIATE REIEASE)

The University of l1innesota Sigma Xi lecture by Karl Lark-Horovitz,

head of the Purdue university physics department, has been cancelled because

of the speaker's illness.

Professor Lark-Horovitz I talk ,,-ms planned for April 15.

-UNS-
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ILLINOIS PHYSICIST
TO GIVE LECTURE
APRIL 12 AT 'u f

(FOR ll\1lffiDIATE RElEASE)

Frederick Seitz, University of Illinois research professor in physics of

solids, will deliver a University of 11innesota lecture on "Imperfections in

Crystals" at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday (April 12) in 170 Physics building.

After World lJar II, Professor Seitz became director of a training program

in nuclear physics at Oak Ridge, Tenn. During the war, he headed the section

of theoretical division at Manhattan District Metallurgical pDoject at the

University of Chicago.

A native of California, Professor Seitz received his bachelor of arts degree

from Stanford university and his doctor of philosophy degree in physics from

Princeton university where he also was a Proctor fellow. He served on the

faculties of the University of Rochester, University of Pennsylvania and from

1942 until 1949 as head of the physics department of Carnegie Institute of

Technology.

Professor Seitz became director of the Control Systems Laboratory at the

University of Illinois in 1951. He was named chairman of the American Institute

of Physics in 1954.



PLAN MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING LECTURE
SERms AT fUf

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
NIDiS SERVICE
APRIL 6, 1955

A series of eight University of Hinnesota lectures on "Current Developments

in Turbulent Flow" will be presented by the University's department of mechanical

engineering beginning Wednesday, April 13.

Speakers will be Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, theoretical astrophysicist who

is the Morton D. Hull distinguished service professor at the University of Chicago;

Stanley Corrsin, Johns Hopkins university assistant professor of physics; and

Bela Karlovitz, combustion research expert of Combustion and Explosives i.lesearch,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Professor Chandrasekhar will speak at 3:30 p.m., starting time of all of the

lectures in the series, lJednesday, Thursday and Friday, April 13-15.

Karlovitz will speak r·1onday and Tuesday, Hay 2, 3. Professor Corrsill will

speak \Jednesday, Thursday and Friday, May 11-13. The lectures will be presented in

either Room 4 or 18, Mechanical Engineering building on the University campus.

Graduate students in mechanical engineering~ receive credit for the complete

series. Information is available to them from Newman A. Hall, professor of

mechanical engineering.

Subjects for the eight lectures are as follows:

April 13: "Problems of Hydrodynamic and Hydromagnetic stability"

April 14: "Nature of the Turbulence Problem; the Heuristic and the

Phenomenological Theories"

April 15: "A Deductive Theory of Turbulence"

Hay 2 and 3: "Analysis and Experiment in Turbulent Combustion"

llfay 11: "Homogeneous Turbulent ltIixing"

Hay 12: "Diffusion in Homogeneous Turbulence"

Hay 13: "'Free' Turbulent Shear Flows".

(NORE)
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Professor Chandrasekhar, a native of India who received his college training

at 11adras and Cambridge, England, came to the United States in 1936. He joined

the University of Chicago staff in 1936 and is author of several books and is

editor of liThe Astrophysical Journal.

Professor Corrsin received his doctor of philosopny degree in aeronautics

from the California Institute of Technology. He has been an assistant professor

at Johns Hopkins university since 1945.

Kar10vitz received his college education in Budapest and Zurich. He

came to the United States in 1938 and lforked for many years 'tdth the bureau of

mines at Pittsburgh. He did combustion research for Westinghouse Electric company

before joining Combustion and Explosives Research, Inc., in 1953.

-m:s-
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YALE, WILU1AR,
MAYO ALCOHOLISM
EXPERTS AT tU' COURSE

(FOR UU1EDIATE REIEASE)

l1inneapolis --- Two staff members of the Yale university center for

alcohol studies, two from the Willmar state hospital and a psychiatrist from the

t1ayo Clinic at Rochester will take part in a University of Hinnesota course on

alcoholism for nurses Thursday through Saturday, April 14-16, in the Center for

Continuation Study.

The course faculty will present the aspects of the nursels responsibility

to the alcoholic patient and the community.

Yale staff members on the pro~ram are Shelden D. Bacon, director of the

Alcohol Studies Center, and Grace Golder, assistant clinical professor of mental

health nursing at Yale universit,y school of nursing and nursing consultant for

the Yale plan.

Speakers from the Willmar hospital will be Dr. Nelson J. Bradley,

superintendent and psychiatrist, and Daniel Anderson, psychologist. The ;fayo

Clinic psychiatrist to speak is Dr. Robert Faucett.

Chairman for the program is Helen J. Schulberg, Hinnesota department of

health mental health nursing consultant.

other speakers will be William Ferguson, I1lnneapolis, state health

department alcoholism consultant; Patrick Butler, st. Paul, chairman of the

Ifunnesota Advisory Board on Problems on Alcoholism; and B. Patrick Cronin,

director of Pioneer House, Minneapolis municipal facilities for the rehabilitation

of problem drinkers.

-UN8-
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(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 10)

Arthur B. Jennings, University of Minnesota organist and associate

professor of music, will leave Tuesday (April 12) for Europe on a sabbatical

furlough. He will return to the University next fall.

\ntile in Europe Organist Jennings, who also is regionsl chairman of the

American Guild of Organists and organist-choirmaster at Plymouth Congregational

church, Minneapolis, will travel through Paris, Rome, London, Brussels and

MUnich where he will visit organ factories, observing European methods of

organ designing and studying. He will ascertain the extent to which the new

school of organ playing and designing has superceded that of the so-called

Romantic school and its ultimate effect on the average church in America.

Jennings will study literature being written for the organ, primarily

in churches of France where the architectural, accoustical and liturgical

conditions are more favorable to organ music than in American concert halls

and churches.

Jennings will also survey the teaching methods of such internationally-

mown organists as Flor Peeters, Royal Flemish Conservatory; Andre Marchal,

St. Eustache, Paris; Olivier Messiaen, Holy Trinity, Paris; Jean Langlais,

Stet Clotilde, Paris; Marcel Dupre, St. Sulpice, Paris; Fernando Germani,

The Vatican, Rome; and the Cathedral and parish churches of England.

The University organist also plans to collect bibliography of organ

texts, teaching manuals and organ music.

-UNs..
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(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 10)

Thelma Hunter, University of llinnesota music instructor and pianist,

will present a brief recital at the weekly music ho~r at 11:30 a.m. ~lesd8Y,

April 12, in Scott hall auditorium~

Mrs. Hunter's program, which will be open without charge to the pUblic,

will be the following:

Prelude and Fugue Opus 35, No. 1

Prelude, Chorale and Fugue

Fuga sexta in E fiat
Interludiu.'1l
Fuga septima in A flat

-UNS-
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2 'UI HOMEN
STUDENTS llIN
lJILSON FELL011SHIPS

(FOR Il1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Two University of Minnesota women students, one a senior and the other

enrolled in graduate sohool, have been named reoipients of IJational lJOOdrON' Wilson

Fellowships, and four student winners of other universities have ohosen the

University graduate sohool for their plaoe of study for next year.

The Minnesota students, both majoring in En~lish, are Graoe E. Billings,

4530 17th avenue South, Minneapolis, and Nary Ann Janisch, 1893 Saunders avenue,

St. Paul.

Hiss Billings, who will graduate in June from the UniversitJ", 1-Jill continue

her study of English next year at Radcliffe college.

Hiss Janisoh reoeived her bachelor of arts degree summn cum laude in

Deoember from the University and has been enrolled since then in the u.dversity

graduate school. As a Wilson fe1lol"1, she will study musicology at Columbia

university.

The four students who have ohosen the University of I1innesota to do graduate

study in various subjects next year as iloodrow Hilson fellows are:

Helen L. Aungst, Canton, Ohio, student at "'estern college, study

drama; Allen Bergson, Santa Monioa, Calif., University of California at Berkeley,

will study English; Merrill Francis, Los Angeles, Calif., Occidental college

student, political science; and Kenneth N. (.l\.rens, Lewis and Clark, history.

'!he fellowships have been conferred upon a total of 159 young men and women

who have demonstrated "marked promise for the teaching profession and possessing

the highest qualities of intellect, character and personalit~'.
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ru r RADIO SERIES
ON FREEDOM BEGINS
APRIL 21 ON WCCO

(FOR :tELLASE THURSDAY, APRIL 14)

Mirmeapolis --- First program in the eighth annual public lecture series,

"Social Science and Freedom", by the University of l1innesota Social Science Research

Center will be presented at 8:15 p.m. Thursday, April 21, over radio station ~ICCO,

Minneapolis.

On 13 Thursday evening programs, E. H. Ziebarth, radio news commentator and

dean of the University's summer session, will interview experts on some aspects of

freedom and the social sciences.

Last year for the first time the series, titled "Mirmesota Trends Jl , was

presented over the radio. It was an expansion of the series which had been

presented for the previous six years.

Each of the Thursday programs will be re-broadcast at 3:30 p.m. Fridays, the

days following their original presentation, over station KUOM.

Titles of the 13 programs in the series and dates of presentation over WCCO

i~ll be as follows:

April 21, IlMan's Struggle for Freedom Against AuthorityJl; April 28, "Freedom in

Mass Communication: Government Interference"; May 5, JlFreedom in Mass Communication:

The Spirit of the Community; May 12, "Your Right to Read"; Hay 19, "Your Right to

Knowledge; Hay 26, "Your Right to Learn"; June 2, "Pressures on Universities Jl ;

June 9, "'Jhere Does America Stand on Freedom?"; June 16, "Justifying Freedom in the

Social Sciences"; June 23, liThe Nature of Social Science ResearchJl ; June 30,

JlFreedom Out of Knowledge"; July 7, "Combating Restrictions on Freedomll ; and July 14,

"Combating Restrictions on Freedom".

Printed reports of the materials covered in the broadcasts will be available

upon request while the supply lasts. Requests should be addressed to Social Science

Research Center, 408 Johnston hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14•
• UN8-
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(FOR I11MEDIATE REIEASE)

An exhibit of paintings, sculpture and decorative art, entitled lIFish Forms

in Art" and borrowed from collectors and museums throughout the United States is

being shown currently at the University of Minnesota Gallery on the fourth floor

of Northrop Memorial auditorium.

For the exhibit, which will continue until May 13, an attempt was made to

get objects representative of all major areas and periods in the history of art.

Largest single group is made of works of comtemporary artists such as

Picasso, Braque, Lachaise, Lurcat and Masson.

The oldest piece in the showing of 97 objects is a slate palette in the

shape of a fish dating from the predynastic period in Egypt (before 3200 B.C.)

and loaned by the University l1useum, Philadelphia.

~1aterial is drawn from the civilization of Egypt, Greece and Rome as well

as comtemporary sources. Because China and Korea consider the fish in special

esteem, the two countries are represented by examples of porcelain, painting and

carving in ivory and jade.

From America, Indian pottery from the southwest is shown along l1ith a carved

polychrome wood garden fountain dating from the days of the China clippers.

In addition the museum at Philadelphia, 16 others have loaned items for the

exhibit. They are: The National Gallery of Art and the Corcoran Gallery of Art,

Washington, D. C.; The Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore; The Metropolitan l'1useum of

Art and the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the San Francisco I'1useum of Art, The

Seattle Art 11useum and the Twin Cities I Minneapolis Insti tute of Arts, Walker Art

Center and collections on the University campus.

-UNS-
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CANADIAN HEALTH,
RECREATION GROUP
TO HEAR NORDLY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Carl L. Nordly, professor in the University of Minnesota's

department of physioal education and athletics, will address a general

session of the Canadian Association for Health, Physical Eduoation and

Recreation Wednesday (April 13) in Winnipeg.

Professor Nordlyts topic will be: tiThe Physioal Education Curriculum--

Whose Responsibility?1I He also will speak before the teacher education

seotion of the assooiation \iednesday on tiThe Evaluation of Professi.. onal

Preparation of Physical Education Teachers. 1I

-UNS-
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BOYDE!'J TO HEAD
U.S. ANATOMISTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Edward A. Boyden, University of Minnesota professor emeritus

of anatomy, was chosen president-elect of the American Association of

Anatomists at the association's 68th annual session last week (April 6-8)

at the Jefferson Medical college, Philadelphia.

After a year as president-elect, Dr. Boyden will become president

of the anatomists' organization in April 1956. Following a year in the

presidency, he will serve the next year as president-emeritus and a member

of the executive committee.

Currently, Dr. Boyden is a visiting professor of anatomy at the

University of Washington, Seattle. His most recent book, "Segmental Anatomy

of the Lungs," was pUblished last February. He will attend the Sixth Inter

national Congress of Anatomy in Paris July 25...30, where he will serve as an

American member of the committee on nomenclature.

Dr. Boyden retired as head of the University of Minnesota's anatomy

department in June 1954.

-UNS-
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LOWELL THOMAS
TO SPEAK AT IU'
THURSDAY EVENING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Lowell Thomas, CBS news commentator and narrator of "This is Cinerama,"

will speak at the University of Minnesota convocation at 8 p.m. Thursday

(April 14) in the Minnesota Museum of Natural History.

The talk, which will be open without charge to the public, ia being

sponsored by the University's All-University Congress, Student Forum and

department of concerts and lectures. The title will be "High Adventure

Hinged on Foreign Affairs in the Far East."

Thomas is in his 25th year as a radio broadcaster and holds the

longevity record for all network programs.

Thomas has been awarded honorary doctor degrees from 16 colleges and

universities; he is one of the"directors of the Explorers club and for several

years he was president of the board of trustees of the American School in

Baghdad as well as a trustee of other educational institutions. He is the

author of more than 40 books of adventure and exploration.

The news commentator received his bachelor and master degrees at the

age of 18 and soon afterwards joined the staff of the Cripple Creek Colorado

Times and within a year had beoome editor of two mining camp daily papers, The

Victor Colorado Record and The Victor Daily News.

During World War I Thomas, as a war correspondent, was attached in turn

to all of the Allied armies from the North Sea to the Persian Gulf. At the end

of the war he was the first to b ring back an eyewitness account of the German

Revolution and the final downfall of the Kaiser.
--MORE--
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His travels and his many broadcasts fram such historical events

as the Coronation in London in 1937 and his radio tour of South America

and his world-round flights and expeditions have created an epic of

adventure around Thomas.

--UNS...-
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Rowan lUI Lecture
Off: Justice Douglas
To Open Hillman Series

(FOR D:1HEDIATE aELEASE)

The University of Minnesota-Sidney Hillman lecture by Carl Rowan, lvIinneapolis

journalist, scheduled for Wednesday (April 13) has been postponed. Rowan has been

assigned to cover the Asian-African conference in Bandung, Indonesia. His lecture

had been scheduled Wednesday- evening at the University.

The opening lecture of the Sidney Hillman series now will be delivered by

William O. Douglas, justice of the United States Supreme Court, at 8:30 p. m.

Wednesday, May 2~, in Mayo Memorial auditorium on the campus.

Rowan returned recently after seven months in Asia and left again Nonday (April

11) for Indonesia. He will deliver his Sidney Hillman lecture in July.

The lecture series is sponsored at the University by a grant from the Sidney

Hillman Foundation.

--UNS-



(April 11) when officers and committees were elected at the first meeting of the

board of trustees of the Twin City Area Educational Television Corporation which

was incorporated March 24.

The trustees authorized filing for an application for a Federal Communications

commission television license and construction permit as well as selecting officers,

members of an executive committee and members of committees to choose top personnel

and a site for the station.

Trustees announced that they expect the station to be televising about one year

after the FCC license and permit have been granted.

Loring M. Staples, member of the Hinneapolis law firm of Faegre and Senson,

was elected president of the corporation. Other officers named were: vice president

Wendell T. Burns, senior vice president of Northwestern National Bank, Hinneapolis;

Ronald M. Hubbs, vice president of the st. Paul Fire am Marine Insurance compa.tiy;

and Philip H. Nason, president of First National Bank of St. Paul; John S. Pillsbury.

Jr., of Faegre and Benson, secretary; and A. A. Heckman, executive director of the

Louis W. and Maud Hill Family Foundation, St. Paul, treasurer.

John deLaittre, vice president of Farmers and lJIechanics Savings Bank,

Minneapolis, was named chairman of a committee to raise funds for operating the

station as well as the additional construction funds.

A total of $338,000 has already been assured for construction costs ~1ich are

estimated at $394,049. The original goal of $200,000 needed to qualify for $100,000

for the fund for adult education from the Ford foundation was reached about December 1

The trustees Mond~ authorized negotiations for that $100,000 pledge.

The amount of $56,049 is needed now for the balance of the original constructior

costs, . and approximately $100,000 will be needed per year for operations, accordinr
-MORE-
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to Staples, who believe that about $1501000 will be raised annually through small

solicitations. Staples states that the quality of the television programs will be

the direct result of the amount of operating expenses raised.

Named to a committee to raise the construction fund balance were the following

trustees: Treasurer Heckman; Viola E. Hymes, 110 Pratt street, Minneapolis; and

Samuel H. Maslon, Minneapolis attorney. Members of the operating costs committee

are trustees: Adelaide M. Enright, president of Old Fashioned Millers, Inc., st.

Paul; the Very Reverend Vincent J. Flynn, president of College of St. Thomas,

St. Paul; Sander D. Genis, international vice president, Amalgamated Clothing
•
Workers of America (C.I.O.); William M. Gydesen, Union Advocate of St. Paul (A.F.of

\iilliam L. Nunn l director of University of lftnnesota Relations; Forrest E. Conner,

superintendent of St. Paul public schools; Rufus A. Putnam, superintendent of

Minneapolis public schools; and Mrs. Dorothy B. A. Rood, 1650 DuPont avenue l South,

l-1inneapolis.

Trustees named to a committee to recommend a station manager and a chief

engineer are: Vice President Burns; Samuel C. Gale, vice president of General

Mills corporation, Hinneapolis; and John W. Seeger, vice president of Seeger

Refrigerator company, st. Paul.

Chosen for the committee to work on a site selection were trustees: George

D. Dayton, II, executive vice president of Dayton1s, Minneapolis; Ronald M. Hubbs,

vice president of St. Paul Fire and Marine In;:;urance company; Vice President Nason;

and Bernard L. Orell, vice president of \Jeyerhaeuser Sales company, St. Paul. The

committee was authorized to negotiate with the University and the Minneapolis and

St. Paul school systems for sites, facilities and services.

Of the total of 21 trustees, two were elected Honday. They are Orell and

Maslon. The remaining 19 incorporated the television c~pany last month.

Serving on the executive committee with the officers are: Conner, Dayton,

deLaittre, Nunn, Father Flynn and Putnam.

-e<J-
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1UI THEATER PRESENTS
COMEDY ~ DRAMA

(FOR JlvIMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University Theater will present a French comedy~ Moliere's

"Don Juan" Wednesday through Saturday, April 13-16, in the Arena Theater

in Shevlin hall and a Scandinavian drama, Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler" Thursday

through Sunday, April 14-11, and Tuesday througlt. Saturday, April 19-24, on

the Scott hall stage.

Both Shevlin hall and Scott hall are located on the University

campus.

Ibsen's drama involves the conflicts of a possessive woman which

eventually destroy her and the man she loveso Members of the casii, which

is directed by Kenneth L. Graham, are: Marion watson, Alan Peabody~ Boyd

Johnson, Raymond Lammers, Joanne Jonson, Mary Rice and Charlotte Welch.

Don Juan will be perfonned in French. Cooperating to produce it is

the University's department of romance languages. The story retells the

adventures and ultimate punishment of a reckless and daring lover. Philip

Benson directs the cast in which Edwy Lee plays the title role. Other cast

members are: Michel de Thomasson, Kay Bolander, Gerard Herrbach, Dean Swanson,

James Lufkin, Michel Mezin and Guy Deagranges.

Tickets for "Hedda Gabler" are available at the Scott hall box office,

the Downtown Ticket Office in Minneapolis and Field-8chlick in St. Paul.

Tickets for "Don Juan" may be bought at the 200 Folwell hall, University

campus.

..-uz.5....
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KIDNEIGH ELECTED
V.P. OF NEW SOCIAL
WORK ORGANIZATION

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Professor John C. Kidneigh, director of the University of Minnesota1s

school of social work, has been elected national vice president of the National

Association of Social Workers, newly formed to consolidate and replace seven other

professional social work organizations.

Alma M. Laabs, lecturer in the University's school of social work, has been

named to the new organization's school social work executive committee.

-UNS-
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PAULU, KUOM CHIEF J

TO ADDRESS AIR
EDUCATION INSTITUTE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Burton Paulu, director of the University of Minnesotars radio station KUOH,

is attending the 25th Institute for Education by Radio-Television Tuesday through

Friday (April 12-15) at Columbus, Ohio. He will address the Wednesday evening

(April 13) general session on "Some Notes on British Broadcast Audiences".

-UNS-
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lUI Language Arts
Spring Conference
Set April 22-23

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis ---Lee Deighton, Chicago, of Science Research Associates and formel

ly a Minnesota English teacher and editor of English and literature textbooks, and

Marguerite Henry, author of liKing of the Winds" and other stories, will be guest

speakers at the annual University of Minnesota spring conference on the language arts

Friday and Saturd~, April 22-23.

Meetings of the conference are planned for teachers and librarians of both

elementary and secondary schools.

Deighton will spe$ on "How Much Dare We Aspire To in Teaching the Language

Arts?1I at a dinner meeting at 6:15 p. m. Friday in the Coffman Memorial Union junior

ballroom.

Miss Henry will speak on "vlho Carry Umbrellas" at the Saturday luncheon at

12:15 p. m. in the Union grand ballroom annex.

The conference will open \iith a panel discussion on !lBy vlhat Criteria Does

One Evaluate a Program in the Language Arts?"

Round tables are planned for Saturday morning with speakers in each

representing elementary schools, junior or senior high schools and college freshman

English or communications. The topics will range from liThe Use of Small Group Methods

of Teaching" to "Attaining Sequence and Organizational Pattern Within the Total

Language Arts Program" and "Making Grammar and Usage Function in Speech and Writingll.

On the conference program from outside the Twin Cities in addition to the t'WO
main speakers are: Ruth Cook, Mankato State Teachers college associate professor of
elementary education; Robert Jacobs of the Alexander Ramsey junior-senior high
school at Roseville; David Litsey, st. Louis fark high school; Bernard Schepers,
Hutchinson high school; Nina Draxten, director of English at St. Croix Falls (Wis.)
high school; B. W. Teigen, Mankato, Bethany Lutheran college president; Mrs. Mary
Adams, Rosemount llligh school; and Francis Chisholm, River Falls (Vis.) State Teachers'
college.

--UNS--
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rU' PROFESSOR BECK
TO STUDY ABROAD
ON FULBRIGHT GRM1T

(FCR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Robert H. Beck, professor of education at the University of Minnesota, has

been notified by the United Sta.tes Department of State that he has been granted a

Fulbright research award for the school year 1955-56 to study European systems of

secondary education.

Professor Beck will study primarily at the Municipal University of Amsterdam

but also will visit other centers of learning in Europe. Accompanied by his family,

he will leave for Amsterdam about September 1.

-UN3-
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CAMPUS SAFETY CONFERENCE TO OPEN
MONDAY AT UNIVERSITY OF MINlilESOTA

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis ---William N. Cox, Jr., president of the American Society of

Safety Engineers and member of the Georgia Institute of Technology department of

safety engineering, leads an impressive roster of 11 guest speakE rs for the . i
4

" ••

national conference on campus safety Monday through Wednesday (April 18-20) at

the University of Minnesota's center for continuation study.

Improvement of safety standards in the college and university envirorunent

and the consideration of means Whereby campus personnel assume re~ponsibility

for campus safety will be the major considerations at the conference.

Another two specially outstanding guest speakers will be John J. Ahern,

director of the Illinois Institute of Technology department of fire protection

and safety engineering; and Otto J. Teegen, State University of New York

architect.

Teegen will talk on "Built-In Safety--The Role of the Architect" at the

opening meeting Monday forenoon (April 18). At the afternoon meeting that same

day, Ahern will talk on "Fire Safety on the Campus".

At the Wednesday morning session, Cox will tell about IIGetting Safety

Across to the Student".

Cooperating with the University to present the conference is the National

Safety council which will be represented on the program by speakers: Wayne P,

Hughes, director of its school and college division, and Roy Benson, assistant

director of the industrial department, both of Chicago.

Among the other guest speakers will be A. F. Brandstatter, head of the
Michigan State college department of police administration; C. W. DeMent, Purdut
university department of safety and security safety engineer; Mark J. Dondero,
Massachusets Institute of Technology safety engineer; . R9dney J. Grambeau,

University of Michigan associate supervisor of physical education; T. E. Haley,
University of California safety and disaster preparedness coordinator; George W.
Ha~,r~duniv~rsity OfJllin9is a~soc!t~ professor of mechanical engin~eringlan re E. Ingram, U vers1ty 01' Cal rnia department of occupational healvhcn e eng1neer. - ..
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JOHN C. WEAVER,
U OF M GEOGRAPHER,
RECEIVES CITATION
FOR CROP STUDIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The Associate of American Geographers Wednesday evening (April 13) awarded its

citation for meritorious contribution to the field of geography to John C. Weaver,

University of Minnesota geography professor.

Presented to Professor Weaver at the association's annual banquet at

Memphis, Tenn., the recognition award cited the University geographer for "his

study of crop combinations in the Middle West, widely acclaimed as a most useful

contribution to the field of agricultural geography".

Professor Weaver previously has attained recognition for his studies of polar

areas and of barley production in this country. He has been a University of

Minnesota faculty member since 1946, and currently is serving as acting chairman

of the geography department.

-UNS-
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KUOl-I RECEIVES
A~vARDS FOR TVIO
RADIO PROGRAMS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota radio station KUOM was given two awards, a first place

and an honorable mention at the nineteenth American Exhibition of Educational Radio

and Television programs which immediately preceded the 25th Institute for Education

by Radio-Television being conducted this week (April 12-15) at Columbus, Ohio.

Attending the institute are KUOM Director Burton Paulu and Betty T. Girling,

KUOM radio program supervisor who supervised both of the prize winning programs.

The first award for a series designed for in-school use by pupils in primary

grades was given KUOM for its "Let's Sing" which was produced as a regular Minre sota

School of the Air series.

The citation states "For presenting a thoroughly educationally sound, delightfu

and skillfully organized lesson in simple rote songs and rhythms; for providing both

teacher and pupils with a truly exciting musical experience which prOi:lotes not only

a basic understanding of music, but also a genuine desire to continue to learn music".

The series Has written by Allis Rice, former staff members. Singing vias by

Mary L. Reed, radio program supervisor, accompanied by Harlene Forsberg, another

former staff member.

The honorable mention \'linner was "Darkness at Dawn" presented before the

eclipse of the sun last June 30. KUOM produced it also for the Minnesota School of

the Air.

The honorable mention citation states: "For alertness in preparing a wide

audience to understand a natural phenomenon; for an authoritative presentation of

scientific facts in a manner that required pupil participation".

The show was written by ~1iss Girling and produced by Niss Reed. Narrators

were Ray P. Christensen and Sheldon Goldstein, radio program supervisors. Dramatic

work was by memters of the University of Hinnesota Radio and Television Guild.

-UNS-
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SPRING QUARTER
ENl10LLMENT AT lUI

TOPS I 54 BY 9.6%

(FOR INNEDlATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis ---The upward trend of University of Minnesota enrolLnent has

continued into the spring quarter, according to True E. Pettengill, University recorder

who Wednesday (April 13) reported spring attendance at 18,759, an increase of 1,644

or 9.6 per cent over the figure for a year ago.

Included in the spring quarter enrollment are 550 new students, a 40 per cent

increase over the 392 new admissions recorded spring quarter 1954.

Fall quarter attendance for the present school year totaled 20,399 and

represented a 6.9 per cent increase over the previous fall figure. Winter quarter

saw an enrollment of 19,641, or 9.3 per cent above the mark set the previous year.

Spring quarter enrollment by colleges and divisions of the University were

reported by Pe",tengill as follorlS:

Generg.l college
UniVErsity college
Science, Llterature, Arts
Ins~itute of Techr-ology
Agric., Forestry, Home Econ.
Law school
Medical school
Medical Technicians
Physical and Occupational Therap,y
Nursing
Public Health
Dentistry
Dental Hygiene
Pharmacy
Education
Business Administration
Graduate School
Veterinary Medicine
Duluth Branch

--UNS--

1,174
69

4,536
2,015
1,013

326
467

54
58

214
158
339

59
208

1,666
546

2,842
182

1,189
17,115

1,4l~~

58
4,881
2,291
1 .• 12.8

31';
463

50
63

2hO
173
339

63
138

1,922
633

2,902
175

...Llt..88
18,759
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I UI FOREIGN STUDENTS
TO VISIT GAYLORD
FOR FOUR DAYS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A group of 18 foreign students at the University of Minnesota from 12 different

countries will take part in an International Embassy Thursday through Sunday

(April 14-17) at Gaylord, 65 miles southwest of Minneapolis in the Minnesota river

valley.

Embassy trips are sponsored by the University YWCA and YMCA to give students

from other countries the opportunity to visit small cormmmities outside the Twin Citie~

Cooperating to plan this trip is a committee of Gaylord citizens headed by C. L. Renne:

The group will leave for Gaylord Thursday evening follo\dng a banquet at the

YMCA on the University campus. They will stay llith different families in Gaylord and

visit the schools, businesses and surrounding farm area. The people of Gaylord, in

turn, will have the oppoFcunity to learn about the culture, customs and peoples of

other countries>

Special plans include a luncheon Friday HUh the Rotary club as hosts and

another luncheon Saturday noon Hith the r.onnnunity club entertaining.

Embassy members will have the opportunity to attend the Parent-Tea~hers

association illeeting Saturday night in the Gaylord school. It will be followed by a

band concert and panel discussion by the visitors on "Contrasts Beh-leen Your Country

and Mine".

The tour group will begin their return trip to the campus at 2:30 p. m. Slmday.

Haking the trip will be: Urs Pfluger, Switzerland; Hr. and ~1rs. Nahmond Halla

Lebanon; Hellmut Eggers, Germany; Pamela Curry, Janet Hitchell and Hichael Nixon, all

of England; Prabodh Ranjan Sinah, Perumala Dayanidhi and Harish Srivastava, India,

Su Chin Lin~ Free China; Suk Kyoo Oh, Korea; Pieter De Vrijer, Netherlands; Mr. and Mr

Olavo Romanus, Brasil; Helen Fries-Hansen, Denmark; Hustafa Tuncer Yazman, TurkeJ.7'~

and Ilfagdy Boctor, Egypt.
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'UI PHILOSOPHY HEAD
TO SPEAK IN LONDON

(FOR n~IATE RELEASE)

Professor Wilfrid S. Sellars,. chairman of the University of Minnesotals

philosophy department and a member of the University's Center for Philosophy of

Science, has accepted an invitation to deliver a series of three lectures to advanced

students of philsophy at the University of London, England, during the school

year 1956-57.

-UN&-
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SIDNEY HOOK, N.Y•
PHILOSOPHER, TO SPEAK
AT 'u' EDUCATION DAY

(FOR ~~IATE RELEASE)

Sidney Hook, chairman of the department of philosophy at the New York Universit

Washington Square College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and known for his effort to

preserve and extend freedom in America, will speak on "Education and Creative

Intelligence" at the UniversitY' of Minnesota Education Day convocation at 11:30 a. m.

Thursday (April 21) in Northrop Memorial auditorium.

Hook, considered one of the nation's leading philosophers and educators, wilJ

also speak at a University student forum at 2:30 p. m. the same day on "Academic

Freedom: Rights and Responsibilities ll •

The convocation program will be a major event of Education Day wi.th its annual

selection of ideal teachers, its skits, leadership and service awards and ice cream

social, student-faculty softball game and banquet.

Theme for the day is "Freedom Through &iucation". Preceding it will be a

banquet at 6 p. m. Wednesday (April 20) in Coffman Memorial Union junior ballroom.

An ice cream social with a carnival setting is scheduled after the convocation

program--at 12:30 p. m. (April 21) on the knoll in front of Burton hall. The

stUdent-faculty softball game will begin at 1:30 p. m., also on the knoll.

In connection with Education Day' also, a panel of five students and staff

members will appear in a panel discussion on education at 3:30 p. m. Mondq (April 18.

over KErn-TV. Panel members are: Mary M. McDermott and Marilyn B. Nordstrom,

co-chairmen of Education Day; Sally J. Ensley; Ned A. Flanders, professor of

education; and Donald E. Peaslee, instructor of education.

Convocation speaker Hook's ideas and writings have \«>n attention not only in

academic circles but also in democratic social movements throughout the country.

In addition to earning df'zrees from the College of the City of New York and
Columbia university, Professor }'?ok was "dee awarded a Guggenheim fellowship for
research in philosophy in Germany and Russia (in 1928-29). He is the author of six
books. For his "Hero in History" he rec'3ived the Nicholas Murray Butler Silver Medal
for Distinction in the field of philosophy and education.

-UNS-
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lUI FID'I ON STAGE
ViAKE-UP RECEIVES
HIGHEST AWARD

(FOR ll4l-ffiDIATE RELEASE)

A film produced by the University of Minnesota's Audio-Visual Education

service, "Character Make-Up for Men", received a 1955 Golden Reel award at the

American Film assembly held recently in New York, Judges voted the film best in

the literary, musical and theatrical arts category.

The Golden Reel award is to the 16 millimeter film field as the "Oscar" is

to the 35 millimeter field, according to Wesley J. F. Grabow of the Audia-Visual

service staff who accepted the award for the University at the New York assembly.

Frank Whiting, director of the University Theatre, and Paul K. Peterson,

supervisor of the Universityls drama advisory service, served as technical advisors

for the stage make-up film which was directed by Richard Pollister, formerly senior

communications technician at the University and noW! motion picture production

manager at Purdue university, Lafayette, Ind.

The prize-winning film along with several other award winning pictures will be

exhibited publicly on the University campus sometime in May under the auspices of

the Audio-Visual service and the Twin City Film council, Grabow reported,

-OOS-
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ARNAS ON TO PRESENT
ART APPRECIATION
COURSE ON WTCN-TV

(FOR U1MEDIATE RELEASE)

"Conversations on Art," an informal television course on art appreciation

with Professor H. Harvard Arnason, chairman of the University of Minnesota art

department, will be presented by the University's General Extension Division

over WTCN-TV" Channel 11, at 10 a.m. every Tuesday and Thursday beginning next

Tuesday, (April 19).

During these sixteen television talks, Professor Amason will discuss art

and the spectator" the problems of the artist, the elements with which he works"

the artist in society, art as decoration and other topics that will help the

general audience appreciate and enjqy great works of art. Art objects and

paintings from all periods of history will be used to illustrate the talks, and

the viewers will also have the opportunity to see artists at work and hear them

explain their work.

A special study guide to Professor Arnason's talks will be made available

to the viewers at a small charge. Information about this study guide may be

obtained by writing to "Conversations on Art," 53 Nicholson hall, General Ex

tension Division" University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14.

--UNS--
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TRIBES TO SEND DELEGATES TO MINNESOTA lUI
CONFERENCE ON INDIAN RIGHTS AND TREATIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis--Representatives of Indian tribes from six states and Indian

affairs experts from Washington, D. C., and New York City will speak at the

University of Minnesota's regional conference on the current status and inter-

pretation of Indian rights and their treaties Saturday and Sunday, April 23 and

24, at the Center for Continuation Study.

Among tribal reporters expected to report at the conference are Thomas

Bluestone, president of the Lower Sioux Tribal council, Morton, Minn" Martin

Cross, chainnan of the Three Affiliated Tribes, Newtown, N.D.; James C. Flechette,

chairman of Menominee Indian Advieor,ycouncil, Keshena, Wis.; Peter Graves,

secretary-treasurer, general council of the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians,

Redby, Minn.J~sesTw'o Bu1;1.sghairman of Oglala Sioux Tribal council, Pine Ridge,

S. D.; .. Edward M. Wilson, chairman of the Minnesota Chippewa tribe, Ball Club,

Minn. ,and Walter Leith, chairman of the Prairie Island Sioux, Welch, Minn.

Representatives from Washington, D.C. will be William Zimmerman, Jr.,

director of the Washington office of the Association of American Indian Affairs;

and Attorney Richard Schifter. Alexander Lesser, director of the Association

on American Indian Affairs, New York, will also take part on the program.

Other guest speakers will include: Graham Holmes, regional solicitor of

the United States Department of the Interior, Aberdeen, S. D.; H.M. Jones,

director of Indian Affairs branch, Department of Citizenship and Immigration,

ottawa, Canada; and Orner C. Stewart, Chairman of the University of Colorado

division of anthropology.

--UNS--
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SENATE SMAIJ.. BUSINESS
COUNSEL TO .sPli'AK
AT 'u' COlBSE MAY 2;.3

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis--Robert Forsythe, Washington, D, C" general counsel of the

Senate Small Business Administration and formerly of Minnesota" will be a guest

speaker at a University of Minnesota course on the problems of the small rnanu-

facturer Monday and Tuesday, May 2 and .3, in the Center for Continuation study,

Forsythe, who was born in Wisconsin, received his bachelor of arts degree

from St. Olaf College, Northfield. He attended the University of Minnesota law

school and received his law degree from the University of Cambridge. He was an

attorney in Minneapolis for 3t years before leaving l~ years ago for the small

business post,

The University course will stress practical, technical tips on management

outlined by owners and managers of small manufacturing organizations throughout

Minnesota.

A second guest speaker will be Benjamin V. Preston" Detroit,Michigan, district

reporting manager of Dun and Bradstreet, Inc., who will talk on "The Role of

Financing in Manufacturing."

Cooperating with the University to present the course are the Small Business

Administration of the federal government, the Minnesota Department of Business De-

velopment, the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and the St. Paul Association of

Commerce.

Among Minnesota businessmen taking part on the program will be: Daniel C.
Gainey, Owatonna, president of Josten Manufacturing company and member of the Uni
versity's Board of Regents; Arthur J. Smaby, general manager of Midland Coopera
tives,Inc, Vincent Shiely, vice president and secretary of Toro ManUfacturing Co.;
John W. Gasink, vice president and secretary of Scott-Atwater Manufacturing Co.;
Inc; Fran Faber, president of the Faber Advertising, Inc.; Jay M. Laramy, Manu
facturer's Representative; David Lilly, chairman of the advisory commission to the
Minn, department of Business Development; Wm. ChaPman, vice pres, of Midland Nat,
Bank, Minneapolis; and Arthur Carlson, chief, financial assistance diVision, small
Business administration.
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THREE AT U. OF M.
RECEIVE FG L·.!RICHT
GRANTS FOR 1955,,·56

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Three Flfl bright grants have been awarded to two UniyersHy of Minnesota

students and one staff member for the academic year 1955-56, according to John

G. Darley, associate dean of the University graduate school and campus

Fulbright program adviser.

Earl R. George, music instructor and one of approximately 400 recipients

of grants for lecturing and research abroad, will lecture on twentieth century

music at the University of Oslo.

Both Judith H. Gieslak, 3022 West Palmer Square, Chicago, and Mrs. l1ary

Morris Schmidt, 1000 University Avenue, Southeast, Minneapolis, have been

awarded scholarships to study art history at the University of Paris, France.

The student grants are included within a total of approximately 1,000

grants for graduate study abroad for the year under the United States Educational

Exchange Program.

Funds under the Fulbright Act are foreign currencies obtained through

surplus property sales abro~d. Exchange programs are being carried out for

American students for 1955-56 in 23 countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium,

Burma, Ceylon, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, India, Italy,

Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines,

Sweden, the Union of South Africa. and the United Kingdom.

--UNS-..
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3 'u' GENERAL COLLEGE
PROFESSORS TO TALK
AT MICHIGAN MEETING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Three staff members of the University of Minnesota general college

will take part in the Michigan State college centennial symposium on general

education Monday through Wednesday (April 25-27) at East Lansing, Michigan.

Horace T. Morse, dean of general college, will talk on IIA Critical

Analysis of Objectives of Courses in Values and Individual Adjustment."

Alfred L. Vaughan, assistant dean, will appear in a discussion on "The Role

of Science in General Educatio~', and Cornelia W. McCune, professor and

counselor, will talk on "Contributions of a Counseling Service to Student

Adjustment ll •

--00..-
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U. 01 M. WIT..L HONOR
BANK OF AMERICA
PRESIDENT BEISE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis--S. Clark Beise, president of the Bank of America, San

Francisco, Calif., will receive a University of Minnesota's Outstanding Achieve-

ment Award for distinguished graduates at the University's School of Business

Administration alumni dinner at, 6~15 p,m. Thursday (April 21) in Coffman

Memorial Union main ballroon;

Beise, who received his bach~lor of business aQ~inistration degree from

the University jn 1923, wi~.l ;l<td:.~ess the alumr..i on llF.:xec1xt:i'ra Rer:ponsibility."

Born October 13, 18?8, in Windom, Minnesota, Beise has risen in the

banking world to presidency of the world's largest privately o'W!led bank with

20,000 emplo.yees in 543 California branches and 100 overseas offices.

He began working in 1922 for the Minneapolis Trust company. He served

from 1924 to 1927 and 1933 to 1936 as national bank examiner of the office of

comptroller of currenCYI Washington, D.C.

From 1927 until 1933, Beise was trust officer of the People's National

bank at Jackson, Mich.

The University graduate who became chief of the huge bank April 1, 1954,

actually joined its staff in 1936. He became executive vice president in 1945

and senior vice president and chairman of the managing committee in 1951.

--UNS--
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'U' '!RAVEL CLASS
TO Hl:AR CHICAGO
SOCIAL SCIEUTIST

(FOR TIJ~IATE !l.ELEAS:C)

Dert Hoselitz, University of Chicaco social science professor, will

talk on "HOi'T Europe Hakes Her LivinG: The Continent1·s Economy" at the University

of l1innesota extension evenine course for persons planning to visit Europe this

sununer at 8 p.m. Honday (April 18) in the lIinnesota lIuseum of Natural History

auditorium.

An introductory class of the course, uhich is entitled "Your Trip to

Europe," was conducted last '\-reek by a panel of experts from the Tvrin Cities

Tourist Industry.

persons interested in attending the eight remaining lectures ~~y register

at the class meeting Monday evening. Fee for the entire series is ~lO, and no

individual lecture tickets are sold.

Hoselitz, who will also lecture on "Patterns of Economic GroHthll at 3:40

p.m. Tuesday (April 19) in 1 Vincent Hall, is c1;airman of the Committee on Inter

nationcl Rolc.tions at the Univer~ity of Chicaco. He is editor of the "Journal

of Cultural Chance in Economic Developnen1n and durinG 1955-56 will take part in

the Ford Fotmdation Study at the Center for Advanced study in the Social Sciences

at Stanford university.

Sponsoring the Tuesday appearance are the University's school of business

administration and department of American studies.

--mrs...
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VISITING DUTCH
PROFESSOR TO SPEAK
TO CHEMICAL GROUP

(FOR m1EDIATE RELEASE)

Hans Kramers, University of Minnesota visiting professor of

chemical engineering from the Technical University of Delft, Holland,

will speak at the Twin Cities Section of the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers at B p.m. Thursday, (April 21), folloWing a dinner

meeting, at Napoleon's French cafe, St. Paul.

Professor Kramers' topic will be "Heat Transfer in a Falling Film

Evaporation of the Turbafilm Type." He will emphasize the performance

of standard and new equipnent in plant operations.

--UNS--
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INDUSTRIAL HEALTH
NURSES TO ATTEND
'U' SHORT COURSE

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Occupational nursing consultants from Washington, D. C., Chicago, ill., and

Hihmukee, \lis., will take part in the fifteenth annual University of Minnesota

continuation course for occupational nurses and representatives of personnel

management Thursday and Friday (April 21, 22) in the Center for Continuation, Study.

The guest speakers are Eleanor C. Bailey, occupational nursing consultant of

the United States department of health public health service education and welfare

division, Hashington, D. C.; Mi.ldred M. Hoore, Illinois department of health

industrial nursing consultant; and Alice Weldy, Milwaukee health department

industrial nursing consultant.

The course will emphasize elements in work environment that affect health

of employees - both physical and emotional. Discussions are planned on current

techniques in emergency care and new treatment in industrial nursing practice,

principles underlying good interpersonal relationships and increased nurse's

responsibilities in a health maintenance program.

Industrial physicians and representatives of management are being invited to

join the nursing consultants at the dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. Thursday (April 21)

in Coffman lfemorial Union junior ballroom. Speaker will be Dr. Dale C. Cameron,

medical director of the Minnesota public health department. His topic will be

"people-Industry's lfajor Asset.

other guest speakers on the program will include Tracy E. Barber, George A.

Hormel company medical director, Austin; Gladys McKenna, supervisor of nurses,

American Steel compaI:tf, Duluth; and John Pearson, clinical psychologist at Rochester

state hospital, Rochester, Minn.

Cooperating with the University to present the course are the Minnesota

department of health section of industrial health and the Minnesota league of Nursing

occupational nursing department.
..UNS-
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MARYLAND PSYCHOLOGIST TO TALK
AT U ON 'VERBAL BEHAVIOR'

(FOR TIl11EDIATE RELEASE)

Charles N. Cofer, University of Maryland psychology professor, will talk on

"Some Problems and Studies in Verbal Behavior" in a psychology colloqu:inm.lecture

at 3:30 p~m. Wednesday, April 27, in 202 Wesbrook hall at the University of

Minnesota.

Cofer joined the University of Mar,yland faculty as an assistant professor in

1946 after serving for three years in the Navy. He served on the Brown university

faculty from 1937-40 and taught at George Washington university from 1941-43. He

was junior occupational analyst f or the Social Security board in 1940..41.

Sponsoring the lecture, which will be open to the public without charge,

are the University's departrnenta of psychology and concerts and lectures.

-UNS-
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PLANT PHYSIOLOGIST
FROM WASHINGTON IU I

TO SPEAK AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Barry Commoner, Washington university, St. LouiS" plant physiology professor,

will give a University of Minnesota leoture on liThe Biologioal Role of Free

Radioals __ Transient Intemediates of Chemical Reaotions" at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday"

April 26" in 3~ Zoology building on the oampus.

The talk, which will be open to the public without charge, is sponsored by

the University's departments of zoology, botany, p~s1cal chemistry and concerts and

leotures.

Commoner has been a faoulty member at Washington Wliversit~r sinoe 1947. He

was assooiate editor of "Science Illustrated", New York during the preceding year.

Besides serving in the Navy for four yea~s he has been on faculties of both Harvard

university and Queen's college, New York.
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SEVEN AMERICAN
STUDIES FELLCMSHIPS
AWARDED AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RElEASE)

Seven fellowships totaling $17,000 have been granted for 1955-56 in the

University of Minnesota's program of Amerioan Studies, aooording to Professor

Tremaine McDowell" ohairman of the program.

'!he fellowships are the first to be awarded to advanoed graduate students under

a four-year grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

Individual grants range £rom $2,,000 to $4,000 and are earmarked for study and

researoh b,y advanoed students who wish to take doctor's degrees in Amerioan Studies

at Minnesota and to graduate students now in residence here.

The fellowships have been granted to the following I

Eugene Bluestein, University English instructor. He reoeived his baohe1or of

arts degree in 1950 from BrooklYn oo11ege and his master of arts degree in 1952 from

the University of Minnesota where he beoame a teaohing assistant in English and

humanities. He has been direotor of musio at the Temple of Aaron Religious sohool

since 1953,

Charles G. Cleaver, University of Cinoinnati English instruotor. He reoeived

his baohelor of arts degree in 1947 from Yale university and his master of arts

degree in 1950 from the University of l.fi.nneeota.

Virginia Rock, University of Minnesota oommunioations instruotor. She reoeived

her bachelor of arts degree with honors £rom the University of Michigan in 1944 and

her master of arts degree in 1947 from the Univereity of Michigan. She has taught at

Grand ~ven high sohool" University of Michigan, Louisville university and Lake Erie

oollege.

Thamas R. Arp, who expeots to receive his master of arts degree this spring fron.
Stanford university.

Hanlyn Johnson, Williams oollege English instruotor sinoe 1950.

Gabriel M. Kolko, graduate assistant in Wisconsin State Historical Arohives.

Brom"Weber, instructor in the City o0l:Lege (N. Y.) sohool of general studies
since 19L.5'J
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NOTED AUTHORITY
ON MANAGEl1ENT
TO LECTURE AT 'u I

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- Colonel ~all Urwick, internationally known authority

on business management and administration, will deliver a series of five lectures

at the University of Minnesota from April 21 to May 2 on II The Management Pattern".

The lectures, presented through a grant by the Merrill Foundation, are

scheduled for Thursday (April 21), Monday, April 25, Wednesday, April 27, Friday,

April 29, and Monday, May 2. The public may attend without charge.

Colonel Urwick, head of a London management consultant firm, is an author

and lecturer in scientific management and active in international management

conferences.

He has been active in many institutes of management, both before and after

the war, which helped exchange the best practices in scientific management and

hastened the restoration and improvement in productivity in Europe after the war.
i

Among awards he has received for his activities in management are the Order of the

Knight, first class; the Order of St. Olaf (Norway), chemical; the Gold Medal of

the International Committee for Scientific Management, 1951; and this spring he

will receive the Wallace Clark Medal for distinguished contribution to scientific

management in the international field.

The grant which supports the lecture series was awarded the University by the

Merrill Foundation for the Advancement of Financial Knowledge. A purpose of the

foundation is to enable educational institutions to offer public lectures in the

interest of greater knowledge and better understanding of the people of the United

States concerning the functions of government, labor, management, capital and

savings within the existing American system of free private enterprise.

(I10RE)
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Titles and the times and places of Colonel Urwick's five lectures will be

as followSI

"Management in an Adaptive Societyll at 3:30 p.m. Thursday (April 21) in

Mayo Memorial auditorium.

liThe Marriage of Theory and Practice" at 3:30 p,m, Monday, April 25, in

Murphy hall auditorium,

"The Main Outlines of :Hanagement Knowledge" at 3:30 p,m. Wednesday, April

27, in Murphy hall auditorium,

"The Principles of Government and of Isadership and the General Principles

of Management" at 3:30 p.m. Friday, April 29, in Murphy hall auditorium.

"The Six Main Functions of Management and Their Principles" at 8 p.m.

11onday, May 2, in Murphy hall auditorium.

-UNS-
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FOR RELEASE THURSDAY PeMes APRIL 28, 19.5.5

ADRENOCORTICOTROPIC HORM:>NE AND ADRENAL STEROIDS IN THE MANAGEMENT

OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES

by

Wesley lI. Spink, M. D.
Professor of Medicine, University of Minnesota Medical School

An abstract of a paper to be given before the Thirty-Sixth Annual Scientific
Session of the American College of Physicians, Philadelphia, Pa., on Thursday A.M.

April 28, 19.5.5

In 1949, Hench and his associates at the Mayo Clinio pointed out that ACTH

and cortisone, when given to patients with rheumatoid arthritis and with rheumatic

fever, would aubdue inflamation and reduce the toxicity of the diseases. As a

result, the patients looked and felt well. Inflammation, fever and toxemia are

cardinal features of infectious diseases. The sulfa compounds and the antibiotics

act as antibacterial agents, and destroy the basic cause of the infection. These

agents have done much to shorten the course of illness and to save the lives of

patients desperately ill from bacterial infections. But there are occasions when

even these agents are not effective, or their use may be hampered b.1 severe

reactions occurring in patients.

The present report is based upon observations carried out over a period of

four years in the affiliated clinics of the University of ~linnesota Medical School.

OUr thesis is tllat ACTH and the adrenocorticosteroids when jUdiciously used,

usually along with the antibiotics, in carefully selected patients having infectious

diseases, dramatic improvement will occur, and lives will be saved, These hormones

with the antibiotics have widened and extended our attack on infectious diseases

and their complications.

(MORE)



Dr. Wesley U. Spink

ACTH, hydrooortisone and cortisone have been employed in three general

conditions. First, in a group of infectious diseases, in order to suppress

inflammation and toxemia, and as additional therapeutic aids to the antibiotics.

Second, infeotions can cause shook and fatal heart failure, and in these instances,

the hormones have been most helpful, beoause the shock is aocompanied by adrenal

insufficiency, and therapy with antibiotics alone is inadequate. Third, agents

used in the treatment of infectious diseases, are oausing an increasing number of

severe reactions, and the adrenooortioosteroids can eliminate such reactions and

permit the use of the drugs.

The applioation of the adrenal hormones to the three foregoing categories

of human disease may be outlined as follows:

I. Diseases in whioh it is desirable to subdue inflammation with the hormones

A. Aoute iilieumatio fever. Inflammation of the perioardium (heart lining),

the valves, and joints will promptly respond. The results are

sometimes dramatic and life-saving when other therapy may be of

no avail.

B. Tuberoulosis. Chemotherapy is highlY successful in this disease,

but occasionally the patients may become sensitive to the drugs,

and the administration of the hormones will oounteract this

sensitivity, and permit the use of the antituberculosis drugs.

The hormones have some benefit, along with chemotherapy, in

case of meningitis, severe tuberculous pneumonia, and in

tuberculosis of the eye.

C. Brucellosis and typhoid fever. Severely ill patients do much

better when ACTH, cortisone, or hydroorotisone, is given along

with the antibiotios.

(r10RE)
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Dr. Wesley W. Spink - :3 -

D. The hormones have been of help in the treatment of some virus

diseases, for which the antibiotios are of no use, such as mumps

orchitis, hepatitis and infeotious mononucleosis. The adrenew

eortieoids are of no value in poliomyelitis or enoephalitis.

E. Triohinosis is a severe inflammator,y disease of muscles, and the

only satisfactor,y treatment available is the use of these hormones.

II. Their use in the treatment and prevention of shook. Meningoooocio

meningitis and septioemia is often a severe and fatal disease in

infants and ohildren. The use of the hormones along with sulfadiazine

and penioillin has given more favorable results. Other types of

septioemia aooompanying infeotions of the urinar,y tract and infections of

the gallbladder, sometimes oause severe shock in elderly patients

that will not always respond to antibiotios. The adrenal hormones along

with the antibiotics are helpful under such circumstances.

III. Their use in the treatment of reactions to drugs. Penicillin is a

"wonder drugl1 in the treatment of infectious diseases, but up to 2 per

cent of all people receiving the drug, develop reactions. These reactions

can be combatted successfully with these hormones. Other drugs, including

the sulfa drugs, cause depression of the bone marrow, and Severe anemia

may result. The adrenocorticosteroids are beneficial in these cases,

and at times, life-saving.

In conclusion: The corticosteroids cause undesirable side effects.

Therefore, patients selected for therapy must be given the hormones

cautiously and only for brief periods of time.

1#1#
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RELIGION'S PLACE
ON CAr1PUS TOPIC
OF U OF M COURSE

(FOR D1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis President Ihell G. Gallagher of City College, New York, will

head a list of guest speakers at a University of Minnesota course on the place of

religion in the ourricula of state universities Monday through Wednesday (April 25-27)

in the Center for Continuation Stuay.

President Gallagher will talk on "The Crisis of Values in Contemporary

Civilization and the Responsibility of Higher Eduoation" at 2 p.m. Monday (April 25).

At 10 o'clock Monday, Professor Walton Bean, University of California associate

professor of history, will speak on "Eoonomic, Cultural and Academic Developments

Affeoting the Place of Religion in the State University Curriculum During the Past

Hundred Years ll •

Professor Bean, through a grant from the Carnegie Foundation, is now completing

a history of the origin and development of state universities in America.

"Our Heritage of Religious Values and Basic Issues of Higher Education" will

be the speech subject of T. C. Pollock, dean of the Washington Square Colle ge of Arts

and Sciences, New York university, at 3:30 p.m. Monday (April 25).

Six educators from different colleges and universities will appear on a panel

at 7:30 p.m. Monday (April 25) on "Religion as a Discipline and Religion in the

Disciplines and Professions".

Members of the panel with President Gallagher as moderator will be Wilbert J.

McKeachie, University of Michigan assistant professor of psychology; George Forell,

University of Iowa religion professor; Julian Knipp, Iowa State physics professor;

Dr. Moses Barron, University of Minnesota professor emeritus of medicine; and Allen

Tate, University English professor.

The conference will divide into six or more work groups for sessions all day

Tuesday and reports from each of them will be given Wednesday forenoon.

-UNS-
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RUSSIAN HISTORY
LEC TURES ON KUOM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

"The History of Russia" is the subjeot of a series of radio olassroom

leotures currently broadcast everJ Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 1:30 to
. .

2:15 p.m. over KUOM, the University of ~linnesota radio station.

Each lecture is recorded on the day of the broadcast in the classroom

of the regular University course, History 127.

The lecturer for this series is George W. Anderson, Associate professor

of history at the University of Minnesota. Professor Anderson was born in

Russia, the son of a member of the Czarist general staff. He attended a

Russian gymnasium and received his law degree from the University of

St. Petersburg. He traveled extensively all through Russia, the Far East

and southern Asia. In 1918, he left revolutionary Russia.

-UNS-
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U OF M JOURNALISM
PROFESSOR HINS
RESEARCH A\JARD

(FOR RELEASE 11 A.M. HEDNESDAY, APRIL 20, 1955)

Minneapolis --- Edwin Emery, University of Minnesota journalism professor,

I
I

~

today (April 20) was named as a winner of the Sigma Delta Chi distinguished service

award for research about journalism during 1954.

Officers of the national journalistio professional fraternity announoed in

Hashington that Emery will share the award with Henry Ladd Smith, director of the

University of ~Jashington sohool of oommunications and former Minnesota journalism

faoulty member. They are co-authors of a history of journalism, "The Press and

Americall •

Emery beoame the first person to win the national researoh award a second time

by sharing in the 1954 oitation. He won the honor in 1949 for his "Histo:::y of the

Amerioan Newspaper Publishers Association"o

TIle new award is the fifth won by a MUL~esota journalism professor out of 16

made in the research competition. Professor Ralph D. Casey, sohool of journalism

director, was honored in 1946 and Professor J. Edward Gerald in 19480 Professor

Ralph O. Nafziger, now journalism school director at University of Wisconsin, won

in 1936 while on the Hinnesota staff.

In their announoement the judges said that "~The Press and America' is a

highly significant contribution to the literature of American journalism. It

contains a large amount of original research and will contribute to the increasing

professional stature of the press by the manner in which it presents the development

of journalism as one of the major social institutions of our culturec"

Presentation of bronze medallions and plaques will be made by the fraternity

~ May 17 at the Waldorf Astoria in New York city.

Emery also joined with Associate Professor Edwin H. Ford of the ~finnesota

journalism faculty in editing a book of readings, "Highlights in the History of the

American Press ll , for the University of N'innesota Press during 1954.
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BANK OF AMERICA
CHIEF TO RECEIVE
'Ut ALUMNI A'\<lARD

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota's Outstanding Achievement Award for

distinguished graduates will be presented to S. Clark Beise, president of the

Bank of America, San Francisco, Calif., at the University's school of business

administration alumni dinner.at 6:15 p.m. Thursday (April 21) in Coffman

Memorial Union main ballroom.

Richard L. Griggs, Duluth banker and University Regent, will present

the Outstanding Achievement Award to Beise. The award consists of a gold

medal and a citation from the Board of Regents.

Beise, who was born in Windom, received his bachelor of business

administration degree from the University in 1923.

The Bank of America president will address the business school alumni

on the subject "Mankind's Greatest Opportunity, the New Evolutionary

Revolution".
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IU t MEN AUTHOR
NE\,J TEXTBOOK
ON HA'IHEMATICS

(FOR D1MEDIATE REIEASE)

A new textbook, "Mathematics and l>1easurements", written by two faculty

members of the University of Minnesotals general college, was published this

week b,y an Evanston, Ill., publisher.

Authors of the book are Merrill Rassweiler, associate professor of

physical science and mathematics, and J. Merle Harris, assistant professor of

natural sciences.

The authors believe that their new text "bridges the gap between

traditional mathematics and the use of mathematics as a working tool;

focuses on the development of mathematical skills required in the laborator.Y,

shop and field; and provides extensive practice and experience in the

application of basic mathematics principles to the solving of measurement

problems".

-UNs..
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1I1OMEN OF POLISH
DESCENT OFFER
FELLOWSHIP AT 'u r

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Applications are open for the University of Minnesota Polanie $500

fellowship for 1955-56 to graduate students of Polish descent who are

Minnesota residents~

The fellowship is offered through the University of Minnesota graduate

school by the Polanie society, an organization of Twin City women of Polish

descent who are interested in the advancement and understanding of Polish

art and culture.

Applications may be made to the Graduate School, University of

Minnesota, 316 Johnston hall. Minneapolis 14, Minnesota.

-UNS-
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(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 242

Bruce G. Lunkley, baritone and graduate student at the University of

}linnesota, will sing a recital at 8:30 p.m. Friday, April 29, in the Minnesota

11useum of Natural History auditorium on the I{Uruneapolis campus.

The recital will be open without charge to the public. Accompanist will

be Jean Cady.

Lunkley, who is working toward his master of education degree with a

major in music, received his bachelor of science degree from the University in

1951 and then served for two years in the army.

During his service in the army, Lunkle,y sang several recitals at

Fort Knox and Elizabethtown, Kentuck,y, where he was stationed and directed

a radio-television chorus over WHAS, Louisville, Ky~

A pupil of Roy A. Schuessler, associate professor of music, Lunkley

has received several scholarships among which was for the summer of 1952 to

Tanglewood, ~~ss., at the Berkshire Music Centre.

Lunkley is presently director of music at Salem Lutheran church,

Minneapolis.

For his recital he will sing five baroque wor~cs, a group by Beethoven,

D'Indy, Debussy, Franck; two arias from "The Marriage of Figaroll by Hozart

and five songs from "Earth and Air and Rain", poems by Thomas Hardy set to

music by Gerald Finzi, contemporary British composer.

-UNS-
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(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 24)

Leslie Nixon Hollister, soprano and University of Minnesota graduate

student in music, will sing a recital at 8:30 p.m. Sund~, April 24, in

Scott hall auditorium on the Minneapolis campus.

Proceeds of the 60_ admission charge for the program will be donated to

the Sigma. Sigma Ghapter of Sigma Alpha Iota, music fraternity scholarship

fund, Accompanying Mrs. Hollister will be Shirley Peterson, pianist.

The soprano received her bachelor of science degree from the University

in June, 1954 and is now working toward her master of arts degree.

~~s. Hollister, daughter of University' of Journalism Professor Raymond

Nixon, has been soloist with the University Chorus and Chamber Singers. In

March she was soloist with the Chamber Singers in Cleveland where they

appeared for the }~sic Educators National Conference and the Cleveland

chapter of the University Alumni.

Recently Mrs. Hollister sang in the St. Paul Civic Opera winter

production of "Tales of Hoffman" and also in "Facade" at the Walker Art

Center.

A pupil of Roy A. Schuessler, associate professor of music, Mrs.

Hollister will sing ~sic by Mozart, Richard Strauss, Gerald Finxi, Arthur

Shepherd and Ross Lee Finney.

-UNS-
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(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, APRIL 24)

Staff members of the University of Minnesota music department will

present a series of faculty forums on subjects such as music histor,y,

traditions of public performance, techniques of composition and psychology

and pedagogy of music and music education beginning Wednesday, April 27.

Johannes Riedel, musicologist of the University faculty and member of

the American Musicological society, will deliver the first of the series on

IlHistor,y of Music in the State of Minnesotall at 8:30 p.m. \lednesday, April

27, in 104 Scott hall on the Minneapolis campus, Titles and dates of future

forums will be announced later.

The lectures will be open without charge to the public•

• UNS.
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FIFTH WILSON
FELL~T CHOOSES
U. OF M. FOR STUDY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

David A. Kel~, student at the University of BUffalo, N. Y., will begin

graduate work in English at the University of Minnesota next fall as recipient

of a national Woodrow Wilson fellowship.

Kel~ is the fifth student receiving the Wilson fellowship to choose

the University for graduate stuQy next year. Names of the others, announced

previous~, are:

Helen L. Aungst, Western college, Oxford, 0.; Allen Bergson, University

of California, Berkeley; Merrill Francis, Occidental college, Los Angeles, Calif.;

and Kenneth N. Owens, Lewis and Clark college, Portland, Ore.

-UNS-
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IlIDIANS TO CONFER
AT 'U' ON STATUS
OF RIGHTS, TREATIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis .._- A eolorful Indian dance pow wow will mark the climax

to the University of Minnesota's two-day regional conference on the current

status and interpretation of Indian rights and their treaties this week-end.

The conference is planned for Saturday and Sunday (April 23 and 24)

in the University's Center for Continuation Study. Jepresentatives of different

Indian tribes will dance in the center lobby Saturday evening from 9 to 11

o'clockJ and refreshments will be served.

Indian tribes from six states as well as Indian affairs experts from

TIashington, D. C., and New York City are expected to take part in the

conference.

-UNS-
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INSURANCE BUYERS'
COURSE TO BEGIN
TUESDAY AT U OF M

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota will offer a continuation course for

insurance buyers Tuesday and Wednesday (April 26-27) in the Center for

Continuation Stuqy.

The course.. which will be concerned with a sound insurance program,

is planned particularly for concerns which do not ordinarily employ full

time insurance buyers.

Cooperating with the University to present the course is the Minnesota

chapter of the Society of Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriters.
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PROFESSIONAL SECRETARY
EXAMINATIONS SCHEDULED
AT UNIVERSITY HAY 6-7

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The annual Certified Professional Seoretary examination will be given

Friday and Saturday, May 6 and 7, at the University of }ti.nnesota.

The eXamination, which will be administered b,y Ernestine C, Donaldson,
/

University associate professor of secretary training, is based on aotual

secretarial duties and responsibilities as well as textbook material,

The University was one of 50 oenters in the United States where the

12-hour CPS examination, which extends over two days, will be given.

Included in the examination are: personal adjustment and human relations,

business law, eoonomics and business administration, seoretarial account~ng,

stenography, general seoretarial and office procedures, Secretaries must pass

all parts of the examination to receive certifioation.

Sponsored by the non-profit National Secretaries assooiation, the CPS

program is aimed at plaoing seoretaryship on a professional level. It has made

it possible, for the first time, for a busy executive to hire a secretary and

know in advance that she is a certified top-notch exeoutive aide who will bring

skill, intelligence and experienoe to her job, Miss Donaldson explains.

Duties of the Institute for CertifYing Secretaries inolude supervising

and developing the test. Members are leading representatives from industr,y,

business education and The National Secretaries assooiation.

The CPS examinations are open to qualified secretaries, 25 years of age

or older, men as well as women.

-UN5-
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ru, STUTTERING
CLINIC SESSIONS
TO BEGIN JUNE 6

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Minneapolis --- Three sessions of the University of 1'1innesota

out-patient summer stuttering clinic are planned for this summer beginning

Monday, June 6; Monday, June 20; and Monday, July lB.

The all-day clinic sessions combine individual and group therapy.

Tuition is $101.50 per pupil. Included in that sum is the testing fee.

Anyone wishing additional info~ation about the stuttering clinic may write

to the Speech and Hearing Clinic, 205 Shevlin Hall, University of Minnesota,

~ti.nneapolis 14, }linn.

-UN8-
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WORW HEALTH
CONFERENCE AT 'u'
SIA'lED MAY 5

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis Norman Begg of the World Health Organization headquarters

office in Geneva, Switzerland, and regional WHO director for Europe, will head a

list of world health authorities reporting at the University of Minnesota's

conference on "You and World Health" Thursday, May 5, at the Center for Continuation

Study.

Begg and the other experts will talk on "Technical Assistance As I Have Seen

It ll • Many of them will leave after the conference for the World Health

Organization meetings which will open the following week in Mexico City, r~xico.

the one-day course is planned for persons interested in the role of health

in world affairs.

Other authorities on the afternoon program are Carlos Gonzales, assistant

director of the \lestern Hemisphere office of ,"rno and former director of public

health in Venezuela; Justiniano R. San Agustin, assistant provincial health

officer of the department of health, Philippines; Evelyn Johnson, United States

Foreign Operations Administration consultant nurse on the Health Mission to Iraq;

Ronald Lampart, government medical officer of the Jamaica government medical

service; and James W. wright, Union of South Africa, WHO division of environmental

control.

Cooperating at the University to present the course are the World Affairs

Center, the School of Public Health and the Center for Continuation Study.

-UNS-
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GRANTS TO STUDY
WITH DORATI OFFERED
AT MINNESOTA 'u r

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Two scholarships of $500 each are available for advanced music students

to study with Antal Dorati, conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra

during the University of Minnesota academic year 1955-56.

Recipients of the scholarships will receive 26 weekS of personal

instruction from Dorati with one formal session per week of one to three hours l

duration in music aesthetics, composition and orohestral conducting and will be

allowed to assist at rehearsals of the Minneapolis Symphony.

The Dorati scholarships, funds for which are provided by the Greater

University Fund, are open to applicants on the senior or graduate level

majoring in music with specialization in composition or cond~cting. Applicants

are expected to supp~ information regarding their experience in the subjects

involved.

Conducting applicants must possess a keen and sensitive musical ear; have

at least a functional knowledge of piano and a basic knowledge of at least one

of the orchestral instruments, either string or wind.

Composer applicants will be required to submit at least three original

compositions, one of which must be for orchestra or small instrumental ensemble.

Dorati will interview applicants Monday (April 25) in New York and by

appointment in Minneapolis both this spring and next fall•

..UN8-
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JOURNALIST TO GIVE
NEXT lUI RADIO
TALK ON FREEDOM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Minneapolis --- "Freedom in Mass Communication: Government

Interference" will be the topic of the second radio program in the University

of Minnesota series llSocial Science and Freedom" at 8:15 p.m. Thursday, April

~ over station WCCO.

journalism professor.

'!he lecturer will be J. Edward Gerald, University

The series of 13 Thursd~ evening programs is being presented by the

University's Social Science Research Center which sponsored a similar series

last year entitled "Minnesota '!'rends II •

Each of the Thursday programs is being re-broadcast at 3:30 p.m. the

following day, Friday, over station KUOM.

Professor Gerald also will give the third lecture on Thursday, May 5.

Its title will be II Freedom in Mass Communication: The Spirit of the Communityll •

..UNS-
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PSYCHOLOGIST TO GIVE
U OF MCONVOCATION
PROORAMS THURSDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Stanley S. Jaks, psychologist and entertainer, will present two identical

University of Minnesota convocation programs at 1l:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.

Thursday (April 28) in Northrop }femorial auditorium.

Tit 1e of the programs, which will be open to the public without charge,

will be "Curiosities of the Mind". The first will be preceded at 11 a.m. by an

organ recital by Edward Berryman, University music instructor.

Jake, born in Switzerland, has developed a strange talent for predicting

the thoughts and behavior of persons he has never before met. At the age of 18,

while studying at an art school in Berlin, Jaks first discovered his abilities to

foresee how a person's handwriting would appear on the basis of his appearance

and character. Soon he could meet a stranger, talk to him less than three minutes

and be able to write his signature so perfectly that not even a handwriting expert

could recognize it as a forger.r.

Jaks gave private demonstrations of his powers at exclusive mountain

hotels in Switzerland, France, Germany, Italy and other European countries

before coming to the United States in 1946 where he became the feature attraction

at dinner clubs and convention banquets. Last year, he became a citizen of this

country.

Sponsoring the convocations is the University's department of concerts and

lectures.

-UN:>-
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STRAUB APPOINTED
DEIEGATE TO VDRLD
NAVIGATION SESSION

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Professor Lorenz G. Straub, director of the University of Minnesota's

St. Anthony Falls ~draulic laborator,y and head of the University's civil

engineering department, has been named an official delegate of the United States

Department of State to a meeting of the Permanent International Navigation

commission in Paris, France, June 7.

The commission is concerned with both inland and ocean navigation and

problems of port development.
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'TIro 'U' PROFESSORS
1,1IN GUGGENHEIM
FELLOHSHIP GRANTS

(FOR RElEASE !fONDAY, APRIL 25)

Two University of Minnesota professors have been awarded Guggenheim

Fellowships to carry on studies abroad.

Recipients are Paul Delos Bqyers, agricultural biochemistry professor,

who will Je ave July 1 for Sweden and Henry Burr Steinbach, zoology professor,

who plans to leave in September for London and Denmark.

Professor Bqyers will do research on the mechanism of en~c reactions,

and Professor Steinbach will stuQy, b.1 the use of radioactive tracers, of the

mechanisms of sodium transport and potassium uptake by isolated frog sartorius

muscles and other tissues.

The lunnesota professors are two of 246 Americans to receive Guggenheim grants

to carry on their studies in fields of cultural endeavor. They are granted to men

and ~omen l~O have demonstrated high capacity for original scholarlY research and

artistic creation.

-UNS.
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1U' SHORT COURSE
ON CARE OF AGED
TO OPEN THURSDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

Minneapolis Mrs. Helen Laue, Chicago social worker and author of

several books on the care of the aged, will speak at the opening session of a

University of Minnesota course on the Care of the Aged in Institutional Homes which

will be held Thursday through Saturday, April 28-30, in the Center for Continuation

Study.
Another guest speaker at the three-day conference will be Virginia Stafford,

director of the older adult institutes of the National Board of Education of the

Methodist church, Nashville, Tenn. She will talk on "Education: A Lifetime Process"

at a dinner meeting Thursday (April 28) in Coffman Memorial Union.

Entertaining registrants of the course at the dinner Thursday will be the

~1innesota Association of Administrators of Homes for the Aged which is headed by

President Donald D. Brandvold, Thief River Falls.

Mrs. Laue, assistant executive secretary of the division on family and child

welfare of the Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago, will talk on "The Expanding

Future for the Home for the Aged" at 10:15 a.m. Thursday (April 28).

Among major considerations at the course will be the health, recreational

and social needs of residents of institutions for the aged as well as administrative

problems in conducting such homes.

Other speakers from outside the Twin Cities will be: Arthur S. Bragstad,

superintendent, Skaalen Sunset Home, Stoughton, Uis.; Raymond From, superintendent,

Lake Julia Rest Home, Puposky; Wesley E. Jantz, administrator, Bethel Hospital and

Evantide Home, r10untain Lake; Clifford T. Olson, superintendent, Bethesda Homes,

11illmar; Sister M. Bede, superintendent, St. Ann's Home, Duluth; Sister Mar,y Gerard,
acting superintendent, St. Mary's hospital, Duluth; and Sister Vera J. Nelson,
resident director, Bethesda Old Piople 1s Home, Chisago.':ity.

Cooperating with the University to present the course are the Minnesot~

department of health, the Minnesota department of public welfare and the Minnesota
Association of Administrators of Homes for the Aged.
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CONNOR RENAl-1ED
DUPUTY COMMANDER
OF TEXAS ROW CAMP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Colonel Robert T. Connor, University of Minnesota professor of military

science and tactics, again has been named by Headquarter, Fifth Army, Chicago,

as duputy commander of the Anti..Aircraft artillery ROW summer camp June 25-

August 5 at Fort Bliss, El Paso, Texas. Colonel Connor also served as deputy

commander of the camp last summer.

Attending the camp also from the University will be one Army ROW senior

who will be commissioned at the final review there.

The present University junior ROTC class is scheduled to attend the General

llilitary Science camp at Fort Carson, near Colorado Springs, Colo. Objective of

such oamps is to supplement the instruction which the students receive at the

civilian institutions in which the,y are enrolled. In camp training, essentially

of the individual and unit type, the students get experience in the performance

of tactical, technioal and administrative duties in the field.

Five other University seniors will attend the Quartermaster Corps camp at

Fort Lee, Va., and the following number of other students will go to the listed

other camps: one to the Medical Service camp, Fort Brooke, Texas; three to the

Ordnance Corps camp, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 11aryland; and three to the Corps

of Engineers camp, Fort Leonard l!food, Mo.

At the camps, particular emphasis is placed on the development of leadership

and the student's ability to function effectively in small unit combat operations

uhich may be required of any officer regardless of his branch.

Expenses to and from the camp are paid, and students receive the pay of

Army privates while at summer camp.
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HOPKINS" PEQUO~

LAKES CADETS WIN
MEDALS AT U. OF M.

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Cadet Gordon W. Knudson, 345 Herman Terrace, Hopkins, has been named

winner of the Chicago Tribune gold medal for winter quarter a t the University

of lfinnesota" according to Colonel Robert T. Connor, University professor of

militar,y science and tactics.

Knudson is a sophomore pre-medical student.

Named winner of the Chicago Tribune silver medal was Cadet Edward D. Beck,

Pequot Lakes. Beck, a freshman in the University's institute of technology,

plans to major in mathematics. He is a member of the Pershing Rifles society

and the University's freshman rifle team.

The medals will be awarded to the two members of the R.eserve Officers

Training Corps during the spring review May 19.
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PARADE FRIDAY
TO HERALD U OF M
CAMPUS CARNIVAL

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A parade through both Minneapolis and St. Paul loops will introduce the

1955 annual University of Minnesota Campus Carnival Friday forenoon (April 29).

The seventh annual Campus Carnival is scheduled 7 p.m. to midnight Friday

and Saturday (April 29-30) in the University1s indoor sports building. It is

sponsored b.Y the University's Social Service council under the direction of

Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity.

ApproximatelY 3,000 students in 75 different University organizations -

sororities, fraternities, religious and independent groups -- will present 41

shows and concessions. Top prize of the Carnival will be a 1955 automobile.

Chosen during the Carnival will be a queen who will be crowned at the event
and

at 11:30 p.m. Friday/who will win a trip to Wyoming and a clown who will win a

week.-end fishing trip to Canada.

Proceeds from the event, which is one of the University's largest student

events of the year, will be used for freshman camp scholarships, University

scholarships and SPAN grants, all of which are administered by the bureau of

loans and scholarships.

A special guest of the Campus Carnival this year will be Wyoming1s Governor

Milward L. Simpson.

The Carnival parade is slated to begin at 9 a.m. Friday (April 29) at the

l'Iinneapolis Parade Grounds, go through the Minneapolis loop, to the Minneapolis

campus, through the campuses of St. Thomas college, l1acalester college and Hamline

university, through the St. Paul loop and to the University's St. Paul campus.

-UNs..
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SPANISH PHILOSOPHER
TO IECTURE AT fUI

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Julian Marias of Madrid, Spain, at present visiting philosopqy professor

at the University of California, Los Angeles, will deliver a University of

Minnesibta lecture on "Twentieth Century Spanish Philosopqy" at 4 p.m. Monday

(May 2) in 106 Folwell hall.

The lecture, open without charge to the pUblic, will be sponsored by the

Universityts college of science, literature and the arts and department of

concerts and leotures.

Professor Marias attended the faculty of philosopqy and letters at the

University of Madrid from 1931-36 and received his degree in philosopqy. He

was later granted a doctor of philosopqy degree in 1951 from the University

of Madrid,

During the academic year 1951.-52, he was visiting professor at Wellesley

college and taught in the swmner session in 1952 at Harvard. In addition to his

duties at present at the University of California, he is also giving a course

in the University of Southern California department of philosophy.

Professor Marias has given courses and has lectured wide~ in Portugal,

France, Germany and South America and is a consistent contributor to a large

number of periodicals throughout the world.

-UNS-.
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'u' MAN NAMED
INSURANCE RESEARCH
SOCIETY FELLOW

(FOR D1MEDIATE RELEASE)

C. Arthur \lilliams, University of Minnesota professor of business

administration, has been elected a fellow of the American Society for Insurance

Research.

The society is a national boQy designed to further research activities

in all areas of insurance. Its fellows are elected on the basis of their

contributions to the field of insurance research.

Professor Williams, a recognized authority in the field of retrospective

ratings in casualty insurance, has contributed articles to scholar~ journals

in the field.

-UNS-
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'U t SENIOR HEADS
PLANNING FOR STUDENT
CONGRESS IN AUGUST

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Riohard P. Tendy-ke, 2409 Humboldt Ave., South, Minneapolis, University of

Minnesota senior engineering student, has been named ohairman of looal arrangements

for the eighth National Student Congress of the United States National Student

assooiation whioh is planned for August 21-31 at the University.

More than 850 representatives fram 300 colleges and universities are

expected to attend the congress as well as about 50 foreign student visitors.

Tendyke is now oompleting a term as treasurer of the Al],..University

Congress. His assistant as arrangement ohairman is David R. Cadwell, 3718 Major

Ave., Robbinsdale, senior in the University's college of science, literature and

the arts. Cadwell is also a member of the All-University Congress and is chairman

of its intercollegiate commission.

-UNS-
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Terryl A. Sparks, 1925 James Ave. ~h, Minneapolis, <U¥i

Un1veraity ot 1~'1ilesota student, w1ll pre ~eat her senior piano recital

at 8130 p. m. Fr1.dq (HIV' 6) in scot.t hall aud1.tor1-.

Aaeiat~ her w:UJ. be ••., BOprano Uel. lebon, Sfta,

University junior, a.ccomran1ed br Jaree ReYne, st.. Juaea, Universit7 gr~te

student.

Inc:ll¥1cd on the program wUl be lGries b.r scarlatti, Ba.ch,

Schubert, Dwrak and Cbopin. The recital w1ll be ope without charge to the

p,lblic.
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(FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, MAY 1)

Bemhard Weiser, UniversitY' of Minnesota music instructor and pianist.

wUl present an hour-long program of "re-discovered." 17th and 18th centUl7

kqboard music at 8:30 p. m. Mondq (Mq 2) in Scott hall auditorilDll.

Weiser has delved into the kqboard collections at the Universit7

Libraries am selected music not currentlT published. and by little-known

compesers of the 1'50 to 1850 period. The program will be open without charge

to the public.

His complete program will include:

Five Short Pieces
Suite in D Minor
Suite
Sonata in D
Sonata in B Flat

Johann Froberger
Gottlieb Huffat
Josse Boutm;r
Giovanni Platti
Giovanni GrazioU

The Kuftat Suite, composed in Vienna at the time Johann Sebastian

Bach was writing his keyboard suites, indicates the similarities in all

German suites an:l the individual stylistic difterences of the composers.

The Boutm;r suite, by an almost total1T unknown clavecin composer, is

comparable to a bridge between the delicate tinesse of the French 18th centUl7

clavecinists am their sturdier German contemporaries.

The Forberger selections are a cross section of keyboard music types

ot the 17th centur,r.

The sonatas b7 Platti and GrazioU are considered by Weis4lr as

prototypes, heralding the more developed Hqdn and Mozart products to come.

-UN5-
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CALIFORNIA DEAN
TO ADDRESS 'u' LAW
BANQUET FRIDAY

(FOR IMMEDIATE REIEASE)

MinneapoliS -- William 1.l. Prosser, dean of the University of California

law school at Berkeley, will address the annual University of Minnesota law school

banquet at 7 p.m. Friday (April 29) in Coffman Memorial Union main ballroom. Title

of his talk will be "This Dean Business".

At the banquet Dean Prosser, former student and faculty member of the

University, will receive the University's Outstanding Achievement Award for

distinguished alumni.

Sponsoring the event, as part of the annual law school day, are students,

alumni and faculty of the school. The Minnesota State Bar association will present

its scholarships at a law school convocation at 11 a.m. A student-faculty softball

game and a golf tournament are planned for the afternoon.

Dean Prosser, born in New Albany, Ind., received his bachelor of arts degree

from Harvard 'university in 1918 and his bachelor of law degree from the University

of Minnesota in 1928. He was granted a doctor of law degree in 1950 from

Wil1amette university.

Admitted to the Minnesota state bar in 1928, Prosser then became associated

with the firm of Dorsey, Colman, Barker, Scott and Barber and practiced law in

Minneapolis until 1931. He returned to the firm in 1943 and became a member of it

in 1944. He remained until 1947.

From 1930 until 1933, the California law dean was an assistant law professor

at the University of Minnesota. He then served as law professor at Harvard from

1933 until 1942 and again during the academic year 1947-48. He became dean of the

University of California law school in 1948.

(MORE)
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Prosser also served as state counsel for Minnesota OPA in 1942-43, was

conunissioner of uniform laws for Minnesota from 1943 to 1950 and was editor of

the Minnesota Law Review from 1936 until 1942. He was admitted to the United States

Supreme Court in 1943.

Presentation of the Outstanding Achievement medal and citation will be made

Friday evening by Ray J. Quinlivan of St. Cloud, chairman of the University's

board of regents.

Among guests invited to the banquet have been members of the board of regents;

Minnesota Supreme Court Justices; United States Judges in the area; Governor

Orville L. Freeman; Attorney General Hiles Lord; State Bar Association President

Sidney p. Gislason; University Alumni Relations Director Edwin 1. Haislet and

Minnesota Alumni Association President Francis "Pug" Lund•

• UNS-
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WIDE RANGE OF VIRUSES DES'IROY
HUMAN CANCER CELLS GROHING IN TEST
TUBES, MINNESOTA fUI SCIENTISTS FIND

(FOR RELEASE 11 A.M. (CST) WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 1955)

Hirmeapolis --- University of Minnesota scientists have found that a

wide range of viruses complete~ destroy cells which were derived from a human

cancer of the neck of the womb and kept growing in test tubes since Februar,y 1951,

it was announced today.

In research supported Qy the American Cancer sooiety, Dr. Jerome T. $yverton,

head of the University's department of bacteriology and immunology, and Dr. William

F. Scherer, assistant professor of baoteriology and immunology, now on duty with

the A~, learned of this dead~ effect of various viruses on oancer oells.

They found that the viruses of herpes simplex, pseudorabies, vaooinia, polio

and five kinds of encephalitis destroy the oancer cells in this test tube warfare.

Of all the viruses tested, on~ two -- called Japanese B and St. Louis encephalitis--

failed to attack the cancer oells.

Some viruses were sighted in the nucleus and others in the oytoplasm of the

dying and dead cancer cells.

~~ether these observations have any implications for the treatment of canoer

with viruses is unknown. Scientists elsewhere have tried to treat both animals

and humans by giving them certain living and dead viruses, but in no case "las

cancer ever cured and, generally, the tests were without benefit to the patients.

For these experiments, cancer tissue has been kept alive and growing in test

tubes for more than four years. This tumor, removed in Baltimore by Dr. George Gey

from a woman now long dead of her disease, grows rapidly in simple media.

(MORE)



VIRUSES DESTROY CANCER CELLS

Drs, Syverton and Scherer have shipped portions of this growth to scientists

in many parts of the world, including Hungary. They found that it would keep

indefinitely if stored at 70 degrees below zero (Centigrade) and if glycerol was

added.

In other studies, Dr. Syverton and other associates made resistant mice

susceptible to leukemia by pre-treating them with the hormone, cortisone, and with

x..radiation or radioaotive phosphorus. Ordinarly these strains of mice, injected

with leukemia. destroy the leukemia cells. After being treated with the hormone

and radiation, however, they became susceptible to the blood cancer injections

and died of the disease.

Some, but not all, resistant mouse strains were made susceptible to other

tumor transplants. A few lines continued to resist certain tumors no matter how

much cortisone and radioactive phosphorus they were given. These facts are useful

for study of the factors that determine susceptibility and resistance to cancer.

-UNS..
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SET IU I AUDITIONS
FOR PIANISTS FOR
$180 SCHOLARSHIP

(FOR D1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Auditions for the $180 University of Minnesota Professor William Lindsay

Piano scholarship will be conducted during the first week of June in Scott hall

on the Minneapolis campus.

The scholarship is open to ~ high school graduate majoring in music or

music education with no restrictions as to race, color, creed or sex. Sole basis

for selection will be individual ability.

Applicants will be required to perform the following:

1. Bach Prelude and Fugue from the Well-Tempered Clavier Volumes I or II.

2, Slow movement and an allegro movement from any sonata by Beethoven-

to be selected from different sonatas so both kinds of movements do not appear

in the same sonata.

3. Nocturne and any fast Etude by Chopin.

4. Hodern composition.

The scholarship is being offered by William Edward and Bernardine C. Johnston,

lfinneapolis, "in appreciation of the fine teaching and artistic inspiration given

by Professor Lindsay to many students while he was on the staff of the Husic

Department at the University". Professor Lindsay retired a few years ago, and

the scholarship was established two years ago.

Inquiries about the auditioning may be sent to Music Department, University

of Minnesota, Minneapolis 14, Minn.

-UN8-
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2 lUI PROFESSORS
GET RESEARCH GRANTS
FOR JAPAN, GREECE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RElEASE)

TWo University of Minnesota professors have been granted Fulbright grants

to do research work in Japan and Greece during the academic year 1955-56.

Dimitri T. Tselos, professor of art, will conduct research in modern Greek

art at the National Polytechnic university, Athens, Greece.

Professor Milo J. Peterson, head of the department of agricultural education,

will do research in adult education at Chiba university in Japan,

The awards are two of approximately 400 grants for lecturing and research

abroad in the program for 1955-56. Funds used to carry out the program under

the Fulbright Act are foreign currencies realized through surplus property sales

abroad,

-UNS-
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'U t SOCIAL WORK
PROFESSOR TO CONDUCT
WORKSHOP IN WISCONSIN

(FOR IJill-1EDIATE RELEASE)

l1erner W. Boehm, University of Minnesota associate professor of social

work, will conduct a workshop on consultation in social work Friday and

Saturday (April 29 and 30) in Madison, Wis.

The 'Workshop is being sponsored jointly by the Wisconsin district of the

American Association of Medical Social Workers and the \/isconsin State Department

of Public Welfare.

Discussion groups will deal 'tnth consultation in child welfare, public

assistance, corrections and medical and psychiatric social work.

-UNS.
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HINNESOTA DENTISTS N01.J MAY BRUSH UP
ON LATEST DEVELOPNENTS VIA EXPRESSMAN

(FOR REIEASE THURSDAY, 11AY 5)

Minneapolis --- A busy dentist--whether he's praotioing in Hallook,

International Falls il Slayton or Caledonia and oan't oonveniently oome to the

University of Minnesota for postgraduate study or even short oourses--now has a

new way of getting the latest knowledge in the rapidly developing field of

dentistry--b.Y express.

Prepared at the University for his use in his own hame or offioe are four

dental seminar kits--foam-rubber lined, oompaot units--each of whioh oontains a

file of from 40 to 50 photographic slides, a table-top slide viewer, a long

playing record of a leoture on latest dental teohniques, and the text of the

leoture.

Kits have been prepared in the University's Dental Illustration laboratory

under the direction of J. H. Rothenberger, senior medioal photographerll on four

different subjeots of ourrent interest to dentists.

Subjeots of the first four prepared kits are: "An Introduotion to

Oral Canoer", "The Role of Caloulus in Periodontal Disease"l1 "Hodified Long-Cone

Dental Roentgenography" and "The Use of Oral Surgical Instruments".

The kit reoords, whioh dentists m~ play on their own reoord-players, are

of lectures by the following University dental sohool staff members: Dr. David F.

Mitohellil ohairman of the division of oral histology and pathology; Dr. Helmut A.

Zander, chairman of the division of periodontology; Dr. Eugene E. Petersen,

assistant professor of the division of dental roentgenography; and Dr. Henry B.

Clark, chairman of the division of oral surgery.

(MORE)
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'ut DENTAL SEMINAR KITS - 2 -

Idea for the use of the seminar kit originated b.Y the University of Utah's

college of medicine as an aid to hard-working physicians in isolated oommunities.

The University of Minnesota's dental sohool is the first to adopt the new

advanced teohnique for dental teaohing.

The dental seminar kits beoame available May 1, and request forms for

borrowing them are being mailed to the dentists of the state. Upon request

the kits will be sent express-oolleot as soon as available. Charge for the

loan of the kit is $5 plus transportation.

Other kits are in production in the Dental Illustration laborator,y and

will be announoed as they become available.

The slides, some of which are black and white and others colored, are

prepared from photographs taken in the University's dental school.

The wooden, shock-oushioned slide and reoord cases haiebeen constructed

at the University. The viewers are standard desk models, and the recordings

are taped by Rothenberger.

-UNS-
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'u t AIR FORCE
ROTC REVIEW
TUESDAY AT 1:30

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota's Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps

,iill conduct its annual spring review, marking the climax of the year's program,

at 1:30 p,m, Tuesday (Mavr 3) in Memorial stadium.

Approximately 500 cadets will take part in the event which will be open to

the public. Awards and decorations will be presented to the cadets,

-tINS-
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UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS
TO HEAD NATIONAL
GUIDANCE GROUP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Clifford p. Froehlich, native of Crosby, Minn., and an alumnus of the

Universi~ of Minnesota and Macalester college, has been named president-elect

of the American Personnel and Guidance association.

Now an associate professor of education at the Universit,y of California,

Berkeley, Froehlich earned his master of arts degree at the University of

Minnesota in 1939. He received a bachelor of arts degree in 1935 from Macalester

college and a doctor of education degree from George Washington university in

1948. He attended high school at Thief River Falls, Minn.

While he was a graduate student at the University of l1innesota, Froehlich's

adviser was Professor Walter W. Cook, now dean of the University's college of

education.
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MANAGEMENT TALK
OPEN TO PUBLIC
MONDAY AT U OF M

(FOR D-1MEDIATE RELEASE)

Colonel Lyndall Urwick, internationally known authority on business

management and administration, will deliver the final lecture in his current

University of Minnesota series of five talks at 8 p.m. Monday (May 2) in

Murph¥ hall auditorium.

At the lecture, which will be open without charge to the public,

Colonel Urwick will talk on liThe Six Ilain Functions of Management".

The lectures have been sponsored by the University through a grant

from the Merrill Foundation for the Advancement of Financial Knowledge.

Colonel Urwick, head of a London management consultant firm, is an

author and lecturer in scientific management and is also active in

international management conferences.
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